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REPORT SUMMARY

EPRI has assessed the role of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) in the regulation of nuclear
power station technical specifications. This report presents nuclear utilities with a framework
and associated general guidance for implementing risk managed technical specifications (RMTS)
as a partial replacement of existing technical specifications. This report was prepared for EPRI
with extensive technical input and review by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) Risk-Informed
Technical Specifications Task Force (RITSTF), which includes input from the Westinghouse
Owner's Group. This report is a substantial Technical Update to EPRI Report 1011758, which
was published in December 2005. A draft of the re% ision provided inThis report '\as submitted
to the Nu.tlear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff to support pilot applications of RITSTF
Initiative 4B. This re- ision incorporates modifications to address comminents provi(led by NRC
staff.
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Backgrcund

Since 1995, the methodology for applying PRAs to risk-informed regulation has been advanced
by the publication of many reports. Related to the area of risk-informed technical specifications
alone, EPRI has published the PSA Applications Guide (TR- 105396), Guidelinesfor Preparing
Risk-Base d Technical Spec fications Change Request iSubinittals (TR-1 05867), Risk-Jliformed
Integrated Safety Managenment Speciffications (RIISA IS) Itplemnentation Guide (1003116), and
Risk-)nfoi-ned Configuration-Based Technical Specifications (RICBTS) Implementation Guide
(1007321). NRC has issued Regulatory Guidej1.177 and a Standard Reviewv Plan providing
guidance on risk-informed technical specifications. Over the past four years, the NEI RITSTF
has addressed several generic initiatives to further risk-inform station technical specifications.
One of these, Initiative 4B, entitled Risk-Managed Technical Specifications. is the subject of this
report. Two pilot implementations of Initiative 4B have been submitted by utilities to NRC for
their appioval. An earlier version of this report, EPRI Report 1002965 wvas submitted to NRC in
support of these pilot submittals. Based on NRC reviews, EPRI Report 1009474 was produced
and docketed with NRC. This report is a further revision based on NRC review, industry and
NRC workshops on the subject, and industry experience using the guidelines.

Objectives

* To provide utilities with an approach for developing and implementing nuclear power station
risk-managed technical specifications programs.

* To complement and supplement existing successful Configuration Risk Management
applications such as the Maintenance Rule.

* To serve as NRC-approved guidelines for widespread implementation of RITSTF Initiative
4B.

I
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Approach

Starting with available industry and NRC documentation. experienced PRA practitioners, acting
through the NEI RITSTF, developed an approach and methodology for implementing risk-
informed technical specifications. The method uses the guidance developed for the Maintenance
Rule, I OCFR50.65 (a)(4), in Section 1 I ofNEI document NUMARC 93-01 as a starting point. - Deleted: the
rhe approach described in this report isp logical extension of that guidance to address the Deleted: This

additional challenges of Risk-Managed Technical Specifications. The primary additions to the |Deleted: devc

(a)(4) processes are 1) the calculation of a flexible risk-informed completion time (RICT) as an
alternative to the static Allowed Out-of-service Times in current technical specifications, and 2)
calculation of cumulative risk incurred through the use of these RICTs. Other extensions of the
(a)(4) process are associated with the elevation of the process to a higher regulatory significance
through its incorporation into technical specifications. This report provides the culmination of D. Deleted: The
the RITS 413 initiative and serves as the industry implementation utnidance for application of vcoxle based on
Risk, Manaied Technical Specifications. implemcntalion

reviews by the i

Results ISF

document

loped as

process continues to
I NRC review comments.
)f the two proposed pilot
s of Initiative 4B. and
nembers of the NEI

This report presents a recommended approach and technical framework for an effective RMTS
program and its implementation following NRC approval. This report also provides, together
with the industry consensus standards on PRA as modified by experience with NRC Regulatory - - CDeleted: Drafi
Guide 1.200, the requirements for PRA scope and capability for this RMTS application.

""I'D

EPRI Perspective

This project is an important element of the nuclear industry's strategic objective to use more
risk-informed regulations and operational decisions. It is a logical extension of traditional
technical specifications that builds upon the current Configuration Risk Management (CRM)
requirements of the NRC Maintenance Rule. All U.S. nuclear stations meet these requirements,
and many have more extensive CRM programs to support work planning and scheduling,
evaluation of events during operation, response to NRC inspection findings, and other day to day
applications. These capabilities have proven to be both riskand cost-effective. Furthermore,
their regular use has fostered a desirable risk management culture at well-nin stations. EPRI
expects to support this RMTS effort in the future as it continues through the regulatory approval
process and through its early implementation. Furthermore. this project will interface with the
related activities of the EPRI Configuration Risk Management Forum (CRMF), which addresses
a wide range of CRM issues.
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I
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to provide specific guidance on how to implement Risk Managed
Technical Specifications (RMTS) programs at existing and planned nuclear power stations using
configura :ion risk management tools and techniques. It is a direct derivative of previous EPRI
work, in particular EPRI Report 101 1758 [ 1]. This report provides guidance for stations desiring
to implenrent RMTS for a single system as well as those desiring to implement a global "whole
plant" RMTS approach. This report is organized and presented as follows:

* Section I is an overview of the history preceding RMTS programs.

* Section 2 provides the RMTS program requirements.

* Section 3 presents detailed RMTS guidance approach and methodology.

* Section 4 presents the attributes of a PRA and associated Configuration Risk Management
(CRM) Tools that are required for RMTS implementation.

* Section 5 presents RMTS references.

* Appendix A provides a glossary of terms.

I OCFR50.36, "Technical Specifications," requires that each specification contain a Limiting
Condition for Operation (LCO,). The LCO is the minimum functional capability or performance | - Deleted: sl
levels of equipment required for safe operation of the facility. Wlhen an LCO is not met, 10 CFR
50.36 requires the licensee to shut down the reactor or follow any remedial action permitted by
the Technical Specifications until the condition can be met. No specific timing requirements
were included in the regulation. llowever, in practice, each specification contains actions to
follow when the LCO is not met and these actions are associated with one or more fixed time
limits. Within the context of the plant technical specifications, these time limits are termed the
Allowed Outage Times (AOTs) or Completion Times (CTs). These time limits were established
at the time of station licensing or in subsequent license amendments. In this document,Jhe term Deleted: wcusell

completion time (CT) to refers to completion time and/or allowed outage time.

The nuclear industry has applied risk-informed techniques to extend various CTs originally
established in the Technical Specifications. The RMTS described in this report builds on that
experience to establish a process to applv configuration risk management to enable a licensee to r_ �.. �
vary the CT in accordance with the risk calculated for the plant configuration. .

This guideline is applicable to risk informing the Technical.Snecifications CTs for plant I D el ed cchni .
configurations in which strnctures, systems and components (SSCs) are inoperable The primary
use of this guidance is anticipated to be for configurations (either preplanned or emergent) that
occur during the conduct of maintenance. It is expected that implementation of RMTS will allow
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utilities to more fully utilize risk-informed tools and processes in the management of
maintenance. TheseTechnicalSpecifications enhancements will reduce plant risk by allowing
flexibility in prioritization of maintenance activities. improving resource allocation, and avoiding
unnecessary plant mode changes. The RMTS under development is specifically directed toward
equipment outages and will not change the manner in which plant design parameters are
cnntrnlled.

This guide supplements NuclearEnergy Institute (NEI) guidance for implementation of the
Maintenance Rule (see Section' I of Reference t21) for stations implementing kMTS.
Additional key references include EPRI's PSA Applications Guide [3] and NRC's Regulatory
Guide 1 .174 [4]. Maintenance activities are performed to ensure the level of equipment
reliability necessary for safety, and should be carefully managed to achieve a balance between
the benefits and potential impacts on safety, reliability and availability. The benefits of well
managed maintenance conducted during power operations include increased system and unit
availability, reduced equipment and system deficiencies that could impact operations, more
focused attention on safety due to fewer activities competing for specialized resources, and
reduced work scope during outages.

This report is a key part of the NEI Risk Informed Technical Specifications Task Force
(RITSTF) initiatives. RMTS is designed to be consistent with, and provide enhancement to, the
guidance provided for Maintenance Rule risk management described in Reference [2J. The
guidance contained in this report is applicable to the determination of risk informed completion
times (RICTs), Risk Management Action Times (RMATs) (reference Appendix A for definitions
of these terms) and specification of appropriate compensatory risk management actions (RMAs)
applicable to requirements of the Technical .Specifications. In application of this guidance to
maintenance activities on plant SSCs governed byTcchnicalSpnecilications, both the provisions
of the RMTS and the requirements specified under the provisions of Maintenance Rule section
(a)(4) are applicable. This section summarizes the enhancements that this initiative brings to
prudent safety management.

It is not the intent of the RITSTF initiatives to modify the manner in which the Maintenance
Rule requirements are met by various utilities. I lowever, it is the intent of this report to provide
the guidance for integrating RiskManaeedTechnical .Snecificationis wvith the Maintenance Rule
process. While the fundamental process to be used for the RMTS is not different from the
Maintenance Rule process, the proposed risk assessment process has an increased quantitative
focus and requires a more formal mechanism for dispositioning maintenance decisions. RMTS
features balance the flexibility in performing maintenance within a structured risk informed
framework so as to adequately control the risk impact of maintenance decisions.

The RMTS process discussed in this report may be used within the current configuration risk
management program that implements the Maintenance Rule (a)(4) requirements. Specifically,
this report describes integration of the present I OCFR50.65(a)(4) evaluation process with
selected supplementary processes to create an enhanced process that will support the
implementation of flexible CTs within theTechnical .$ccificatiolns. However, there is a
fundamental difference between the two programs. RMTS is specifically applicable toTechnical
,Speciication operabilityofSSCs while the provisions ofMaintenanceRulesection (a)(4) are_______ f Maintenance Rule secti......................................................................... ........ ... .. .
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concerne(d with functionality of a broader scope of SSCs. Due to this fundarerital difference, the
provision; of both programs are applicable'and must be performed during applications of RMTS.* ;

The RMTS process is intended to provide a comprehensive risk informed mechanism for
expeditious identification of risk significant plant configurations. This will include
implementation of appropriate compensatory risk management actions, while retaining the
current £ ch4nical Spei fications action statement requirements, including the action to shut * Dele ledchizaL

down the plant when prudent. In practice; this program is consistent with I OCFR50.65(a)(4) Deleted: specifizations
maintenance planning conditions. That is, the program retains the current I OCFR50.65(a)(4)
threshold; for identifying normal and high risk plant configurations: The processes described
herein depart from the Maintenance Rule requirements by formally requiring high risk plant -

configurations to be treated in a required action for the Risk.Mlanatcig TechnicalSpecification Deleted rik
not being met. In addition. the revised process ensures timely risk assessments of emergent ed nd
(unscheduled) plant configurations to ensure that high-risk conditions associated with multiple Deleted: technical

component outages are identified early. This document also includes guidance on the scope and ( eted: sptcifiction
quality of the risk-informed tools used in performing the configuration risk assessments.
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2
RMTS; PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

This Section delineates the requirements for RMTS applications. In this chapter, the conditions
under which the RMTS program is applicable are defined. Then, requirements applicable to the
activities necessary for RMTS implementation are provided. These activities are comprised of
the following:

* Configuration risk management process and application tol Technica1 Specificatiol | Deleted: iechni:al

requirements. Deleted: srecifcation
* Documentation requirements.
* Training requirements.
* PRA technical adequacy requirements. | Deleted: accur c)

* Configuration risk management tool requirements.

Information associated with the purpose and details associated with the implementation of the
individual RMTS requirements are provided in Chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 3 provides detailed
guidance on the RMTS programmatic requirements and the conduct of activities necessary to
implement the RMTS program. Chapter 4 provides information associated with the PRA and
configuration risk management models and tools used in the RMTS program.

2.1 Applicability

I

A RMTS program is designed to apply the risk insights and results obtained from a plant PRA to
identify appropriate technical specifications CTs and appropriate compensatory risk management
actions associated with plant SSCs that are inoperable. Thus, PRAs that support RMTS are
typically ;alanit specific at-power PRAs. Licensees who want to apply RMTS for plant
configurations other than at-power operating modes, hall have a PRA and configuration risk
calculation tool Jhat adecquatelv calculates a RICT in these modes for the specific plant
confieurations as discussed below. Also, the station configuration risk management (CRM)
program (see definition in Appendix A) shall establish the program-specific requirements for
application of an at-power PRA to non-power operating modes. Technical Specifications
associated with the Cold Shutdown and Refueling modes are not within the scope of this
guidance. Table 2.1 providesthe applicability of an at-power PRA for use in the RMTS program
during various operating modes.

- elee:m I c able to showe the
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Table 2-1
I Applicability of.At-Power PRA for RMTS to Plant Operational Modes. Note: mode numbers . t Deleted: At

are In accordance with Improved Technical Specification definitions.
.I : .

l

Applicability ofAtPoivcr PRA to RNITS | pWR ' | BAN'R,
, Direct Application -- I, 2. ~3 4* 1.2

Not Applicable 4*. 5, 6 - 3. 4.5
* RMTS is applicable to PWR Mode 4 for cooling via stearn generators: RMTS is NOT - -
applicable to PWR Mode 4 for cooling via shutdown cooling

-

''

In order to apply a RMTS rtromram to PWR Mode 3 or Mode 4 plant configurations. the l'RA
and CRMI models either must be directly applicable OR be capable of t roviding conservative /
bounding results xvith commensurate documentation. Stations implementine'RNITS ma' empalo\
methods previously approved bv NRC to achieve this obiectivc. As 6nc example. the NRC staff
previously issued a Federal Register Notice (70FR74037. 14 D)ecemher 2005) that provided a
model salety evaluation (SE) and a no signilicalit hazards considlration (NSIWIC) dotermination
relating to changing I3WVR Technical Specification required aclion end state reQuiremrents.

Thus. a RMTS program defines the scope of equipment used to define plant configuirations to
which calculation of a risk informed comptletion time (RICT) ma' be applied. These SSCs have
front-stop CT requirements. and can be evaluated via the RMTS-suptportinu PRA and CRM
program. Technical spsecifications for Safely limits: Reactivity Control. Power l)isiribution, and
test exceptions are excluded from itiliing RICTs. ' '

2.2 RMTS Thresholds :

Risk management thresholds for RMTS program application are established quantitatively by
considering the magnitude of the instantaneous core damage frequency (CDF);'instantaneous
large early release frequency (LERF);'incremental core damage probability (lCDP),-and the
incremental large early release probability (ILERP) for the plant configuration of interest. The
risk management thresholds presented in Table 2-2 are the basis for RMTS program action :
requirements. ' ' ' ' i

,Table 2-2 .. .. .
RMTS Quantitative Risk Management Thresholds . .-

i I. ...
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Deleted: TI.c following approaches /
augmentations arc acceptable for
demonstrating the applicability of the at-
power PRA and CRM tol to thc I lot
Standby and'or Hot Shutdown conditions:

<N>A full PRA and associated
configuralion risk calculator that is
capable ofquantification of risk from
configurations in the applicable plant
operating modes.-

Orl

<N>A quantification of the risk from the
specific plant configuration with the at-
power PRA supplemented by an
evalutation that demonsrrates that thc it-
pover quantification is applicable or
bounds thc specific condition (i.e. is
conscrvat ivc).%

If thc risk from a plant configuration
cannot be adequately assessed. then the
provisions of the RMTS to exceed the
front-stop CT shall not be applied. ¶
I
From a practical standpoint. a RMTS
program defines the scope of cquipment
used to define plant configurations.
Generally, equipment included within a
plant configuration arc those associated
with SSCs that are included ;within the
scope of thc technical specifications and
arc included in a station's CRM program.
-Thereforc. they have front-stop CT
requirements. and can be evaluated via
the RMTS-supporning PRA and CRM
program. Technical specifications for
Safely Limits. Reactivity Control. Poner
Distribution. and test cxccptions arc
excluded from utilizing RlCTs.l
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- RICT requirements apply

2!O1-6  
- Consider the required action to
not be met and follow the
technical specification
requirements

- RMAT requirements apply

2 10-6 2 7 - Assess non-quantifiable factors

- Implement compensatory risk
management actions

<10-6 <10-7 - Normal work controls

w . .. I I I.

2.3 RMITS Program Requirements

This section provides a concise listing of RMTS programmatic requirements. Detailed discussion
of the configuration risk management and technical specification requirements applicable to
RMTS are provided in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides a detailed discussion of requirements
associated with the PRA models and CRM tools used in RMTS program implementation.

2.3.1 Configuration Risk Management Process & Application of Technical
Specifications

Existing Technical Specifications for nuclear power stations specify completion times for
completing actions when specific plant equipment is inoperable. Under the RMTS concept,
these CT values are maintained and referred to as "front-stop" CT values. In the RMTS
program, operation beyond the front-stop CT is allowed provided the risk of continued operation
can be shown to remain within established limits as determined by the CRM program and
supported by the PRA.

The staticn's CRM program and RMTS process shall be performed in accordance with-station
procedures which include the followving process requirements: . . . . .

I. Risk assessments used in RMTS shall be performed in accordance with guidance provided in
Secticns 2 and 3 of this document and s'u jpdrted by the implementing plant's PRA and'CRM
program. Risk assessments involve computation of a Risk Management Action Time
(RMAT) and a Risk Informed Completion -Time (RICT) ..- ..

* The RMAT is the time interval at which the risk management action'threshold is
exceeded. It is the time from discovery of a conditiori requiring entry into a XDeleted echnial
_Techniical Secificaitions action for a SSC with the provision to utilize a RICT and Deleted spccaions--------~~~~ - -------- - ~- -- -- -py vso -o ut. ze a -IC an-- [ e td:s icaon
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which results in a plant configuration other than the zero-maintenance state until the
10-6 ICDP or ]0'7 ILERP RMA threshold is reached, whichever is the shorter
duration.

The RICT is a plant-specific SSC plant configuration CT calculated based on
maintaining plant operation within allowed risk thresholds or limits and applying a
formally approved configuration risk management program and associated
probabilistic risk assessment. The RICT is the time interval from discovery of a
condition requiring entry into a technical specifications action with the provision to
utilize a RICT and which results in a plant configuration other than the zero-
maintenance state until the 105 ICDP or I0V ILERP threshold is reached, or 30 days,
whichever is shorter. The maximum RICT of 30 days is referred to as the "back-stop
CT." .

2. Risk Managed Technical Specifications are applied inder the followving conditions:

2.1. To extend a CT beyond its front-stop CT.
2.2. Conditions in which more than one technical specification LCO is not met and the

applicable actions have the provision to utilize a RICT. In this case, the RMTS is
applied to confirm acceptability of the affected front-stop CTs.

2.3. To evaluate configuration changes once a RICT is being used beyond the associated
front-stop CT.

3. For plant configurations in which the RMAT either has been exceeded (emergent event) or is
anticipated to be exceeded (either planned condition or emergent event), appropriate
compensatory risk management actions shall be identified and implemented.

4. Upon implementation of the provisions of the RMTS program for an inoperable SSC within
the program scope, prior to exceeding the RMTS front-stop CT the station shall perform a
risk calculation to determine the applicable risk management action time.(RMAT) and risk
informed completion time (RICT). . . ,

5. When a system is inoperable and the associated specification has the provision to utilize a
RlCTand a second (or anylgubseqtieni) technical specification SSC with the provisionto toOeeeted:
utilize a RICT becomes inoperable, prior to exceeding the shorter of 12 hours or the most .

limiting front-stop CT, the station shall perform a risk calculation to verify the acceptability
of the front-stop CTs. If the risk calculation identifies a shorter RICT for this plant ' dutilizing
configuration, then the RICT becomes the governing CT requirement' *. ' any subscquc

* . the plant CR
noknfunctiona

6. L\'hcn a system within the scope of the RMTS program is inoperable and iii a RICT. and the .' 'nsk calculati

Ifunctional /obrcrable statuis of anv subscten SSC wtithin tie scope of te plant CRM and a revised

proeram chaines (i.e. a functional / operable SSC becomes nori-fiunctional / inoperable), the ,ime(RIcT)

plant shall perform a risk calculation to determine a revised risk mainaeclilent adion time performndupr
(RNMAT) and risk infomied completion time (RICT) apptiicable tothe ncv plant ng appl
confitguration. This evaluation shall be performed prior to exceeding iheniost limitin f tchnicat-spc

412 hours fror
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RpVijcahle Technical Speciftcaii~n froni-stop CT (for SSCs Lb6verned by Technical
Specifications) but not later than 12 h16urs from the plant configuration chainge. For plant
confi uration chances in wvhich a non-functional / inoperable SSC is returned to service, the
plant may perform a risk caleilaitioni o deteriniic a rev ised risk nianagenicil action tlimc
(RNMikl) and risk informed comiletion time (RICT).

* The revised RICT from the evaluation shall be effective from the time of
implementation of the original RICT for the original non-zero maintenance plant
configuration, and the associated RICT "time-clock" shall not be re-set to zero at the'
time of the modified configuration.

* In the RMTS framework, a RICT can be revised, occasionally many times, but the
associated "time clock" cannot be restarted until all LCOs associated vith front-stop
CTs that have been exceeded have been met (i.e. are operable) or the applicability for
the LCOs exited.

7. Should the RICT be reached or the instantaneous plant risk as calculated via the plant risk
assessment tool exceed an equivalent CDF of 103 per year (or I 04 per year for LERFlthe
plant shall consider the required action to not be met and follow the applicable Teehnical
Specification requirements. including any associated requirement lor plant shuitdo\sn
implementation.

L'.RMAT and RICT calculations are performedinaccordancewiththefollowingnles: i

* RMAT and RICT risk levels are referenced to Core Damage Frequency (CDF) and
Large Early Release Frequency (LERF) associated with the plant "zero-maintenance"
configuration. The "zero-maintenance".state is established from the baseline PRA by
assuming all components to be available (i.e. SSC unavailability and test and
maintenance events are set to zero in the PRA model; train modeling is consistent
with plant alignments).,.

* RMAT and RICT levels are referenced from the time of initial'entry into the first
RMTS and can only be reset once all RMTS action statements for SSCs beyond their'
front-stop CTs.have been exited.

* The RMAT and RICT calculations may use conservative or bounding analyses.

* Compensatory risk management actions may only be credited to the extent they are
modeled in the PRA and are proceduralized. ' - i

* The expected repair time (i.e. return to service time) contained in the PRA model for
equipment repairs of inoperable SSCs within the scope of the CRM program cannot
be credited in the calculation of the RICT.

* The impact of fire risks shall bejnclude( in RICT calculations

* Extensions of RMTS to lower operating modesli.e. operational modes other than I or
2) shall be,, unported via hounlding or conservative analyses. The process for
analyzing the risks and key assumptions associated with the~plant configurations
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applicable to these operatin! modes shall be described in the station RMITS program rFormatted:ulletsandNurnbering 1
implementation documentation. * * . Formatted: Bullets and Numbering v

9. The RMTS completion time shall not exceed the back-stop CT limit'of 30 days. This RMTS (eletedt technical3
provision applies separately to each ACTION for which it is entered. . ' I Deleted: specifications ,

I 0. In a RMTS program, a RICT exceeding the current front-stop CT may not be applied in cases-'
where a total loss of function has occurred (e.g., all trains of a requiredTechnical
,Specification-s system are determined to be incapable of performing its intended function
such as, all trains of Safety Injection or all trains of Component Cooling Water).

i 1. Unless otherwise permitted by the Technical Specifications, application of RMTS for a
planned entry into a configuration involving a total loss of function is not allowed.

12. PRA Functionality Assessment Guidance

An inoperable component shall normally not he considered functional when performine the *
RICT calculation. The remaininte functions of the system. subsystemn. or train which are not
affected by the inoperable comprionent(s) mav be considered PRA functional when
performine the RICT calculation.

The followvine provides guidance for conditions when an exception to this Peneral muidance
ma" be applied.

12.1 If a component is declared inioperable (dle to degrade(ld erfonii-ince parameters. but the
alffected parameter does not and %v'ill not impact the success criteria of the PRA model.
then the component ma'y be considered PRA functional for purposes of the RICT
calculation. For the provisions of this section to apply, the follovine must occur:

12.1.1 The dee!raded condition must be identified and its associated impact to
equipment ftmctionalitv known.

12.1.2 C'ontinued degradation is not expected.-. 'a'

12.2 l fthe functional impact of the condition causing the inoperability is capable of being L
assessed by the PRA model, then the remaining unaffected functions of the component
mav be considered PRA functional in the RICT calculation.

12.3 If the condition causing a component to be inoperable is not modeled in the PRA. and
the condition has been evaluated and documented in the RMTS program as having no
risk impact. or as beint not credited in the PRA model, then the RICT may be
calculated asstimine availability of the inoperable component and its associated svstem
'subsystem or train. If there is no documented basis for exclusion, or if the'condition
was screened as low probability, then the inoperable componeit miust be considered not
functional.

12.4 If the Technical Specification component is not in the PRA model, then the affected
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* 13. If a component within the scope of the CRM program is inoperable and PRA ftinctionality - I
cannot be quantified, then the component shall be considered non-functional for the RICT
calculation. In any case where equipment declared as "inoperable' is being classified as
"functional" for purposes of RICT calculation, the reasoning behind such a consideration
;ha! Wbe justified in the documentation of the RICT assessment. . - I

-- a Numbering.LFormatted: Butlets andNubrnj

-( Deleted: muss I
_. The as-occurred cumulative risk associated with the use of RMTS beyond the front-stop CT I- -{Deleted: 15

for equipment out of service shall be assessed and compared to the guidelines for small risk
changes in Regulatory Guide 1.174 [4] and corrective actions applied as appropriate. This
assessment of cumulative risk impact shall he conducted as part of the station periodic PRA
updatzs on a periodicity not to exceed two rctueling cycles

I

15 Operr.bility determinations should follow regulatory guidance established in Part 9900 of the
NRC Inspection Manual [9]. RMAT and RICT calculations performed for emergent
conditions shall be performed assuming that all equipment not declared inoperable during the
operability determination process is functional. Ilowevershe station should consider
establishing ahpropriaie RMAs due to the potential for increased risks from common cause
failure of similar equipment.

|- - Deleted: I h j

I Deleted: in I

2.3.2 Documentation

1. The CRM program process shall be documented in station procedures delineating appropriate
responsibilities and related actions.

2. The process for conducting and using the results of the risk assessment in station decision-
making shall be documented.

3. Procedures should specify the station functional organizations and personnel, including
operations, engineering, and risk assessment (PRA) personnel, responsible for each action
requited for RMTS program implementation.

4. Procedures should clearly specify the process for conducting a RICT assessment and
developing applicable RMAs.

5. Individual RMTS RICT evaluations shall:

5.1. Be documented in an appropriate log.
5.2. Document where quantified bounding assessments or other conservative quantitative

approaches were used, v| Deleted: for c xamplc. application of
apprachs wee ued, - -. *~. -bounding methodology such as described5.3. In cases where equipment declared as inoperable is being £redite( as possessing PRA f in 17] for fire cnts

-functionality for the purposes of a RICT calculation, the basis behindl thils -.
determination shall be provided in the RICT documentation. * Deleted cias rcd

6.. Relative to extended CTs beyond the front-stop CT, the following shall be documented:
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6.1. The date/time an LCO(s) is not met and entry into conditions which have provisions
for utilizing a RICT.

6.2. The date/time entry for restoration of compliance with the LCO(s) or the exiting of..
the applicability for specifications which have provisions for utilizing a RICT.

6.3. If applicable. an assessment of PRA functionality based on the degree of degradation
for specifications which have provisions for utilizing a RICT.

6.4. The configuration specific risk profile for the duration of extended CTs identifying
inoperable equipment and associated plant alignments.

6.5. For emergent conditions, the extent of condition assessment for redundant
components.

6.6. The total accumulated ICDP and ILERP accrued during the extended CTs.

7. Periodic Documentation:

7.1. As a minimum, the accumulated annual risk above the zero maintenance baseline due

the station periodic PRA updates on a periodicitv not to exceed two reftleline cycles.
This documentation shall also include a description of the process for monitoring
accumulated risk, associated insights and lessons learned,

2.3.3 Training

Deleted: Annual

* Deleted: . Thisdocumcenationshall bc
l asailable for rsics on-sitc.

I. Those organizations with functional responsibilities for performing or administering the
CRM program shall have required training (e.g. licensed operators, work control personnel,-
PRA personnel, and station management).

2. Training shall be provided to personnel responsible for performance of RMTS actions. This
training should be commensurate with the respective responsibilities of the personnel in the
following areas:

2.1. Programmatic requirements of RMTS program.

2.2. Fundamentals of PRA including analytical methods employed and the interpretation of
quantitative results. This training should include training on the potential impact of

| common cause failures, model assumptions and limitations, andprncertainties. The
training also should address the implications of these factors in the use of PRA results in
decision-making applicable to RMTS.

| 2.3. Plant specific quantitative and qualitative insights obtained from the PRA.

t Deleted: in l
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I quantitativc insights I
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2.4. COperation of the plant configuration risk management tool and interpretation of results
derived from its application.

2.3.4 PIA Technical Adequacy

Stations electing to implement RMTS shall have a PRA model with the following attributes:

1. The PRA model shall incorporate the attributes contained in Section 4 of this report. The * l|ormatted: Billets and Numbering

intent of these attributes is to ensure that the PRA provides a reasonable representation of the
plant:-isks associated with the removal of plant SSCs from service, | Deleted:Toact omplish this ,shjacivc.

the PRA model shalls be peer FE% infixed
with A&B lcscl I acts and 01,.natins

2. The PRA shall be reviewed to the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.200 Rev 0 for a Capability- resolvedordispo~itioncd.

Category 2. Deviations from Regulatory Guide 1.200 relative to the RMTS program shall be 'Formatted: bilets and Numbering

justified and documented.

3. The scope of the PRA model shall include Level I (CDF) plus large early release frequency Formatted: BL llets and Numbering
(LER'F). In addition. RICT and RMATevaltiations shall include contributions from external | -.

events, internal flooding events, and internal fire events. Inclusion of these factors within the
PRA is not explicitly required provided alternate methods (e.g. conservative or bounding _

analyses) are used to accomplish this requirement., ; . . Deleted: For selected applications.
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planned or unplanned unavailability of equipment within the scope of the CRM program for ' treated qualitativtly.

the operational mode existing at the time an existing CT is extended. Formatted: Billets and Numbering
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8.3 In the event a PRA modeline error is identifiecl that significantlv impacts RIC-OT
calculations. corrective actions shall be identified and implemented as soon as practicable.;
in accordance with the station corrective actionl program.
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I9. PRA quantification software shall satisfy station software quality assurance requirements.

1(. Where the PRA is to be used to extend Completion Times (CTs) that originate in lower plant
operating modes as described in Section 2.1, the PRA scope may be extended to include
those applicable modes, or a technically-based argument for application'of the Mode I and 2
model to other plant operating modes chall be provided (e.g.* provide assurance that risk
associated with other modes addressed in the RMTS is bounded by the Modes I and 2 PRA
event sequences).

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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I1. PRA miodeling (i.e. epistemic) uncertainties shall be considered in anplication of the PRA
base model results to the RMTS proeram. This uncertainty assessment is intended to be
performed on the PRA base model prior to implementation Of the RNlI'S programi and
provide insights such that applicable compensatorv risk manavenient actions may be
developed to limit the potential impact of these uncertainties. This evaluation should include
an LCO specific assessment of key assumptions that address key uncertainties in modeling of
the specific out of service SSC's. For l.COs in which it is determined that identitiecl
uncertainties could sienificantlv impact the calculated RICT. sensitivity sttidies should be
performed for their potential impact on the RICT calculations. (Reference EPRI-1 009652 [61
for one method to determine kev uncertainties) Insights obtained from these sensitivity
studies should be used to develop appropriate compensatory risk nianagemient actions. Such
activities may include highlightinig risk significant operator actions. confirmiinn! availability
andi operability of important standby eouipment and assessinu presence of severe or unusual
environmental conditions. The intent of these risk management actions is to (in a qualitative
manner) minimize the impact of the uncertainties. This assessment is onlv intended to be
performied prior to initial implementation of the RMTS proerarn and after a substantial
update of the PRA.

2.3.5 Configuration Risk Management Tools

The following specific CRM tool attributes are required for RMTS implementation:

I 1. Initiating events accurately model external conditions and effects of out-of-service
equipment.

2. Model truncation levels are adequate to maintain associated decision-making integrity.

3. Model translation from the PRA to a separate CRM tool is appropriate; and CRM fault trees
are traceable to the PRA. Appropriate benchmarkinet of the ('RNM tool against the PRA model
shall be performed to demonstrate consistency.
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4. Dependent human actions are modeled and quantified.

5. Configuration of the plant is correctly mapped from real time activities to CRM parameters.
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6. .:Each CRM application tool is verified to adequately reflect the as-built, as-operated plant
. including risk contributors which v'ary by time of year or time in fuel cycle or otherwvise

demoistraied to he conscrv atixve or boundine.

7: Anv rew key.uncertainties.contained in the CRM model (that are identified via [IRA model,
to CRIM tool henchmarking) are identified and evaluated prior to use of the CRM tool for
RM'' applicatiol:s.

8. CRM application tools and software are accepted and maintained by an appropriate quality
program. CRM atiplication tool gualitv requirements for RMTS include:

X.1 I0dodel conietiratlion control.

8.2 3oftware qualilv assurance.

8.3 Iraining oflresponsible personnel.

8.4 Development and control otflrocedures.

8.5 Identification and implementation of correcti\e actions.

8.6 Prouram admiinistration requirements.

9. l'he ('RM tool shall he maintainied alid undated( in accordaince witih apnroved station
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proce lIres to ensure it accurately reflects the as-built. as-operated plant.

9.1 The CRM tool shall be maintained and tipdated in accordance wvith approved station
procedures on a periodic basis not to exceed two refueling cvcles.
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9.2 A process for evaluation and disposition of proposed facility changes shall be
established for items impacting the CRM tool (c.e. design modifications. procedure
chances. etc.). Criteria shall exist to require CRM updates concurrent with
implementation of facility chances that significantlv impact RICT calculations.
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9.3 In the event a l'RA or CRM modeling error is ideitified that significantiv impacts
RICT calculation-s. corrective actions shall be identified and implemented as soon as
practicable in accordance wilt the station corrective action progyrim. - '
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3
IMPLEMENTATION GUIDANCE

This Section provides guidance supporting the RMTS programmatic requirements described in
Section 2. This document has been developed to provide the commercial nuclear power industry
guidance on risk management issues associated with implementation of Risk-Managed Technical
Specifica:ions (RMTS) programs at their facilities. Specifically, this guide is designed to
support the implementation of a risk-informed approach to the management of.l echilical
Sllecifica ion completion times related to SSC safety functions, The repor lwill generally refer to
a CT in association with a "plant configuration". The term "plant configuration." a fundamental
term applied in this report, is defined in Appendix A and is simply the consolidated state of all
plant equ pment functionality, i.e., either functional or non-functional, and associated plant risk-
impacting conditions analyzed in the PRA. This term applies to plant equipment functionality or
loss thereof for any reason, including applications of both preventive and corrective
maintenance. See Appendix A of this guide for a glossary of key terms applicable to RMTS
program development and implementation.

Eixistinu conventional technical specifications for nuclear power plants specify maximum cT
v alues for specific plant equipment related to the oUlt-of-service time of SSCs that perform plant
safety furctions. Under the proposed RMTS concept. these CT values are retained in the
technical specifications as the front-stop c ivalues. The front-stop CT valties may he either
those that have historically been established via conventional deterministic engineering methods
and jud(Irient or those more recentiv iustilied via risk-informed methods in accordance wvith RG
1. 177. Implementation of a RMTS program does not preclude subsequent revision of front-stop
CT valuies in accordance with RG 1.177. Under a RMTS program. operation beyond these front-
stop CTs is allowable provided the risk of continued operation can be shown to remain xvithin
established risk thresholds.

,This report focuses on RMTS implementation to meet the intent of RITSTF Initiative 4B (see
Section i for background). A RMTS program does not change any of the conventional technical
specifications LCOs or associated "action statement" requirements. A RMTS program focuses
on managing plant risk to prudently allow configuration-based flexible LCO CT values greater
than the front-stop CT values and less than or equal to a maximum back-stop CT value. The
RMTS pracess presented in this report intcerates reutflatorv cuidance currently in place for other
risk-infor~ied applications. In particular. in RNITS applications. the overall plant risk is assessed
via processes consistent with the maintenance nile (I OCFR50.65). its attendant Remilatorv Guide
(RG 1. 18!). and industry implementation guidance NUMARC 93-01.
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out-of-servicc tinic of SSCs that perform
plant safety functions. Under the
proposed RNITS :onecpt. these CT
values are retained in the technical
specifications as he front-stop CT values.
The front-stop C' values may be either
those that have historically been
established via cc nventional deterministic
engineering methods and judgment or
those more recen lyjustified sia risk -
informed method i in accordance with RG
1 177. Imptemer tation of a RMTS
program does no preclude subsequent
res ision of front-stop CT values in
accordance ith RG 1.177. Under a
RAITS program. operation beyond these
front-stop CTs is allowable provided the
risk of continued operation can be shos n
to remain within established risk
thresholds.
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3.1 RMTS Program Technical Basis'

3.1.1 Risk Management Thresholds forRMTS Programs

Risk management thresholds for RMTS program application are established quantitatively by
considering the magnitude of the instantaneous core damage frequency (CDF), instantaneous
large early release frequency (LERF), incremental core damage frequency (ICDF), and the
incremental large early release frequency (ILERF) for the plant configuration of interest. It is
important to note that these incremental frequency values are measured from their respective .;
"no-maintenance" or "zero-maintenance" baseline frequencies as determined via the PRA (see
definitions of terms in Appendix A).

Guidance for evaluating temporary risk increases by considering configuration-specific risk is
provided in'NUMARC 93-01, Revision 3 [2]: The risk management thresholds presented in
Table 3-I provide the basis for RMTS program implementation. Table 3-1 presents RMTS
quantitative risk management thresholds and RMTS action guidance as well as a comparison of
the respective applicable Maintenance Rule thresholds and action guidance from Reference 3.

Table 3-1
RMTS Quantitative Risk Management Thresholds

.rieronMaintenance Rule Risk RMTS Risk Management 'Crterion Management Guidance Guidance

CDF LERF

- Careful consideration before - Consider the required actioh to
2:10-3 !21041 entering the configuration (none not be met and follow the

events/year eventslyear for LERF) technical specification
requirements

ICDP - ILERP

- Configuration should not - RICT requirements apply
normally be entered voluntarily

10-6 - Consider the required action to
20106 not be met and follow the

technical specification
requirements

- Assess non-quantifiable factors - RMAT requirements apply

210-6 1 - Establish compensatoryrisk . Assess non-quantifiable factors16 107 marnagenient actions''' .. , ;
- Implement compensatory risk

. . . . . management actions

'iO-6 <10-7
- Normal work controls - Normal work controls

I

.I--

I - - , .
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In a RMTS program the 10-6 and 1 thresholds for ICDP and ILERP. respectively. are referred
to as Risk Management Action (RMA) thresholds mid the RMAT is the corresponding risk
management action time. The IO5 and l0e6 threshblds for ICDP and ILERP, respectively, are
referred to as Risk Inforfred Completion Time (RICT) Thresholds. -These thresholds are deemed- - Dlted:

appropriate for RMTS programs because they relate to integrated plant risk impacts that are Deleted: whip the
occasional and temporary in nattire (versis permanent) and are consistent with Reference [4J |, ( D I t t 3 i
guidance that has been previously endorsed by the NRC. v -- D 3

3.1.2 RMTS Risk Management Time Intervals

The RMTS process for allowing continued plant operation beyond the conventional technical
specifications front-stop CT values requires performance of risk assessments based on
configuration-specific plant conditions to calculate the Risk Management Action Time (RMAT)
and Risk-informed Completion Time (RICT). The RMAT is the time interval from discovery of
a condition requiring entry into nTechnical Specification with provisions for utilizing a RICT | - -

and which results in a plant configuration other than the zero-maintenance state until the IO6. *
ICDP or ] 0,7 ILERP RMA threshold is reached, whichever is the shorter duration. The RICT is
the time interval from discovery of a condition requiring entry into a technical specifications
action for a SSC which has the provision to utilize a RICT and which results in a plant.
configuration other than the zero-maintenance state until the I0 5 ICDP or 10-6 ILERP threshold
is reached, or 30 days, whichever is shorter.The maximum RICT-of 30 days is referred to as the
back-stop CT. The back-stop CT limit of 30 days is judged to be a prudently conservative
administrative limit for configuration risk management, compared to, for example, the-
I OCFR50.59 design change criteria limit of 90 days. The 30-day back-stop CT was established
based on the fact that some conventional-TechnicalSpecilication front-stop CT limits are as long --
as 30 days;, and because many nuclear stations would require up to this time period to complete
some required complex corrective maintenance and testing ,for system function recovery. The
RMTS approach evaluates the nuclear safety iriipActs 0i.e. clianges in risk levels) of specific plant -

configurations (i.e., equipmient unavailability),odjroduce rLk-infonired equipmenit out-of-service -'
times that permit licensees to monitor and manageactivitiesassociated with inoperable
Technical Specification SSCs while maintaining nuclear safety risk w ithin acceptable limits.

3.2 RIVITS Program Implementation- - |

3.2.1 RMWTS Process Control and Responsibilities

Implementation of the RNITS Tisk assessment process should be integrated into station-wide
work control processes. The process requires identification of current and anticipated plant
configurat ions and the performance of a quantitative risk assessment applicable to those
configurations (i.e., a risk profile). Appropriate actions to manage the risk impacts shall then be
determined and implemented if risk thresholds are expected to be exceeded.

The RMTS program structure includes the folloWing attributes:

-!D~eleted.: technicalI
Deleted spec ification

{ Deleted: tccal

f Deleted: specif cation I

Deleted: incor orates

Delteed: nuclei r safely impacts (i.e..
change in risk screws)

| Deleted: lechnimllybased

Deleted: maint nancI

( Deleted: within I
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I. Current (conventional) Technical Specifications structure is retained but applicable systems - Deleted:.tcchnical

contain contingencies that allow the use of Risk Managed Technical Specifications. - eleted: specifications

. . wt :.': .. Deleted: technical -
2. Operability determinations are performed in accordance with existing regulatory guidance :

and requirements (e.g., NRC Inspection Manual Part 9900).

3. Defined risk management thresholds (RMA threshold, RICT thresholds are specified.

4. Defined time interval periods (i.e., front-stos CT, RMAT, RICTl and ck-sto Deeteed: Front-stop
corresplondinv to arnplicable Technical Specification and risk management thresholds are
determined.

Deleted: technical
5. Reference to defined actions in TechnicalSpecifications are specified. (.. . Deleted: specifications

Deleted: Define

Deleted: cquisalent los
6. _Ullimale risk limits are specified to prevent operation in plant confieurations that correspond

to high risk conditionsi~e. 10-3 CDF or 104 LERF per year).

The RMTS is intended to replace the fixed CTs of the current technical specifications with
provisions that allow the use of specific risk management methods to determine a risk informed

| completion time based on specific plant configurations in which one or more plant SSC is
Technical Suecification inoperable. An example structure for implementing the proposed RMTS
is illustrated in Table 3-2. Table 3-2 shows an example structure for one system only, but this
structure could be repeated for other SSCs. Deleted: Note that the proposed RITS

reference three time intervals: the front-
stop CT. the 30-day CT (or back-stop
CT). and the acccptablc risk informed
completion time (RICT) calculated in
accordance with the RITS thresholds
(see Table 3-1). The front-stop CT is the
station's current technical specifications
CT asjustified via design basis
considerations. including any technical
specifications CTs modified via an
approved RG 1.177 analysis. The 30-day
back-stop CT is provided to ensure the
plant design basis is retained (that is. no
permanent plant changes are made
associated with implementation of
RITS). The 30-day interval is not risk
informed. but rather represents a
deterministic limit.

. . I . P . . , . ,
: I - : : . V. .

.. :.
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Table 3-2
Generic Risk-informed CTs with a Back-stop: Example Format. !

Actions Required Action Compietion Time '
Condition _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

B. Subsystem inoperable. B.1 Restore subsystem to 72 hours
OPERABLE status. ,

OR!

B.2.1 Determine that the 72 hours
completion time extension
beyond 72 hours is

.- acceptable in accordance
with established RMTS
thresholds.

AND

B.2.2 Verify completion time In accordance with the
.- t-pni-n h."- v nnRATC D-n-~ ' m

[ Deleted: . "cd

. t*..3..L. L fl u r.,. r - . .. Delete: risk.
72 hours remains

. acceptable: Deleted: . with R,
Lev l I PRA and Li

AND (adeqluate for the asAND configuration imfac
LERF) compatibl: i

B.2.3 Restore subsystem to 30 days or acceptable risk informed aprlic
OPERABLE status. RICT, whichever is less. * Deleted: The RIC

focuses on the entir,
based on equipmc nt
and utilizes the quai

* thresholds providd
1. RICT risk assc ss

'Quantitative risk assessments used to support RMTS evaluations shall be performed with aVplant profiles) also arec:)

specific J!RA model approvcd b\ station management in accordance with approved station inemental and cur
-.-.--.-.- inoperable cquiprse

procedure& Fire, seismic and/or flood risks shall also be considered when establishing the maintenanceactiNiti

duration cf a proposed CT extension (See Section 4, PRA Attributes). , assessments shall be
traeked. trended..tn.
reviewed to ensure

jn the conduct of RMTSprocedural guidance is required for conducting and using the results of cumulative risk is st
..--- -- 1 ---------- - - -------- conditions where ris

the risk assessment These procedures should specify the station functional organizations and alone would result i
personnel, including operations, engineering, and risk management (PRA) personnel, responsible ' restoration of low rip~rsonel, configulera"tionsa
for each s tep of the procedures. The procedures should also clearly specify the process for configurations ar t a

calculatin a the applicable R ICr. implementing RMAs, conducting, reviewing, and approving Deleted: Proccdlui

decisions to exceed thef tr -sigi CT and remove equipment from service. tDeleted:,nnstto

Deleted: e.g.
In cases where a RICT assessment cannot be performed (e.g., when the configuration risk cannot .s f seol

be adequately addressed via the CRM program and PRA), thefront-stop requirements of the Deleted: front s___

applicable,1'echnical .Specitications shall be applied.. Deleted: cunrcnn
; Dlted:tchni- al

For stations implementing a RMTS program, the development and maintenance of a "pre- ; Deleted: specifica

analyzed" list of plant configurations with associated RICT values is recommended. This list (Deleted: requirErmn

does not necessarily need to address all SSCs governed by theTeclinicalSpecifications, but_ | -Deleted: tcchni.:al

%ITS results based on
ERF attributes
scssmcnt of plant
ts on CDF and
Aith the associated
!ation. .

T assessment process
plant evolution.

tag-out procedures.
ititative action
in Tables 2-2 and 3-
ments (e.g.. risk
rformed to assess the
nulative risk of
nt associated with
es. These RICT risk
x documented.
d periodically
hat long term
stall [4]. For
Ak considerations
n a very long RICT.
nsk. design basis
nsured by the back-

ral

n decision-making

tions

ents

liionsDeleted: specifica
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should address reasonable or expected combinations of SSCs that would be removed from
service.

3.2.2 RMTS Implementation Process

A RNITS program defines the scope of equipment used to define plant configturations.
Generally. equipment included within the evaluation ofa specific plant configuration is
associated with SSCs that are included wvithin the scope of the Technical Specifications and are
included in a station's CRM program. Therefore. thev have front-stop CT reauirements. and can
be evaluated via the RMTS-supporting PRA and CRM program. Technical Specifications for
Safetv Limits. Reactivity Control, Power Distribution, and test exceptions are excluded from
utilizing RICTs.

Stations implementine a RMTS proeram are required to perform a RICT assessment whenever
(I) the front-stop CT for an SSC within the scope of the RMTS program is expected to be
exceeded, (2) more than one technical specification LCO is not met and the applicable actions
have the provision to utilize a RICT (to confirm acceptability of the affected front-stop CTs).or
(3) wvhenever an SSC within the scope of the RMTS program is bevond its front-stop CT an(d a
subsequent SSC within the scope of the CRM program is removed from service.

The PRA provides the analysis mechanism to identify SSCs for which RICT calculations can he
applied. Since the PRA considers dependencies, support systems: and. through definition of top
events, cut sets. and recovery actions, it includes those SSCs that could, in combination with
other SSCs. result in risk impacts. Thus, an appropriate technical basis exists for RICT
cacltio1st;ns. The rilk infnrmed ascsesPment scone fn SSCsin clu dnrie in n ntawit CRM nrtnrnin

.Deleted: General Guidance

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

Deleted: The follo"sing pros ides
general guidance for implementation and
conduct ofa RNITS program.,
<#>Power operating condifions are
defined as plant modes otlher than hot
standby. hot shutdown. cold shutdown.
refucling.ordefucled. Section 2.1
describcs hc scope of SSCs subject to the
RKITS assessment during pov er
operations.-
u#>Thc risk assessment method for RICT
determination shall use quantitathe
approaches. tlosscvcr. RICTs also can be
supported by risk insights.
'S>Thc quantitative RMNAT and RICT
assessment must consider the plant
configuration. The models and tools used
in the quantification must have the
attributes identified in Sections 2.3.4 and
2.3.5. Note. in specific instances.
hs unding assessments may be appropriate
(i e.. in cases ssherc a simplified
bounding risk assessment is convenient
and can shos that a RICT calculated via
an upper bound configuration risk yicids
ample time for maintenance
implementation). I
<*>The RICT assessment shall assume
equipment declared inoperable is also
non-functional unless a condition exists
that is explicitly modeled in the PRA and
the PRA functionality criteria provided in
Section 2.3.1 Itcm 13 arc satisfied. ,
<t>Asscssmcnts may be prc-determined
(i.c.. performed prior to an actual need).
or they may be performed on an as-
needed basis.1
<f> Emergcnt cevnts or conditions (sec
definition in Appendix A) could change
the conditions of a previously performed
assessment and consequently a revised
RMAT and RICT may be required.
Emergent conditions may include events
such as plant configuration or mode
changes additional SSCs out of scrvicc
due to failures. or significant changes in
cxtcmal conditions (c.g.. selected wcather
conditions and offsitc powcr amailability).
The following guidance. consistent with
Reference 2 should be applied to such
situations:'
<C>A RICT assessment should be
performed or re-evaluated to address the
changed plant conditions on a reasonable
schedule commensurate with the safety
significance of the condition. Quantitative
assessments shall be performed vi thin 12
hours of a configuration change that
affects an RMITS RICT.`
<bt>Pcrformancc (or rc- valuiation) of the
RICT assessment shall not interfere with.
or delay, the operator and or maintenance
crcw from taking timcly actions to place
the plant in a stable configuration. restore
the eqstipment to scrvicc or take
appropriate compensatory actions.%
<5>lf thc plant configuration is re. 14

eenerallv includes the followvin. .

1. Those SSCs included in the scope of the plant's Level I and LE.RF (or Level 2 if available).
internal (and, if available. external) events PRA, and:

2. Those SSCs not explicitly modeled in the PRA but wvhose functions can be directIv
correlated. with appropriate documentation: to those in I above (e.£.. actiation
instrumentation for a PRA modeled function).

Figure 3-1 provides a process flowvchart for implementation of the RMTS Program. This I
flowchart includes tile process steps reQuired for conduct of the RICT assessrhen't for concurrent
entry into multiple action statements.

. . i � .. . . I\ . : , . .
I

I
i
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RMTS PROCESS FLOWCHART

( Deleted: (Note 1) I

I 1 Deleted: (Note 1) J

I l Deleted: (Note 1) -

Figure 3-1
Process Flowchart for RMTS RICT Assessment and Implementation
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The following provides general guidance for implementation and conduct of a RNITS program. .

I. Plantoperatineconditions (modes)for whichRRMTSi mavheapplie(ltredeftinedinSection t t berin)
2.1.

2. The determination of an applicable RMAT and RICT shall use quantitative analysis
approaches. Qualitative risk insights may be used to develop appropriate cornpensatorv risk
management actions.

3. The RICT assessment shall assume equipment declared inoperable is also non-functional
unless a condition exists that is explicitly modeled in the PRA and the PRA funictionality
criteria provided in Section 2.3.1 Item 12 are satisfied. In a RMTS program. a RICT
exceeding the current front-stop CT may not be applied in cases where a loss of function has
occurred (e.g.. all trains ofa required Technical Specifications svstem are determined to be
non-functional such as. all trains of Safetv Iniection or all trains of Component Cooling
Water). Unless otherwise permitted by the Technical Specifications. application of RMTS for
a planned entry into a configuration involving a loss of function is not allowed.

* Formatted: Normal, Numbered 4

Level: I + Numbering Style: 1, 2, 3,
... + Start at: I + Alignment: Left +
Aligned at: 0' + Tab after: 0.25' +
Indent at: 0.25"

4. R ICT assessments may be pre-determined (i.e.. perfornied prior to an actual need), or they Formatted Bullets and Numbering
may be performed on an as-needed basis.

5. Emergent events or conditions (see definition in Appendix A) could changre the cond(itiois of
a previously performed RICT assessment. Consequently a revised RMAT and RICT may be
required. Emerpent conditions may include events such as plant configuration or mode
chances, the removal of additional SSCs fronm service due to failures, or significant changes
in external conditions (e.g.. selected weather conditions or offsite power availability). The
following guidance. consistent with Reference 2 should be applied to such situations'

* A RICT assessment shall be performed or re-evaluated to address the chanced plant - Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.25",
configuration on a reasonable schedule commensurate with the safety significance ot the Bulleted + Level: I + Aligned at: O0

4 Tab after: 0.25' + Indent at:
condition. This assessment shall be performed within than the shorter of 12 hours or the 0.25, Tabs: 0.5, List tab + Not at
most limiting front-stop CT after a configuration change that affects an RMTS RICT has 0.25"
occurred.

* Performance (or re-evaluation) of the RICT assessment shall not interfere with, or delay.
the operator and/or maintenance crew from taking timelv actions to place the plant in a
stable configuration. restore the equipment to service' or take appropriate compensatory
actions.

* If the plant configuration is restored prior to the required re-evaluation risk assessment.
the assessment need not be performed for purposes of supporting thatumaintenance
activity. I lowever. an accounting of the plint configuration's actual incutrre(l cumulative
risk incurred shall be made and included in the station's administrative program for
controlling long-term cumulative risk (see Section 3.3.3)..

AdditionalIv, the RICT is recalculated when an affected SSC is restored to'an'operable
condition (i.e. the plant configuration changes).

6. A Technical Specification action statement with the provision to utilize a RICT shall be
considered not met whenever (I ) the RICT is exceeded or (2) the computed configuration

* - -* Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.25"

* - - - t Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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specific risk associated with being in multiple actions (with at least one having provisions to
UItili7t- a RICT) has an equivalent CDF greater than or equal to 103 or LERF Preater than or
equali to I ( 4 er vear. In the event a RICT is not met, the applicable actions specified by the
Techrical Specification Action Statement shall be taken.

3.2.3 RMAT and RICT Calculations

In a RM'1TS program, the conventional Technical Specification definition of equipment
.'operabil tv- (see Appendix A) applies, iust as it does under existing Technical Specifications.
Thus. equipment "operability" is applied by station operating staffs to evaluate whether SSC
L.COs are met and( whether to enter or exit Technical Specifications actions. The information
contained in NRC Inspection Mvanual 9900 [91 should be uised as guidance in making operability
determinn tions.

If a degraded or nonconforming condition existing on a component can be explicitly modeled by
the station's PRA. then a situation specific RICT can be calculated. In these cases the PRA
analysis supiporting the RICT calculation must be documented. retrievable, and able to be
refcrenced using normal opaerator documentation mechanisms (e.g.. Control Roomir Logs or other
equivalent methods). In the RICT calculation, equipment PRA functionality may be considered.
The evaluation for the applicability of crediting "PRA functionality" shall be conducted in
accordance with the guidance provided in Item 12 of Section 2.3.1. This guidance is intended to
address steparate operability and PRA functionality assessments which would allow a component
to be considered both inoperable and PRA functional based on an evaluation of the same
degraded condition. Specific examples are provided for each of the conditions identified in Items
12.1 throueh 12.3 of Section 2.3. 1.

Item 12.1 Fxamrples (If a component is declared inoperable diule to degraded performance
paramete s'. but the affected parameter does not and will not impact the success criteria of the
PRA model, then the component may be considered PRA functional for purposes of the RICT
calculations.

Example 1: A valve Ilils its in-service testing stroke time acceptance criteria, but the
response time of the valve is not relevant to the ability of the valve to provide its mitigation
finctian (i.e.. the valve is normally open and required to be open in the PRA). The valve
mav le considered PRA functional in the RICT calculations.

Example 2: A pump is declared inoperable due to increasing bearing temperatures. Althouch
the temperatire of the bearing is not immediately impactine on the pump success criteria
{i.e. pumni flowv), the basis for declaring it iriopehable is the anticipated degradation and loss
of function. Since the condition has been iudged to warrant declaring the pump inoperable, it
shotild not be simultaneously considered PRA functional, for the RICT calculations.

Item 12.2 Examples (If the functional impact of the condition causing the inoperability is capable
of being assessed by the PRA model. then the remaining unaffected functions of the component
mav be considered PRA functiotial in the RICT calculation.)

Deleted: In a RMtTS program. a RICT
cxcceding the cur-ent fron-stop CT may
not be applied in vases v. here a loss of
function has occu red (c.g.. all trains of a
required technical specifications system
are determined to be non-functional such
as. all trains of Safety Injection or all
trains of Component Cooling WVatcr).
The criteria conma ned in item 13 in
Section 2.3.1 for determining PRA
functionality may be applied. Unless
olhcrwisc permit :d by the technical
specifications. application of RMtTS for a
planned entry into a configuration
involv ing a foss of function is not
allos cd.
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Example 1: A valve is inoperable but secured in the closed position. and can be
addressed in the PRA model by failine ftinctions which require an open valve. but
crediting functions which require a closed valve.

Example 2: A component is inoperable due to a non-fiunctional seismic support. and can
be addressed in the PRA model by Jbilinge the component for seismic initiators but
creditinc the component function for other initialors.

Example 3: A component is inoperable due to unavailabilily ofa normal power suppnl
when a backup is PRA funictional. and can be addressed in the PRA model by failine the
normal power supply when the backup power supply is appropriatel]' included in ihe
model.

Example 4: A component is inoperable dlue to invalid qualification1 for a harsh
environment. but the PRIA provides the capability to discern the scenarios which result in
harsh environments.

Item 12.3 Examples (If the condition causing a component to be inoperable is not modeled in the
PRA. and the condition has been evaluated and documented in the RMTS program as having no
risk impact, or as being not credited in the PRA model, then the RICT mav be calculated
assuming availability of the inoperable component and its associatedl vstem. subsystem or train.
If there is no documented basis for exclusion, or if the condition was screened as low probability.
then the inoperable component must be considered not functional.).

Example 1: A punmp backup start feature is inoperable and the feature is not credited in
the PRA model (assumed failed): the RICT calculation mav assume availability of the
associated pump since the risk of the non-ftinctional backup start feature is part of the
baseline risk.

| Formatted: Font: Times New Roman I

Example 2: An interlock is inoperable and is not modeled in the PRA bccause it Wvas - Formatted: Normal, Indent: Left:
identified as hihlIv reliable. In this case the RICT calculation must assume the affected . 0.5l
svstem. subsN stem. or train is not functional.

RICT assessments do not allow credit to be taken for probability of rePair of the affected
Technical Specifications equipment in a contiguration-spccific- RICT calculation.

For maintenance in which a condition requiring- a RICT assessment is applicable, a plant
configuration-specific RICT assessment should be performed to determine RMAT and RICT
values prior to commencing the planned maintenance.

:Formatted: Bullets d Numnbering.
* Ifthe anticipated duration of the maintenance does not extend beyond the RMAT. nornmal(.

work controls niay be uased to perform the maintenance in accordance with Maintenance
Rule (a)(4) requirements.

* If the anticipated duration of the maintenance extends beyond the RMAT or an emergent
condition has caused the RMAT to be exceeded. appropriate compensatory risk
management actions shall be (defined and implemented as necessary to control plant risk.
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* lfthe anticipated dIration of normal planned maintenance exIcnids beyond the RICCT. the
configiration should not be entered.

Note that for preplanned maintenance activities. for which the anticipated duration exceds the
RMAT. consideration should be given for the need to imnilement RMAs for the duration of the
activitv.

Stations implementing a RMTS program are also required to perform a RICT assessment
whenevei action statements are concurrentiv entered for two or more separate and applicable
Technica' Specifications. In the context of this requirement, an "applicable" specification is o ne
in which the applicable actions contain the provision to utili7e a RICT and are modeled in the
PRA. In such cases, if the calculated RICT is less than anv of the constituent individual
cguipmei t front-stop CTs., then the calculated RICT will become effective. thus becomingŽ more
restrictive than the front-stop CTs. Applicable RICT calculations shall be performed within the
most limiting front-stop CT or within 12 hours of entering the configuration, whichever is
shorter.

Ouantification of the RICT shall incorporate the cumulative risk from the time the first of the
affected actions were entered. Once the RICT is applicable, the conflieuration shall be monitored
for additional changes that might affect the RICT and the RICT recalculated if necessary.

In instances in which an'emereent event occurs. calculation of an applicable RICT is alwavs
secondlarn to performance of actions necessary to place the plant in a stable configuration.
Additionally. during events in which Technical Specifications L.COs are not met but for which
the plant remains in a state in which conditions coniinuie to change. the Technical Specifications
CTs shall be governed by the current Technical Specifications front-stop CTs until a stable
configuration is reached. An explicit example of this situation is provided for clarity. Consider
the case where the plant DC electrical distribution system is in a condition where the batteries are
discharging and DC bus voltage is decreasing. In this condition, the plant should not consider
extension of the Technical Specifications CT until such time as the plant is placed in a stable
condition.

If during application ofa specified RICT. the plant transitions to a different plant configuration
that impa:ts SSCs within the scope of the CRM program (e.g., due to emergent conditions). then
a revised RICT is required to be calculated. Stations implementing RMTS shall have
configuration risk management tools (i.e., safetv monitors. risk monitors, pre-solved
configuration risk databases, etc.). that can be applied to calculate configuration risk by the on-
shift station staff within relatively short periods of time following identification of the
configiuration. In the event emereent condit ions occur while a RICT is in effect, the plant wtould
( I ) take actions appropriate to managing risk in the current condition, and then (2) assess the risk
sienificarice of the condition. The plant wvould then calculate a revised RMAT and RICT. This
calculation must be accomplished within the front-stop CT of the most limiting action applicable
to the new plant configuration: however, this calculation shall be completed within a maximum
time period of 12 hours.
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In an RMUlTS program the revised RMAT and RICT are effective from the time ofentr' into tIlIlie
condition oftthe initial RMTS for wvhich a RICT is applied. The associated RICT "time-clock" is
not reset to 7ero at the time the mo(lified or new confieuration occurs. Tlhuis. it is possible in a
RMTS framework. that a RICT can be revised several times as SS('s are removed from and
returned to service. Only when the plant satisfactorilv exits all applicable Technical
Specifications actions where the associated front-stop CT has been exceeded call the RICT
"time-clock" be re-set to 7ero. The RICT re-evaluation process is reqtuired whenever emertgent
conditions chanpe the confieuration risk profile of the plant. This includes non-Technical
Specifications equipment functions that are in the scope of tile CRN1 program and which are
involved in the emereent conditions. B3v incorporatinQ a confimuration risk manacement
approach to Technical Specifications, a RMTmS program can result in lower cumulative risk over
time for the RlMTS-impleinentine station as comparedl to a conventional Technical Specifications
safetv manacement process for the same station.

In cases where an emereent condition arises that mav place the plant in a condition w\here it has
exceeded the revised RMIAT. the station staff would implement appropriate compensatory
meastIrCs or compenlsatory risk management actions. including. as appropriate. transitioning the
plant to a lower-risk configuration (i.e.. restoring equipment to service or lower plant operating
mode). In any case where a plant reaches or is found to have exceeded the specified maximum
configuration specific CDF or L.ERF limits, or RICT thresholds of l able 2-2 are exceeded, the
plant would be required to consider the required action to not be met and follow the Technical
Specification requirements. including anv associated requirement for plant shutdolwn

: 1! . . -

. . .. . . : : i

1 2 . ; . .
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technical specifications is lo utilize plant
risk information to dcterminc appropriate
CTs that accoint for thc importancc or
the out of scrvice SSCs on plant safety
risk. This process is in contrast to CTs
defincd in conventional technical
specifications shich arc based on
deterministic analyses and engineering
judgment.'
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3.2.4 Confirmation of Front-stop Completion Time

An impontant feature of RMTS that is not present in conventional technica! specifications is the
requirement that whenever multiple SSCs are inoperable and have the provision to utilize a
RICT, the plant configuration is analyzed to verify the individual front-stop CTs remain
acceptable (i.e. the calculated RICT is greater than the front-stop CT of each of the inoperable
SSCs). This provision is intended to ensure configurations that entail inoperability of multiple
SSCs that place the plant in an elevated risk condition are identified and appropriately managed.
This provision goes beyond the requirements of convent ional Techn ical Specif lications by (])
evaluating the impact of the combination of the inoperableTechnical Specification SSCs and (2)
evaluating this risk in the context of the plant configuration that includes all SSCs within the
scope of the plant CRM program. Thus, this provision of RMTS provides a significant
enhancement to nuclear safety that is not present in conventionalideterministic _Teciuical -
Specifications.

3.2.5 Examples Demonstratinq Application of RMAT and RICTin RMTS
Programs

Deleted: detcrminislicallydctirmined

Deleted: technical

Deleted: specifications

Deleted: In a RMTS program. the
siructure of the affccted tcchnical
specifications will be modified to allow
the completion time for requircd actions
to be extended beyond the technical
specifications front-stop CT. Thus. ifa
need arises. plant operators would basc
an option of cxceeding a front-stop CT
provided a risk assessment confirms the
risk is reasonably expected to remain
within established RMITS risk thresholds
(see Table 2-2). RNITS guidance for
continued opcration in thc associalcd
plant configuration beyond the front-stop
CT must be consistent with the
Maintenance Rule Guidance [2]. and the
risk associated with this plant
configuration must be tracked. Risk
assessments used for RNITS RICT
determination and implementation shall
be performed in accordance with this
document and suppofled by the
implementing plant's PRA. configuration
risk management tools (e.g.. plant safety
monitor or risk monitor sofiware. lists of
pre-analyzed plant configurations. PRA
sensitivity studies. ctc.). and approved
station procedures for specificd hazards
and operational plant states. These tools
arc typically applied in IOCFR50.6S(a)(4)
assessments and evaluations.
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There are two important configuration risk concepts used in the implementation of a RMTS
program to manage risk: instantaneous risk and cumulative risk. Figures 3-2 and 3-3 illustrate
these concepts. Figure 3-2 presents an example of instantaneous core damage frequency (CDF) I
profile for a calendar week.- Figure 3-3 presents an incremental core damage probability (ICDP) -
profile for the same example week.
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Figure 3-2
Confi~guration Risk Management- Instantaneous CDF Profile Example
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Figure 3-3 '
Configuration Risk Management - Incremental CDP Example

. . .

Figure 3-2 shows an example where the first step increase in instantaneous CDF, from the
zero-maintenance state, at time = 20 hours is for a planned maintenance activity, and the second
step increase in instantaneous CDFat time = 40 hours is due to an emergent unplanned failure
discovered in another system. In this example, the emergent failure function is recovered at time
= 70 hours, and the originally planned maintenance continues until time = 120 hours. It is
important to note that before time = 20 hours and after time = 120 hours, the instantaneous CDF
is not zero (as it may appear in this figure due to size resolution), but is equal todthe zero-
maintenance CDF for the plant ( 10-5 in this example). The horizontal straight-line upper limit
shown in Figure 3-2 is the Instantaneous CDE risk threshold for JRTS (= 10 events per year).
A similar instantaneous LERF risk threshold for RMTS is established at 104 events per year. It
is also important to note that this ;s an example provided for conceptual purposes only. In
general, plant-specific zero-maintenance CDFs and plant configurations will be lower, which
will result in less risk accumulation over greater periods of time. , ; '

Figure 3-3 shows the same example plant configuration versus time profile for incremental core.
damage probability (ICDP). ICDP does equal zero whenever the zero-maintenance
configuration is in effect, but begins to rise at time = 20 hours when the, plant is placed in the
originally planned plant configuration. When the plant transitions to the second plant
configuration at time = 40 hours (when the emergent condition occurs or is discovered), the slope
of the ICDP profile increases until the function of the emergent failure is recovered at time 70
hours.. At this time, the slope of the ICDP curve returns to its original value for the original - Deleted:.
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system beine out of service (i.e. the value at time = 20 hours). This profile continues until tile
plant is returned to the zero-maintenance configuration at time = 120 hours. Within the context
of RMTS, plant risk is evaluated with respect to particular plant configurations (either planned or
emergent). Thus, at the completion of the evolution for which RMTS is applicable. the ICDP
profile is defined to return to zero (as shown in Figure 3-3 at time = 120 hours). Figure 3-3
shows two horizontal lines, the lower for the RMA threshold value (ICDP = I O-6), and the higher
for the R]CT threshold value (ICDP= 105). In this example, the station staff would be required
to implement Risk Management Actions (RMAs) once the configuration risk ICDP profile
increases above 106 (at approximately time = 47 hours in this example). The concepts shown in
Figures 3-2 and 3-3 are also applied to large early release probability (LERP) thresholds in
RMTS.

Figure 3-4 provides a simple example of the RMTS process for inoperability of a SSC followed
by an emergent event which modifies the risk profile causing changes in the plant configuration
RMAT and RICT values. At time = 0, the RMTS SSC becomes inoperable for a duration
anticipated to exceed the front-stop CT. In this configuration, a RMAT and RICT are calculated.
As evident in the figure, the RMAT 'vould be exceeded at time = 7 days. If the anticipated
duration of the activity exceeds this time, appropriate compensatory risk management actions
will be developed and implemented prior to reaching the RMAT. Since the I 0- ICDP threshold
is not reached within the 30 day back-stop CT, the applicable RICT is pet at 30 days. |

At time = 5 days an emergent event occurs which removes a second SSC from service. At this
time, the RMTS program requires recalculation of the RMAT and RICT to apply to the newE
plant configuration. In this plant configuration the RMAT now occurs very soon after the
emergent event occurs, thus necessitating development and rapid implementation of additional
compensatory RMAs, Additionally, since the I0 ICDP threshold is reached at' time = 27 'days,
the RICT is revised to reflect this. The start of the jime for this configuration to be exited is taken
from the t ime at which the original SSC was discovered to be inoperable and NOT the'time at
which the emergent event occiirred. ' " " -' ' ,

In this condition, the RMTS provision applies separately to each ACTION' for'which it is
entered. When the RMTS provision is entered for a referencing Technical .Snecificaiiiln, it is Deleted: fcchni:al

entered at ACTION A, even if the RMTS provisions are'aiready being applied for'another Deleted: spccifcation

statement of the referencing Techliical St26cilication. Although aparticularACTION with the Dld specif cation

CT extended may be exited when the affected SSC is restored to operable status, the ' D t . i ;

accumulated risk of that configuration will continue tocontribuite to the configuraiiori risk for the Deleted:________

associated entry into RMTS until all affected ACTIONs are exited or within their front-stop CT. ' et p a

Application of the RMTS separately to each.ACTION also means that the 30-day back-stop CT Deleted: action

limit applies separately to ea6h'action '.' ' ' '

In the example shown in Figure 3-4, at time =-20 days, the second SSC (i.e. the one which
became inoperable due to the emergentfevent atviime'= 5 days) is restored to service (i.e. returns'
to ajTchnicalSpecificatiofi''perable condition). At this time; the RICT'mayybe recalculated to - Deleted: tcchniual

reflect the new plant configuration accounting fr the cumulative risk accrued during the 'Deleted: srcciifcation

evolution from time = 0. In this configuration, the I ICDP is not reached until the after the 30
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day back-stop CT. The RICT for System I may now be reset to 30 days from the time the first,.
system became inoperable. Also notice that since the cumulative risk at this point is greater than
the 106 ICDP threshold. implementation of appropriate compensatory risk management actions
continue to be required.

RICT Threshold

0 5 10 15 20 - 25 : 30 .' 35

days ;

40

Figure 3-4
Configuration Risk Management - Illustration of Risk Accrual for RICT Calculation

For preventive maintenance conditions which are planned in advance and there is an expectation
that the front-stop CT will be exceeded the RMAT and RICT values should be computed prior, to
placing the system in an inoperable condition: Furthermore, in the planning of removal of SSCs
from service the station should routinely plan to target incremental CDF/LERF values below the
Maintenance Rule "normal maintenance level" of 1 0.6 and 107 respectively. Should preventive
maintenance actives be anticipated to exceed the RMAT thresholds, appropriate RMAs should
be identified before the condition is entered. Although implementation ofihese actions is not:
specifically required until theRMAT is reached,consideration should be:given to earlier .. (. Deleted: front-stop CT.or

implementation of these actions to minimize cumulative risk. * ;
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3.3 RMTS Assessment Methods'

Sections :3.3.1 and 3.3.2 provide guidance regardingq'uantitaiive and qualitative cotnsiderations,

respectively.

3.3.1 Quantitative Considerations

The assessment process shall be performed via ~ooIspand methods that inicorpoet quatitative __

information from the PRA. Acceptable processes for quantitative assessment include direct { e e e~

assessment of configurations via the PRA model; use of on-line safety/risk monitors, or via a ete dS s
comprehensive set of pre-analyzed plant configurations. To properly support the assessment, the
PRA must have the attributes specified in Section 2.3.4 unless otherwise Justified (a lso see -- J DltdA.

Section 4.1, PRA Attributes), and it must reflect the actual plant configuration consistent wvith
the RMTS program scope. Additionally, the CRM prograin i / ool must have the -attributes
snecified in Section 2.3.5 unless otherwise justified (also see Section 4.2. CRNI Attributes), and
mutst reflect the actual plant configuration consistent wvith the RMNTS program scope.

3.3.2 Qualitative Methods

RMITS programs are fundamentally based on the ability to calculate a RICT, and therefore, are
inherently based on quantitative risk analysis. These quantitative analyses can include bounding
analyses. Guidance on bounding analyses for PRA applications is provided, for example, in the
industry guidance 151 for implementation of 10 CFR 50.69.

Although the calculation of a RICT is quantitative, qualitative assessments are an important part
of the RIVTS process used, where appropriate, to supplement the quantification and. develop
appropriate compensatory risk management actions. Qualitative assessments may be applied to
confirm that the aspects not comprehensively addressed in the quantitativ'e assessment haveDete oo

neeigibl I effect on the calculaeRIT

3.3.3 Cuimulative Risk Tracking

One overall objective of RMITS is to provide plant configuration control consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.174 over long periods of implementation. Tie purpose of this tracking is to.'
demonstrate the risk accumulated as aresult 6f SSC inoperability beyond the front~stop CT is
appropriately managed. To accomplish this goal, the~impact of RMTS implementation on thre
baseline risk metrics, should be periodically assessed and managed as appropriatte to ensure there
is no undue increase. Long-term risk should be.mir. aged via an administrative process
incorporated wvithin the station RMITS program,.and, urt!ike the RICT'-implementation described
in Table 2-2, would not be directly linked to Technical .,Snecifications requiired actions-one Delete~d: tchncali
,example of such tracking w~ould be to record all RMTS entries wvhere inoperable SSCs extend De etd: eifications
beyond their respective front-stop CT and track the associated risk accumulated risk during those* De et drc
Plantsjon ieurations. An altemnative, more continuous, example of an acceptable generalDetd:vnt
administrative cumulative risk management process would be tracking risk via a 52-week rolling
average CDF trend that is updated weekly to account for the actual cumulative risk incurred
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above the zero-maintenance baseline risk. Alternatively, the plant could meet this requirement by
documenting the zero-maintenance baseline risk for the plant along with the changes or "deltas"
from that baseline, or through quantifying the "deltas" from the baseline on an annual (or PRA
update cycle) basis. This administrative process for cumulative risk management should include
a requirement to document specific corrective actions and, if necessary. for ensuring operation
w within Regions 11 or Ill of Figures 3 and 4 of NRC Regulatory Guide I.l1 74 4 , if the plant
cumulative risk tracking shows an actual or imminent potential excursion into Region I of either
of these figures due to RMTS-related RICT implementation. The RMTS program jniplenentinmi
procedure should clearly describe how cumulative risk tracking and associated "triggers" for
self-assessment and corrective action will be implemented within the station-specific RMTS
program.

(- Deleted: impcmcentation

Regardless of the method used4 the station must track the risk associated with all entries beyond - Deleted for tracking

the front-stop CT. This information should be evaluated periodically against the guidance of
Regulatory Guide 1.174.

3.3.4 Uncertainty Consideration in a RMTS Program

PRAs applied for RMTS implementation should appropriately consider the issue of uncertainty
(see Reference [6] for guidance on treatment of uncertainty in PRAs). This will identify which
key base PRA modeling assumptions are important to ensure the RMTS decision-making process
is robust. RMTS-implementing:stations must have PRAs of acceptable quality and capability
yielding zero-maintenance CDF and LERF results that meet established criteria applicable to
I OCFR50.65(a)(4) applications.

The RMAT and RICT calculations are by definition changes to CDF (i.e. delta-CDF) in that they
represent changes from baseline risk values based on equipment out-of-service. In this regard
parameter or aleatory uncertainties tend to cancel since only a change in CDF from equipment
out-of-service is being determined. Therefore, application of PRA calculated values for
configuration risk compared with thePRA quality acceptanice giidelines provided herein

I .
e

I
provides adequate confidence that KJL I calculations are sale and appropriate wor use in ne Deleted-.
RMTS decision-making process,: ..- ' .-

In an RNITS program the issue of epistemic uncertainty associated wvith the PRA is addressed by
evaluation of PRA base model uncertainties prior to the initial implementation of the RMTS
program. The station vill perform an assessment of the impact of PRA modeling assumptions oni
RICT calculations for l.COs. within the progerm scopc. This evaluation includes an LCO
specific assessment investigating the impact ofken PRA assumptions on confieuration risk. In
support of LCO specific risk assessments. the utility should:

I . Identify the kev sources of uncertaintv in the PRA consistent with the expectations ofR* - - Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
1.200. An example process for identifvine key assumptions is found in EPRI-1009652

"61.
2. For each LCO within the scope of the RMTS program. identify those SS('s or PRA

elements (e.e. operator actions. initiating events, etc.) that appear in the 'same functional
core damage sequences as the component for which the [-CO is to be determined.
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3. ldzntit;v kev model uncertainities that mav imipact the SSCs or l'RA clemntrlls identified in
st(T 2

4. Ikcrform sensitivity studies on those uncertainties which could potentially iimpac tile
remht of a RICT calculatidn. For those SCeiler es in *which uncertainty is fouiid to haVe a
ftentiaI sienificant imnpac on the Calculatedl RIC1. identify appropriate compensitory
risk mananement actions and incorporate these into the statioil RMTS paropram
implementation guidance. - -,

I ~ .. , . :

Allhoulle this assessment is not intended to he exhaustive, the general ruidance should be that
the impact of lthe kev modeling uincertainties and associated key vassumptions is limited when
reasonabl'! alternate modeline assumptions do not result in silzni-icant increases to nlant risk.
Where the uncertaintv imrpact is identified to result in a significant risk increase. risk
manacemrent actions are identitied to minimize this impact. In instances where assumptions are
itidozed to he overlv optimistic (i.e. non-conservative) for this application. use ofalternate
assumilptions should be considered(. This assessment is only intended to be performed prior to
initial im 4lementation of the RMTS prouram and after a substantial update oftlie PRA.

3.3.5 External Events Consideration

Evaluatin3 risks for use in a RMTS program, plant PRA models should include intemal floods,
fires, and other external events that the PRA vould indicate as risk significant-and that would
impact maintenance decisions. For stations without external events Pl7As incorporated into their
quantitative CRM Tools, or in cases where the existing external event PRA does not adequately
address the situation, the station should apply the following criteria to support maintenance
activities beyond the front-stop CT:

1. Provide a reasonable technical argument, (to be documented prior to the implementation of
the associated RICT) that the configuration risk of interest is dominated by internal events,
and that external events, including internal fires, are not a significant contributor to ;
configuration risk (i.e., they are insignificant relative to a RICT calculation).

OR

2. Perform a reasonable bounding analysis of the external events, including internal fires,
contribution to configuration risk (to be documented prior to the implementation of the
associated RICT) and apply this upper bound external events risk contribution along with the
internal events risk contribution in calculating the configuration risk and the associated
RICT.

OR

3. For lirnited scople RM1TS applications, a licensee may use pre-analvzed external events and
internal fire analvses to restrict RMIA thresholds and identifv and implement compensatorv
risk manacement actions. For the duration of the configuration of interest. these actions
shotil he supported by analyses and provide a reasonable technical artxument (to be
docuIm ented prior to the implementation of the associated RICT) that external events.

Deleted: Identify and implement
compensatory risl management actions
that. for the duration of the configuration
of interest. enable them to provide a
reasonable technical argument (lo be
documented prior io the imptementalion
of the associated RICT) thai external
cvcnts, including internal fires. arc
adequately contretled so as to be an
insignificant cont ibutor to the
incremental confi uration risk. Any
RMAs credited in this manner shalt be
proceduralized and appropriate training
providedI
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includindi internal fires. are adenuately contronled so as to be an insienificant contributor to
the incremental confieuration risk. Any RNIAs credited in this manner shall be.
Vrocc(lhrali7cd and appropriate traini s r pro\ ided.

Deleted: combination of Items 2 and 3
,The "reasonable bounding analyses" identified in Item 2 above must be case-specific and above arc alsoacceptablc.

technically verifiable, and they must be shown to be conservative from the perspective of RICT
determination (i.e., result in conservative RICT v\alues). An example ofji bounding analysis - Deleted: an acceptable

method for screening fire risk in a RMTS program is presented in Reference [7]. It-is the intent
of the RMTS process to consider the total plant risk. Stations with full scope PRAs will be able
to perform integrated quantitative risk assessments to support their RMTS programs. However,
it is expected that many of the stations intending to utilize an RMTS program will have robust
Level I and LERF PRAs and may need to incorporate additional methods and processes for
incorporating qualitative risk insights associated with fire. seismic and external flooding
assessments. Previously documented and approved checklists may be used to identify
components where external events, including internal fires, overlaps are not significant and to
limit maintenance in areas when the component risks are dominated by external event
contributions. When external events PRA is used in the quantitative CRM To'ol to address
external events applicable to RMTS, the PRA an( ('RM\1 capability requirements must be
commensurate with the guidelines specified in Sections 2.3.4, 2.3.5, 4.1 and 4.2 of this report.

3.3.6 Common Cause Failure Consideration

Common cause failures are required to be considered for all RICT assessments. For all RICT
assessments of planned configurations, the treatment of common cause failures in the
quantitative CRM Tools may be performed by considering only the removal of the planned
equipment and not adjusting common cause failure terms.

For RICT assessments involving unplanned or emergent conditions, the potential for common
cause failure is considered during the operability determination process. The assessment is more
accurately described as an "extent of condition" assessment Licensed operators recognize that
an emergent condition identified on a TechnicalSpecifications component may have the * - -[ Deleted: technical

potential to affect a redundant component or similar components. In addition to a determination Deleted: specifications

of operability on the affected component, the operator should make a judgment with regard to
whether the operability of similar or redundant components might be affected., In accordance
with the operability determination guidance in Part 9900 of the NRC Inspection Manual
(provided in Regulatory Information Summary 2005-20).> the determination of operability
should be done promptly, commensurate with the safety significance 6oftheaffected cornipoient.
If a common condition affects the operability of multiple components (e.g., that more than one
common cause group functional train is affected), action should be taken via thd:Tecihnical' - - Deleted: technical

pSnecifications. , .. I . , _ Deleted: specifications

Based on the information available, the licensed operator is often able to make an immediate
determination that there is reasonable assurance that redundant or similar components arenot:
affected. Using judgment with regard to the specific condition, the operator may direct that
similar or redundant components be inspected for evidence of the degradation. For conditions'-
where the operator has less information, assistance from other organizations, such as Station
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Engineering, is typically requested. The organization continues to perform the evaluation
promptly. as described above. The guidance contained in Part 9900 of the Inspection Manial is
used as wvell as conservative decision-making for extent of condition evaluations. The
components are, considered functional in the PRA unless the operability evaluation determines
otherwise.

Deileted: There Frote. the operators
,While quantitative changes to the PRA are not required, the PRA should be used as appropriate | dct~rrninc if an cincrgcnt component
to provide insights for the qualitative treatment of potential common-cause failures and RMAs fa-iurcia tof thdexistrin osher
that may be applied for the affected configuration. Such information may be used in prioritizing This activity is psrfondprior to any
the repair, ensuring proper resource application and taking other compensatory measures as RICT being recal:ulaicd or implemented.

In these cases. thw RICT mnay be
deemed pnident by station management. calculated by aprlving the independent

failure probabilities of the SSCs
disco crcd to be ailed and not adjusting

3.4 Managing Risk common cause failure terms.

Risk Management uses quantitative and qualitative risk assessment methods in plant decision-
making to identify, monitor, and manage risk levels. This process involves coordination with
planning, scheduling, monitoring, maintenance, and operations activities.

The objective of configuration risk management is to manage the planned and emergent risk
increases from maintenance activities and equipment failures and to maintain them wvithin
acceptabl.! limits. This control is accomplished by using RMAT values to plan and schedule
maintenance such that the risk increases are identified and appropriately managed. As RMATs
are approached, the station staff should take additional actions beyond routine work controls and
endeavor to maintain adequate margin between the actual risk level and the RMA threshold.
When risk levels exceed the RMAT, organizational controls beyond what are considered normal'
shall be initiated with station priorities directed to returning risk levels to below the ICDP /
JLERP threshold.

A key risk management activity is assessing the risk impact of planned maintenance. In
conjunction with scheduling the sequence of activities, compensatory risk management actions
may be taken that reduce the temporary risk increase, if determined to be. necessary. Since many
of the compensatory risk management actions involve non-quantifiable factors, the risk reduction
would nol necessarily be quantified. The followving sections discuss approaches for the . *

establishment of thresholds for the use of compensatory risk management actions.

:- ... . :

3.4.1 Risk Management Action Incorporation in a RMTS Program

Using this framework for risk management, the station staffcan calculate RMATs and RICTs.
For planned maintenance, target outage timesslio6ild be established at low risk levels (See Table
3-1) and should be accompanied by normal work controls. The process to manage risk levels
assesses tie rate of accumulation of risk in specific plant configurations and determines the |
acceptability of continued plant operation (beyond the front-stop CT) based on the risk .

assessment, alternative actions, and the impact of compensatory risk management actions. If the
target outage time exceeds the RMAT, RMAs must be considered and, where deemed
appropriate by station management and operators, implemented. RMAs are specific activities
implemented by the plant to monitor and control risk. Section 3.4.3 provides some examples of

I
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RMAs. If the target outage time reaches the RICT, action must be taken to transfer to a lower-
risk plant configuration. zero-maintenance configuration, or implement the applicable Technical
Specification action statement(s).

RMAs may be quantified to determine revised RICT values, but this quantification of RMAs is
neither expected nor required. as omission of this RMA quantification results in conservative
RICT values. For evolutions where compensatory action RMAs are pladnned in support of
maintenance (e.g. temporary diesels), it may be beneficial to quantify RMAs, to determine
realistic RICT values. For a station to be eligible to quantify RMAs and credit them in the RICT . Deleted: for

detetrination, it must be able to determine the associated RMA risk impacts on tind from the . - Deleted: credit
4j t rm n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_. _ . _ _ ._

following: SSC functionality; new configurations of existing PRA basic event cut sets; new
temporary equipment functions: and new or modified human actions. Actions that will be
credited shall be proceduralized with responsible implementing staff trained on application of the
procedures. If the station chooses to quantify RMAs, it must apply a documented and approved
process that meet the PRA and CRM program requirements described in this guidance document.

During the time period following the RMAT but before the expiration oftheapplicable RICT,'
plants will normally progressively implement risk management compensatory actions
commensurate with the projected risk during the plant configuration period. These compenrsatory
actions are identified and implemented by on-shift station personnel and approved by station
management based on plant conditions. Such compensatory measures may include but are not,
limited to the following:

* Reduce the duration of risk sensitive activities.
~~~~~. ..... ..

* Remove risk sensitive activities from the planned work scope. . .. .

* Reschedule work activities to avoid high risk-sensitive equipment outages or-
maintenance states that result in high risk plant configurations.

* Accelerate the restoration of out-of-service equipment.

* Determine and establish the safest plant configuration. ,

Contingency plans can also be used to reduce the effects of the degradation of the affected:
components by utilizing the following:

* Specific operator actions.

* Increased awareness of plant configuration concerns and the effects' of certain activities'
and transients on plant stability.

* Administrative controls.

* Ensure availability of functionally redundant equipment.

3.4.2 Qualitative Considerations Supporting Action Thresholds

RMTS risk management action thresholds (i.e., plant conditions and associated configuration
risk levels determining when compensatory risk management actions are required) must be
established quantitatively, but they can be supported qualitatively, if necessary. Qualitative
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assessment can be used to support identificationiand implementation of risk management
compensatory actions for specific plant and site conditions present at the time SSCs are out of
service, Ey considering factors outside the scope of the PRA (e.g.. weather conditions, grid
conditions, etc.), the performance of key safety finctions, or remaining mitigation capability.

3.4.3 Examples of Risk Management Actions
i. .' . .I * .. Deleted: aciviy

Determining actions, individually or in combinations, to control risk for maintenancepctivities is .
specific to the particularstctivities, plant configuration, its impact on risk, andthe practical.. - - Deleted: acfivity
means available to control the risk. Normal work controls w'ould be employed for configurations
having predicted risk levels below the RMA thresholds. For these configurations, no additional .
actions tc address risk management are necessary.,

Risk management actions, up to and including plant shutdown, should be implemented (and may
be required by the RMTS action) for plant configurations whose instantaneous and cumulative
risk measures are predicted to approach or exceed RMA thresholds. The benefits of these
actions iray or may not be easy to quantify. These-actions are aimed at providing increased risk
awareness of appropriate station personnel, providing more rigorous planning and control of the.
particulai maintenance activity, and taking steps to control the duration and magnitude of the
increased risk. Examples of risk mitigation / management actions are as follows:

.1

I . . .

1. Actions to provide increased risk awareness and control:

* Discuss the planned maintenance activity and the associated plant configuration risk
impact with operations and maintenance shift crews and obtain operator awareness and
approval of planned evolutions.

I

* Cznduct pre-job briefing of maintenance personnel, emphasizing risk aspects of planned
plant evolutions.

* Request/require that system engineer(s) be present for the maintenance activity, or for
applicable portions of the activity.

* Obtain station managemdnt approval of the proposed activity.

* Identify returm-to-service priorities.

* Identify important remain-in-service priorities.

* Place warning signs or placards in the entry ways to protect other in-service risk
significant equipment.

2. Actions to reduce duration of maintenance activity:

* Pre-stage required parts and materials accounting for likely contingencies.

* Walk-down the anticipated associated system tagout(s) anid key equipment associated
with the specified maintenance activity(ies) prior to conducting actual system tagout(s)
and performing the mairtlriance. - ' .

: ~ ~ . I . ; . . X. . .. .

-!: l ; , f
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* Develop critical activity procedures for risk-significant configurations, including
identification of the associated risk and contingency plans for approaching/exceeding the.
RICT target.

* Conduct training on mockups to familiarize maintenance personnel with the activity prior
to performing the maintenance.

* Perform maintenance around the clock rather than "day-shift only".

* Establish contingency plan to restore key out-of-service equipment rapidly if and when
needed.

3. Actions to minimize the magnitude of risk increase:

* Minimize other work in areas that could affect related initiating events (e.g., reactor
protection system (RPS) equipment areas, switchyard, diesel generator (D/G) rooms,
switchgear rooms) to decrease the frequency of initiating events that are mitigated by the
safety function served by the out-of-service SSC.

* Identify remain-in-service priorities and minimize work in areas that could affect other
redundant systems (e.g., I IPCI/RCIC rooms, auxiliary feedwater pump rooms), such that
there is enhanced likelihood of the availability of the safety functions at issue served by
the SSCs in those areas.

* Establish alternate success paths (provided by either safety or non-safety related
equipment) for performing the safety function of the out-of-service SSC.

* Establish other compensatory measures as appropriate.

* Establish a final administrative action threshold (i.e., a cumulative risk threshold9)such Deleted: A
that station staffs are discouraged from routinely and repeatedly entering risk significant { Deleted: should be cstablishcd

configurations voluntarily.

* :xpVedite equipment return to service to reduce risk levels Deleted: Reu-

* Postpone plant activities, if appropriate, to maintain or reduce risk levels.

3.5 Documentation

Stations implementing a RMTS program shall provide documentation of the programmatic
requirements associated with the RMTS and of the individual RICT evaluations. This
documentation shall be of sufficient detail to permit independent evaluation of the assumptions,
analyses, calculations and results associated with the RICT assessments. The specific
documentation requirements are provided in Section 2.3.2.

3.6 Training

Stations implementing a RMTS program shall provide training in the programmatic requirements
associated with the RMTS and of the individual RICT evaluations to personnel responsible for
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4
PRA AND CONFIGURATION RISK MANAGEMENT
TOOL. ATTRIBUTES

The application of the RMTS program to specific plant configurations requires the determination
of a RMAT and RICT. This determination requires a quantitative risk estimate. The basis for
these risk estimates is the application of a quantitative configuration risk management (CRM)
tool, which is a derivative of the PRA. PRAs and associated CRM tools must be commensurate
with the risk impact and scope of the application. Furthermore, the PRA aspects of the CRM
tool shall comply wvith NRC Regulatory Guide 1.200 guidance to the extent appropriate for the
specific application. Two documents, Regulatory Guide 1.200 and this guideline, address the
requirements for PRA scope and capability for this PRA application, the RMTS program. For
RMTS program application, CRM tools applied for RICT calculations must meet the same
quality asiurance requirements as their respective underlying PRAs approved for risk-informed
applications v'ia Regulatory Guide 1.200. For some operating modes and some initiating events
(initiators) detailed below, bounding CRM methods can be used in addition to or instead of the
CRM tool. This section describes the attributes of the PRA, the CRM tool, and bounding CRM
methods that are necessary to support the RMTS program.

4.1 PRA Attributes

In general, the quantitative risk assessment (plant PRA for RMTS) should be based on the station
Configuration Risk Management Program supported by the PRA calculations. At a minimum,
the PRA applied in support of a RMTS program shall include a Level I PRA wvith LERF
capability. The scope of this PRA shall include credible internal events including internal flood
and internal fires. Other external events should be considered in the development of the RMTS
program to the extent these events impact RMTS decisions, It is preferred that these impacts be | Deleted:..
modeled such that they are explicitly included in the calculation of aRICT. I lowever, where e- eted: RISTSJ
prior evaluation or alternative methods (e.g. bounding analyses) can demonstrate that one or
more of the challenges are not significant to the site or the application, quantitative modeling
may be ornitted.

The scope of the PRA to be used for RMTS should address Modes I and 2 of reactor operation.
Where the PRA is to be used to extend CTs that originate in lower modes, the PRA scope may be
extended lo include those applicable modes, or a technically-based argument for application of
the Mode I and 2 model to other operating modes must be provided (e.g., it must provide
assurance that risk associated with other modes addressed in the RMTS is bounded by the
Modes I and 2 PRA event sequences). The PRA must have an update process clearly defined by
station procedures or instructions.
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The PRA model attributes and technical adequacy requirements for RMTS applications must be
consistent and compatible with established ASME standards requirements, as modified by NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.200 Rev 0. Plant A and B level Findings and Observations arising from the
PRA peer review should be resolved or otherwise dispositioned. It is expected that, in general,
the PRA which supports RMTS shall meet Capability Category 2 requirements and any
exceptions to meeting those requirements shall be justified. For limited scope applications, the
PRA capability shall be appropriate to the technical specifications system(s) of concern.

4.2 CRM Tool Attributes

The following specific CRM tool and PRA to CRM translation attributes are necessary for
RMTS implementation:

1. Initiating events accurately model external conditions and effects of out-of-service
equipment.

2; Model truncation levels are adequate to maintain associated decision-making integrity:

3. Model translation from the PRA to a separate CRM tool is appropriate: and CRM fault
trees are traceable to the PRA. Appropriate benchmarking of the CRM tool against the
PRA model shall be performed to demonstrate consistency

4. Dependent human actions are modeled and quantified.

Deleted: Model translation from PRA
, - to CRM tool is appropriate: and CRMI

fault trees arc traccable to thc PRA

5. Configuration of the plant is correctly mapped from real time activities to CRM
parameters. i

6. Each CRM application tool is verified to adequately reflect the as-buiit, as-operated plant - - Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

including risk contributors which vary by time of year or time in fuel cycle or otherwise le

demonstrated to be conservative-or bounding., Deleted: .

7. Any new key uncertainties contained in the CRM model (that are identified via PRA: * 4 Deleted: Common cause treatment in

model to CRM tool benchmarking) are identified and evaluated prior to use of the CRM ' dn te' CRM md cnr t

tool for RMTS annlications.,; * .*gutd, - '...... ~~~ . .. .....
8. CRM application tools and software are accepted and maintained by an appiropriate

quality program. CRM application tool qialitv reiuir6ments for RMTS include:

8.1 Model configuration control.

8.2 Software quality assurance.

. . ;
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.| . 8.3 .Training of responsible personnel.

8.4 Development and control of procedures.

8.5 Identificationandimplementationofcorrectiveactions.. ... ....

8.6 Programnadniini§tration reqiuiiements. ' -

9. The CRM tool shall be maintained and updated in accordance- itlilpproved station . - . Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

procedures to ensure it accurately reflects the as-built, is-opcrated plant ;
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9.1 I The CRM tool shali be maintained and updated in accordance wvith arpproved'
;talion procedures on pi periodic basis not to e&ceed two refueling cycles.

9.2 A process t'ortevaluiation and disposition 1f proposed facility clanies shall h1e '
estahlished for items impacting the CRIM tool (e.iŽ. desi on modifications. prticedure
chanines. ctc.). Criteria shall exist to requiire CRNI updates concurreht with . ':

:mplementalion of facility chances that significantlinimpact RICT calculations.

9.3 In the event a PRA or CRM modeling error is identified that siginificanliy impacts
RICT calculations. corrective actions shall be identified and implemented as soon as
practicable in accordance with the station corrective action program.

,While these CRM attributes may be implemented in various ways at RMTS-implementing power -

stations, these attributes should be verifiable via the approved RMTS programs. Guidance and
recommendations for each of these attributes is provided as follows:

1. Initiating events accurately model external conditions and effects of out-of-service
equipment.

CRM tools should explicitly model external conditions, such as weather impacts, or a process
to adequately address the impact of these external conditions exists. The impacts of out-of-
service equipment should be properly reflected in CRM initiating event models as well as '
system response models. For example, if a certain component being declared inoperable-and
placed in a maintenance status is modeled in the PRA, the entry of that equipment status into
the Cl'M must accommodate risk quantification to include both initiating event and system
response impact.

2. Model truncation levels are adequate to maintain associated decision-making integrity.

Model truncation levels applied in the.CRM should be such that they have no significant
impact on associated RMTS decisions. In general, this means that the truncation levels are
such that, for a specific RICT calculation, the RICT calculated via the truncated model would
not vary significantly from that calculated via an associated un-truncated model and that
important model elements have not been removed from the PRA through tinciation.
Reference [8] provides a reasonably rigorous set of criteria for managing PRA model
truncation for adequate decision-making support.

3. Mlode' translation from the PRA to a separate CRM tool is appropriate; and CRM fault trees
are traceable to the BRA. Appropriate benchmarking of the CRM tool against the PRA model
shall Ite nerformed to demonstrate consistencvy -

. . :� : , .-

.. ... . .I
6 I . .

.o , . . .I . I
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Meteted: Model translation from PRA
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No time-averaging features of the model that could lead to configuration-specific'errors, such
as equipment train asymmetries and treatment of possible alternate configurations, should be
included in the CRM Tool. Time-averaging features of the basic event data that could lead to
configuration-specific errors should be excluded in the CRM Tool database. Conversely,
changes to the model and data should correctly reflect configuration-specific risk. In cases
where the CRM tool is simply a configuration risk database cataloguing parameters
calcul-ited via the approved PRA, then spot checks of these parameters for conformance with
the approved PRA should be performed in accordance with approved station procedures. In
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cases where the CRM tool actually performs PRA logic model reduction and/or risk
calculations directly, quality assurance checks of the model and quantification results
translation from the underlying approved PRA should be performed at regular intervals and
should show model translation. These technical adequacy checks should show satisfactory
traceability from the CRM to the approved PRA.

4. Dependent human actions are modeled and quantified. ''

RICT calculations should appropriately account for, and quantify, the impacts of fiiman
action dependence relative to plant configurations and conditions analyzed. This is
particularly important in cases where credit for RMAs implemented within the RMTS
program is taken in the RICT calculation. Performance of human recovery actions modeled
in the PRA shall be performed via approved station procedures with the implementing
personnel trained in their performance for these actions to be credited in the RMTS program.

5. Configuration of the plant is correctly mapped from real time activities to CRM parameters.

a) Any pre-analysis translation tables from plant activities to CRM Tool basic events or
model conditions should be accurate and controlled.

b) An effective written process should be in place to apply the translation tables and/or
generate the CRM Tool inputs corresponding to plant activities.

c) Training of personnel who apply or review the CRM tool should be performed.

6. Each CRM application tool is verified to adequately reflect the as-built, as-operated plant
including risk contributors which vary by time of year or time in fuel cycle.

CRM tools should reflect as-built, as-operated plant conditions. The CRM tools should be
updated in accordance with approved PRA update procedures.

7. Any new key uncertainties contained in the CRM model (that are identified via PRA model
to CRM tool benchmarkine) are identified and evaluated prior to use of the CRM tool for
RMTS applications,

Uncertainty should be addressed in RMTS CRM tools by consideration of the translation
from the PRA model to the CRM tool.

S. CRM application tools and software are accepted and maintained by an appropriate qualitv
prograrp

CRM application tools and associated software applied for RMTS implementation should
meet the same level of quality assurance as the underlying approved PRA software and
application tools.

9. The CRM tool shall be maintained and updated in accordance wvith approved station
procedures to ensure it accurately reflects the as-built. as-onerated plant.

Deleted: <#>Common cause treatment
in the CRMI modcl conforms lo
Regulatory Guide 1.200 guidance.n.
The CRM Tool and its implementation
process should be adequate to follow the
guidance for treatment of common cause
failure provided in Section 3.3.6 of this
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chances that potentiallv can significantlv impact RICT calculations. Corrective actions are
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identifiedl and implemented as soon as practicable to address anv identified modelint- errors
that could significantly impact RICT calculations.

It is recommended that RMTS implementation procedures require that confirmatory checks of
RICT assessments and associated calculations by appropriately-qualified station staff members
be part of the RMTS process. Additionally, station personnel applying CRM tools to perform
and approve RICT assessments must belddequately'trained and qualified in'accordance with
stationedchnical Specifications implementation procedures and the provisions of this guidance. fiDeleted pcc rcal
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Key terms used in this guide are defined in this appendix. These definitions are intended to be
consistent with existing plant Technical .Specifications and associated regulatory and industry
guidance. In any case where a plant's rechnical Snecificationis definitions differ from those
provided herein, the plant Technical Specifications definitions take precedence.

allowed ioutage lime (AOT) - Same as completion time (CT).

Deleted: Icchn ca|

Deleted: specifications

Deleted: techn cal

Deleted: speciicaions

(Deleted:

(Deleted: s
back-stolp completion time (back-stop CT) - the ultimate LCO completion time or allowed
outage time limit permitted by the RMTS. ,The back-stop completion time limit for licensee
action takes precedence over any risk-informed completion time calculated to be greater than 30
days.

I1- Deleted: Whils I OCFR5().59 indicates
that this limit may be rc3sonabh
cstablished at 90 days. this guide
conscnrativcly alplics a back-stop
completion time f 30 da) s.

baseline risk - the "no-maintenance" or "zero-maintenance" risk calculated via the plant PRA.
This is different from (i.e.; less than) the average annual risk calculated via the PRA.

completion time (CT) - as defined in the improved standard TechnicalSnccifications (NUREG- -

1430 through -1434), the completion time is the amount of time allowed by theTeclical l -

Specifications for completing an action. Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) specify
minimum requirements for ensuring safe operation of the unit. The actions associated with an -

LCO state conditions that typically describe the ways in which the requirements of the LCO can
fail to be met. Specified with each stated condition are action(s) and completion time(s). The
completion time is the amount of time allowed for completing an action. It is referenced to the
time of discovery of a situation (e.g., inoperable equipment or variable not within limits) that
requires entering a condition unless otherwise specified in the Technical Specifications.

Deleted: Icchn cal

[Deleted: specifications
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configur.tion risk management (CRM,) program - the plant program designed to apply the
approved PRA to support pnident risk management over the plant life cycle. This program is
designed to support the planning and execution of plant maintenance, testing, and inspection
activities, as well as other risk-impacting evolutions.

core (lan~ageprobability (CDI9) - the integral of CDF over time; the classical cumulative
probability of core damage (i.e., instantaneous core or fuel damage frequency integrated over a
specified duration), over a given period of time. CDP is unit-less. Weekly risk is calculated for
the 1 68-Eour time period over each calendar week. Configuration risk is calculated for the
anticipated and/or actual duration of a plant configuration. Annual risk is a 52-week rolling
average, calculated week by week.
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cumulative risk - the accumulated risk integrated over time accounting for variations in
instantaneous risk..

emergent event or emergent conditiont - any event or condition, which is NOT in the planned
work schedule, which renders station equipment non-functional or extends non-functional
equipment scheduled outage time beyond its planned duration. The term `any event or
condition" includes the impacts pfmode changes and external conditions which adversely impact
the risk associated with the evolution.

front-stop completion lime (front-stop CT) - the completion time or allowed outage time for
plant equipment specified in the conventional plantTechnical Spccifications.

I Deleted: tcchnical

l _ Deleted: specifications
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high-risk conmfiguration - a plantfconfiguration yielding a plant instantaneous CDF > I .OOE-03
or LERF > I .OOE-4 per year.

incremental core danmagefrequency (lcDF) - the frequency above a "no-maintenance"
baseline CDF (expressed in terms of events per calendar year) that one can expect a reactor fuel
core-damaging event to occur for a nuclear power plant of interest.

incremnental core damage probability (ICDP) - the integral of ICDF over time; the classical
cumulative probability of incremental core damage over a given period of time.: ]CDP is unit-
less. Weekly risk is calculated for the 168-hour time period over each calendar 'week.
Configuration risk is calculated for the anticipated and/or actual duration of aplant
configuration. Annual risk is a 52-week rolling average, calculated week by week.

increntenrtal large early releasefrequency (lLERF) - the frequency above a "no-maintenance";.
baseline LERF (expressed in terms of events per calendar year) that one can expect a ilarge early
release of radioactivity [3] from a reactor core-damaging event to occur for a nuclear power plant
of interest.

I.

I

increnmenrtal large earlyj release probability (ILERP) - the classical cumulative probability of
incremental large early release of radidactivity~pver a given period of time. ILERP is unitfless.
Weekly risk is calculated for the 168-hour time period over each calendar week. Configuration
risk is calculated for the anticipated and/or actual~duiration of a plant configuration. Annual risk
is a 52-week rolling average, calculated week by wveek..

instantaneous core damage frequen cy TDJ) - the instantaneous expepted core damage
frequency resulting from continued operation in a specific plant mode add agiven plant
configuration (generally presented with units of events/year). This, tern is very similar to the `
conventional use of the term "core damage frequency.' applied inp robab ilisticrisk assessments.
Ilowever, for application to RMTS programs, the focus here is on asingle poini in time, and not
on longer term averages typically applied.

I
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conventional use of the term "larger early release frequency" applied in probabilistic risk
assessments. I lowever, for application to RMTS programs, the focus here is on a single point in
time, and not on longer term averages typically applied.

large earfv release probability (LERP) - tlie classical cumrulative'probability of large early
release of radioactivity (i.e., instantaneous large early release frequericy integrated over a
specified duration), over a giien period of time. LERP is unit-less. WVeeklv risk is calculated for
the 168-hour time period over each calendar week. Configuration risk is calculated for the
anticipated and/or actual duration of a plant configuration. Annual risk is a 52-week rolling
average, calculated week by week'`

limiting conidition for operation (LCO) - as defined in 10 CFR 50.36 (c)(2), Limiting conditions
for operal ion are the lowest operable capability'or performance levels of equipment required for
safe operation of the facility. When a limiting condition for operation of a nuclear reactor is not
met, the licensee shall shut down the reactor or follow any remedial action permitted by the
Technical .Specifications until the condition can be'met.

operable and operability- as defined in the improved standard echnicaLSvin~fications
(NUREG-1430 through -1434) a system, subsystem, train, component or device shall be
operable or have operability when it is capable of performing its specified function(s); and when
all necessary attendant instrumentation, controls, electrical power, cooling and seal water,
lubrication and other auxiliary equipment that are'required for the system, subsystem, train,
component, or device to perform its function(s) are also capable of performing their related
support function(s).

cal
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operationalnmode or mode-a' defined in'the imp'roved standard Technial,.Srpecifications ' | * i-
(NUREG-1430 through -1434); an operational inode (i.e., mode) shall correspond to any one leted:sEcifcations
inclusive combination of core reactivity 6ondition, power level, and average reactor coolant
temperature specified in plantTcchnical Suecifications.- Delet eded: sif-cation

plant con frguration - the cons'olidated state of bll jlauit SSCs with 'theie' associate'd 'individual
states of functionality (i.e., eith'er'fiinctional or non-functional) and alignme'nt"(including
surveillance inspections and testing alignments)'identified. 'Consistent with the MaiAtenance-
Rule and associated NEI guidauice [2], the 'cn'ep o'f"plant configuration" encomipasses the
existence of activities or conditions (including maintenance) that can materially affect plant risk.

In the cor text of this guide, there are twvo major types of plant configurations, planned and
unplanned. A planned configuration is one that is'intentionally and deliberately pre-scheduled'

I., in a weekly maintenance plan). An urila'ned Koiifiguraiion includes an unintentional,
emergent situation (i.e., discovery 6f failurre or significan't degradation of an SSC with the "
provision to utilize a RICTor a forced, uinscheduled extension of previously-planned
maintenance).

PRA-calculated Sean value: the mean value'of a'probability distribution for a key'risk measure,
such as CDP or LERP, calculated viathe PRA'..
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pro babilistic risk assessment (PRA) - a quantitative assessment of the risk associated with plant
operation and maintenance that is measured in terms of frequency of occurrence of risk metrics.
such as core damage or a radioactive material release and its effects on the health of the public
(also referred to as a probabilistic safety assessment, PSA).

PRI functionality - functionality that can be explicitly credited in a RICT calculation of a
ITechnical $pecification inoperable SSC.

I - . , i.. : f

recovery - restoration of a function lost as a result of a failed SSC by overcoming or
compensating for its failure.
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repair - restoration of a failed SSC by correcting the cause of failure and returning the failed
SSC to its modeled functionality.

risk -inforr)ed conmpletion time (eRICT) - a plant-specific SSC plant configuration CT calculated
based on maintaining plant operation within allowed risk thresholds or limits and applying a
formally approved configuration risk management program and associated probabilistic risk
assessment. The RICT is the time interval from discovery of a condition requiring entry into a

| Techlnicalg.Specifications'action for a SSC with the provision to utilize a RICT and which results . Deleted: technical

in a plant configuration other than .the zero-maintenance state until the IO-5 ICDP or O- 1-LERP Deleted: specifications

threshold is reached, or 30 days, whichever is shorter. The maximum RICT of 30 days is
referred to as the "back-stop CT."

risk-management action time (RAIA T) - the time interval at which the risk management action,
threshold is exceeded. PStatedformally. the RMAT is the time interval from discovery of a Formatted: Fe
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risk-management techinicalspecifications (RRMTS) - a plant-specific set of confijuraticn-based
|TechllicalSpecifications, based on a formally approved.configuration risk management pyogram-- Deleted: technical

and associated probabilistic risk assessment, designed to supplement previous conventional plant '. Deleted: specifications
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zero-inaintenance CDF- the calculated CDF for the zero-maintenance configuration.

zero-mnaintenance configuration - the plant configuration where no planned or emergent
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If a degraded condition of an inoperable component is directly associated with a
function (i.e., initiating event or failure mode) explicitly included in the'PRA model
or CRM program tool (e,g., seismic support, equipment qualification, loss of backup
power, coniponent in fail ssafe condition),' then the remainiing unaffected functions
may be considered available in the RICT calculation.

For the purposes of the RICT calculation inoperable equipment is assumed to be non-
functional unless all of the following conditions can be satisfied:

13.1 The success criteria for the component's functions as credited in the.PRA model
are satisfied such that the component may be credited for mitigation of specific PRA
modeled events with the existence bf the degraded condition that causes the SSC to
be declared inoperable. - .
13.2 The degraded condition is'idenitified and its associated impact to equipment
functionality is known.:'
13.3 Continued degradation is not expected.
No credit for PRA functionality of a SSC may be iaken if the PRA'success criteria is
less conservative than the explicit criteria contained inthetstation technical
specifications that define the primary design rbasis function success.
Reference Section 3.2.3 for detailed guidance and explicit examples of evaluation of
PRA functionality. ' .-.: ..
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The following provides general guidance for implementation and conduct of a RMTS
program. '

Power operating conditions are defined as plani modes other than hot standby, hot
shutdown, cold shutdown, refueling, or defieled. Section 2.1 describes the scope of
SSCs subject to the RMTS assessment during power'operations.



The risk assessment method for RICT determination shall use quantitative'appr6aches.
H;lowever, RICTs also can be supported by risk insights.

The quantitative RMAT and RICT-assessment must consider the plant configuration. The.
models and tools used in the quantification must have the attributes identified in
Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5. Note, in specific instances, bounding'assessments may be
appropriate (i.e., in cases where a simplified bounding risk assessment is convenient
and can show that a RICT calculated via an upper bound configuration risk yields
ample time for maintenance implementation).

The RICT assessment shall assume equipment declared inoperable is also non-functional
unless a condition exists that is explicitly modeled in the PRA and the PRA'
functionality criteria provided in Section 2.3.1 Item 13 are satisfied.

Assessments may be pre-determined (i.e., performed prior to an actual need), or they may
be perforiped on an as-needed basis.

Emergent events or conditions (see definition in Appendix A) could Change t
condition's of a previously performed assessment and conseque6ntly a revised RMAT
and RICT may be required. Emergent conditions may inclu~de eventssuch as plant
configuration'or mode hlanges, additional SSCs out of service due to failures, or
significant changes in external conditions (e.g., selected weather conditions and
offsite power availability).. The following guidance, consistent with Reference 2
should be applied to such situations:

A RICT assessment should be performed or reevaluated to address the changed plant
conditions on a reasonable schedule commensurate with the safety significance of

I the condition. Quantitative assessments shall be performed within-12 hours of a
- configuration change that affecis an RMTS RICT;

Performance (or reevaluation) of the RICT assessment shall not interfere ivith, 'or
delay; the operator'and/of maminenance crew'fro6m taking' timclyactions to place
the plant in a stable configuration, restore the equipment to servie or take
appropriate compensatory actions.

If the plantconfiguration is restored prior to the required re-evaluation;risk
assessment, the assessment need not be performed for purposes of supporting that
maintenance activity. H-lowever, an accounting of the plant configuration and
cumulative risk incurred as a result if the condition shall be made and included in
the station's administrative program for. controlling long-term cumulative risk
(see Seciion 3.3.3).

7. A technical specification' action'statement with the provision to utilize a RICT
shall be considered not met whenever (I) the RICT is exceeded or (2) the
computed configuration specific risk associated with being in multiple actions
(with at least one having provisions to utilize a RICT) has an equivalent CDF of
greater or equal to I 3- or LERF of i 04 per year.

Specific requirements associated with RICT evaluations for emergent conditions are
provided in Section 2.3.1.



From a practical standpoint, a RMTS program defines the scope of equipment used to
define plant configurations. Generally, equipmcnt included within a plant configuration
are those associated with SSCs that are included within the scope of the technical
specifications and are included in a station's CRM program. Therefore, they. have front-
stop CT requirements, and can be evaluated via the RMTS-supporting PRA and CRM
program. Technical specifications for Safety Limits, Reactivity Control, Power
Distribution, and test exceptions arc excluded from utilizing RICTs.

The PRA provides the analysis mechanism to identify SSCs for which RICT calculations
can be applied. Since the PRA considers dependencies, support systems; and, through
definition of top events, cut sets, and recovery actions, includes those SSCs that could, in
combination with other SSCs, result in significant risk impacts, an appropriate technical
basis exists for RICT calculations. Thus, the risk informed assessment scope may be
limited to the following scope of SSCs:

Those SSCs included in the scope of the plant's Level I and LERF (or Level 2 if
available), internal (and, if available, external) events PRA, and;

SSCs not explicitly modeled in the PRA whose functions can be directlycorrelated to
those in I above (e.g., actuation instrumentation foria PRA modeled function).

, . ,,. i . , , . . :

3.2.3 RMAT and RICT Implementation Process

Stations implementing a RMTS program are required to perform a RICT assessment
whenever (1) an applicable front-stop CT is expected to be exceeded or (2) whenever two
or more separate and applicable LCOs are not met at the same time and at least one
specification has provisions to utilize a RICT '

:'.. .. ,- ., , l .*

In a RMTS program, the conventional technical specification definition of equipment
"operability" (see Appendix A) applies, just as it does under existing technical
specifications. Thus, equipment "operability" is applied by station operating staffs to
evaluate whether SSC- LCOs are met and whether 16 enter or exit technical specifications
actions. The information contained in NRC Inspection-Manual 9900 can be used as
guidance in-making operability determinations. IHoweveriif a'degraded or . .

nonconforming condition existing on a component can be:explicitly modeled by the
station's PRA, then a situation specific RICT can be calculated. In these cases the PRA
analysis supporting the RICT calculation must be documented, retrievable, and able to be
referenced using normal operator documentation mechanisms (e.g., Control Room Logs
or other equivalent methods). ;

Equipment PRA functionality may. be considered in a RMTS program when assessing'
risk for a RICT calculation. -In any case where equipment declared as "inoperable" is
being considered to possess PRA functionality-for purposes of a RICT calculation, the
reasoning behind such a consideration shall be justified in the documentation of the RICT
assessment. This evaluation for the applicability of crediting "PRA functionality" shall be
conducted in accordance with the guidance provided in-Item 13 of Section 2.3.1.



I-However, the guidance contained within the PRA cannot be used to supersede the
requircmcnis contained within th& technical specifications. The following provide
examples for vhich a comp6nbnt'has PRA functionality su.ch that the condition could be
quantified and applied in the RICT'calculation. t

SSCs that don't rnect'scismic' requ'irements but are otherwise capable of performing their
design function can be credited in RICT calculations'as functional for nonscismic
events.

SSCs thatirc inoperable but are secured in their safe position (e.g., a closed containment
isolation valve) can be consldercd'functional in the RICT calculation for achieving its
safety function'whilc in the required position.

SSCs powered from a source other than their normal power source, provided the alternate
power source is modeled in the PRA.

An SSC with an inoperable automatic function that is declared inoperable because of loss
of that function, can be credited in the RICT calculation if the manual actuation of the
SSC is explicitly modeled in the PRA (e.g., a recovery action associated with the
diesel "gnenrato'r with an 'inoperable scquencer is modeled and quantified in the PRA).
Actuation channels are associated with their actuated components or trains. Loss of
actuation channels is not considered a Loss of Function unless'n6 train of the actuated
SSC function has PRA functionality.

-. . ! 4'' . ' '''j'. 4.. !

An SSC that is functional for mitigation of a set of events (e.g. steam generator tube.
rupture, small break LOCA) but is not functional for other.events for which it is.
normally required (e.g. large break LOCA'or steam line break), may be credited:
within the RICT calculation provided the PRA model can quantify the risk for the
calculation of a RICT. An example of this:typc of condition is degradation of i'
environmental qualification.: . . . . .'. . .' '.

No credit for PRA.functionality of a SSC.may be taken if the PRA success criteria for a
specific operability criteria associated with a physical parameter applicableto specific :.
initiating events is less conservativethan the.cxplicitecriteria contained in the station -
technical specifications. For. example, for emergency flow systems, the primary purpose
is to provide.a specified flow rate. If hetechnical specifications specify a 1 000 gpm flow
ral:e for a pump to be considered operable, no credit for PRA functionality may be given.
for events for which the flow rate is an.explicit criteria for the purposes of the RICT
calculation if its actual measured flow rate is less than this, even if the actual pump flow
rate exceeds the value specified as the PRA success criteria. JHowevcr, the pump may be
credited as possessing PRA functionality for events in which flow rate is not an explicit
success criteria. As a counter example, the primary.function of thecemergency diesel
generator.is to provide emergency AC power. Thus, if a diesel is inoperable due to not
meeting a start time rcquirement, but.is capable. of providing power, then PRA
functionality may be credited for'PRA modeled events in which the diesel is not required
to start within the specified time limit. ..



RICT assessments do not allow credit to be taken for probability of repair of the affected
technical specifications equipment in a configuration-specific RICT calculation. The
RICT may be recalculated when the affected SSC is restored to an operable condition.

In a RMTS program, a RMAT.and RICT may be calculated when an LCO has been
determined to not be met (i.e., an applicable technical specifications component has been
declared inoperable) which is anticipated to extend beyond the associated front-stop CT,.
and the specification provides the option to utilize a RICT. The operability determination
should follow the NRC's current operability guidance [9]. Oncethe LCO is determined
to not be met, the functional impact (related to SSC availability to support its applicable
safety function(s)) of the inoperable SSC should be considered in the risk assessment for
RMAT and RICT determination.

For maintenance in which a condition requiring a RICT assessment is applicable, a plant
configuration-specific RICT assessment should be performed to determine RMAT and
RICT values prior to commencing the planned maintenance.

If the anticipated duration of the maintenance does not extend beyond the RMAT,
normal work controls may be used to perform the maintenance in accordance with
Maintenance Rule (a)(4) requirements. . . X ;

1f the anticipated duration of the maintenance extends.beyond the RMAT or an
emergent condition has caused the RMAT to be exceeded, appropriate
compensatory risk management actions shall be defined and implemented as
necessary to control plant risk. *. * ..

If the anticipated duration of normal planned maintenance extends beyond the RICT,
the configuration should not be entered.

.. . . I . . . . . ..

Note that for preplanned maintenance activities, for which the anticipated duration
exceeds, the RMAT, consideration should be given for-the need to implement RMAs for
the duration of the activity.. . , . , * -

Stations implementing a RMTS program are also required, to perform a RICT.assessment
whenever action statements are concurrently entered for:two or more-separate and:
applicable technical specifications. In the context of this requirement, an "applicable-
specification is one in which the applicable actions contain the provision to utilize a
RICT and modeled in the PRA.. In such casesjif the calculated RICT is less than any of
the constituent individual equipment front-stop CTs, thenithe calculated RICT will
become effective,'thus becoming more restrictive than the front-stop CTs. Applicable
RICT calculations shall be performed within the most limiting front-stop CT or within 12
hours of entering the configuration, whichever is shorter.

Quantification of the RICT shall incorporate the cumulative risk from the time the first of
the affected actions were entered. Once the RICT is applicable, the configuration shall be



monitored f6i additional changes that might affect the RICT and the RICT recalculated if
necessary.

In instances in which an emergent event occurs, calculation of an applicable RICT is
always secondary to Ikifori-ninc~e6of actions neccssary to place the plant in a stable
cconfiguration. Additionally, during extcnts in which tecnhical specifications LCO are not
met but for which the plant remains in a state in Nvhiclh conditions continue to change, the
technical specifications CTs shall be governed by the'current technical specifications
front-stop CTs until a stable configuration is reached. An explicit example of this
situation is provided for clarity. Consider the case where the plant DC electrical
distribution system is in a condition xvhere the batteries are discharging and DC bus
voltage is decreasing. In this condition, the plant should not consider extension of the
technical specifications CT until such time as the plant is placed in a stable condition.

If during application of a specified RICT, the plant transitions to a different plant
configuration that impacts SSCs within the scope of the CRM program (e.g., due to
emergent conditions), then a revised RICT is required to be calculated. Stations
implementing RMTS shall have configuration risk management tools (i.e:, safety
monitors, risk monitors, pre-solved configuration risk databases, etc.), that can be applied
to calculate configuration risk by the on-shift station staff within relatively short periods
of time following identification of the configuration. In the event emergent conditions
occur while a RICT is in effect, the plaiit would (1) take actions appropriate to managing
risk in the current condition, and theri (2) assess the risk significance of the condition.
The plant would then calculate a revised RMAT and RICT. This calculation must be
accomplished within the front-stop CT of the most limiting action applicable to the new
plant configuration; however, this calculation shall be completed within a maximum time
period of 12 hours. -

In an RMTS program the revised RMAT and RICT are effective from the time of entry
into the condition of the initial RMTS for which a RICT is applied. The associated RICT
"time-clock" is not reset to zero at'the time the modified or new configuration occurs.
Thus, it is possible in a RMTS framework, that a RICT can be revised several times as
SSCs are removed from and returned to service. Only when the plant satisfactorily exits
all applicableltechnical specifikations actions where the associated front-stop CT has
been exceeded ca-;. the RICT "timnd-clock" be reset to zero. The RICT reevaluation
process is required wheneveremergeent conditions change the configuration risk profile of
the plant. This includes non-technical specifications equipment functions that are in the
scope of the CRM program hahd which are involved in the emergent conditions. By
incorporating a configuration risk management approach to technical specifications, a
RMTS program can result in lower cumulative risk over time for the RMTS-
implementing station as compared to a conventional technical specifications safety
management process for the same station.

In cases where an emergent condition arises'that may place the plant in a condition where
it has exceeded the revised RMAT, the station staff would implement appropriate
compensatory measures or compensatory risk management actions, including, as



appropriate, transitioning the plant to a lower-risk configuration (i.e., restoring equipment
to service or lower plant operating mode). In any case where a plant reaches or is-found
to have exceeded the specified maximum configuration specific CDF or LERV limits, or
RICT thresholds of Table'2-2 are exccded, the plaint would be required to consider the
required action to not be met and follow the technical specification requirements,
including any associated requirement for plant shutdown implementation.

Figure 3-1 provides a process flowchart for the RMTS program. This flowchart includes
the process steps required for conduct of the RICT assessment for concurrent entry into
multiple action statements.
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REPORT SUMMARY

EPRI has assessed the role of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) in the regulation of nuclear
power station technical specifications. This report presents nuclear utilities with a framework
and associated general guidance for implementing risk managed technical specifications (RMTS)
as a partial replacement of existing technical specifications. This report was prepared for EPRI
with extensive technical input and review by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) Risk-Informed
Technical Specifications Task Force (RITSTF), which includes input from the Westinghouse
Owner's Group. This report is a substantial Technical Update to EPRI Report 1011758, which
was published in December 2005. A draft of the revision provided in this report was submitted
to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff to support pilot applications of RITSTF
Initiative 4B. This revision incorporates modifications to address comments provided by NRC
staff.

Background

Since 1995, the methodology for applying PRAs to risk-informed regulation has been advanceid
by the publication of many reports. Related to the area of risk-informed technical specifications
alone, EPRI has published the PSA Applications Guide (TR-I 05396), Guidelines forPreparing
Risk-Based Technical Specifications Change Request Submittals (TR- 105867), Risk-Jnformed
Integ)rated Safety Management Specifications (RIISMS) Implementation Guide (1003116), and
Risk-Informed Configiration-Based Technical Specifications (RICBTS) Implementation Guide
(1007321). NRC has issued Regulatory Guide 1.177 and a Standard Review Plan providing
guidance on risk-informed technical specifications. Over the past four years, the NEI RITSTF
has addressed several generic initiatives to further risk-inform station technical specifications.
One of these, Initiative 4B, entitled Risk-Managed Technical Specifications, is the subject of this
repor:. Two pilot implementations of Initiative 4B have been submitted by utilities to NRC for
their approval. An earlier version of this report, EPRI Report 1002965 was submitted to NRC "in
support of these pilot submittals. Based on NRC reviews, EPRI Report 1009474 was produced
and docketed with NRC. This report is a further revision based on NRC review, industry and
NRC workshops on the subject, and industry experience using the guidelines.

Objectives

* To provide utilities with an approach for developing and implementing nuclear power station
risk-managed technical specifications programs.

* To complement and supplement existing successful Configuration Risk Management
applications such as the Maintenance Rule.

* To serve as NRC-approved guidelines for widespread implementation of RITSTF Initiative
413.
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Approach

Starting with available industry and NRC documentation, experienced PRA practitioners, acting
through the NEI RITSTF, developed an approach and methodology for implementing risk-
informed technical specifications. The method uses the guidance developed for the Maintenance
Rule, I OCFR50.65 (a)(4), in Section I 1 of NEI document NUMARC 93-01 as a startin'g'point.
The approach described in this report is a logical extension of that guidance to address the
additional challenges of Risk-Managed Technical Specifications. The primary additions to the
(a)(4) processes are 1) the calculation of a flexible risk-informed completion time (RICT) as an
alternative to the static Allowed Out-of-service Times in current technical specifications, and 2)
calculation of cumulative risk incurred through the use of these RICTs. Other extensions of the
(a)(4) process arc associated with the elevation of the process to a higher regulatory significance
through its incorporation into technical specifications. This report provides the culmination of'
the RITS 4B initiative and serves as the industry implementation guidance for application of
Risk Managed Technical Specifications.

Results

This report presents a recommended approach and technical framework for an effective RMTS
program and its implementation following NRC approval. This report also provides, 'together
with the industry consensus standards on PRA as modified by experience with NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.200, the requirements for PRA scope and capability for this RMTS application.

EPRI Perspective -

This project is an important element of the nuclear-industry's strategic objective to use more
risk-informed regulations and operational decisions. It is a logical extension of traditional
technical specifications that builds upon the current Configuration Risk Management (CRM)
requirements of the NRC Maintenance Rule. All U.S. nuclear stations meet these requirements,
and many have more extensive CRM programs to support work planning and scheduling,,
evaluation of events during operation, response to NRC inspd6tion findings, and other day to day
applications. These capabilities have proven to be both risk and cost-effective' Furthermore,
their regular use has fostered a desirable risk management culture at well-run stations. EPRI
cx'pects to support this RMTS effort in the future as it continues through the regulatory approval
process and through its early implementation. 'Furthcrmore6, thiis.projcct williinterface with the
related activities of the EPRI Configuration Risk Management Forum (CRMF), which addresses
a wide range of CRM issues. ---

Keywords

Probabilistic risk assessment
Risk-informed applications
Technical Specifications
NRC regulations and Licensing
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1
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to provide specific guidance on how to implement Risk Managed
Technical Specifications (RMTS) programs at existing and planned nuclear power stations using
configuration risk management tools and techniques. It is a direct derivative of previous EPRI
work. in particular EPRI Report 1011758 [1]. This report provides guidance for stations desiring
to implement RMTS for a single system as well as those desiring to implement a global "whole
plant" RMTS approach. This report is organized and presented as follows:

* Section I is an overview of the history preceding RMTS programs.

* Section 2 provides the RMTS program requirements.

* Section 3 presents detailed RMTS guidance approach and methodology.

* Section 4 presents the attributes of a PRA and associated Configuration Risk Management
(CRM) Tools that are required for RMTS implementation.

* Section 5 presents RMTS references.

* Appendix A provides a glossary of terms.

I OCFR50.36, "Technical Specifications," requires that each specification contain a Limiting
Condition for Operation (LCO). The LCO is the minimum functional capability or performance
levels of equipment required for safe operation of the facility. When an LCO is not met, 10 CFR
50.36 requires the licensee to shut down the reactor or follow any remedial action permitted by
the Technical Specifications until the condition can be met. No specific timing requirements
were included in the regulation. However, in practice, each specification contains actions to
follow when the LCO is not met and these actions are associated with one or more fixed time
limits. Within the context of the plant technical specifications, these time limits are termed the
Allowed Outage Times (AOTs) or Completion Times (CTs). These time limits were established
at the time of station licensing or in subsequent license amendments. In this document, the term
completion time (CT) to refers to completion time and/or allowed outage time.

The nuclear industry has applied risk-informed techniques to extend various CTs originally
established in the Technical Specifications. The RMTS described in this report builds on that
experience to establish a process to apply configuration risk management to enable a licensee to
vary the CT in accordance with the risk calculated for the plant configuration.

This guideline is applicable to risk informing the Technical Specifications CTs for plant
configurations in which structures, systems and components (SSCs) are inoperable The primary
use o:, this guidance is anticipated to be for configurations (either preplanned or emergent) that
occur during the conduct of maintenance. It is expected that implementation of RMTS will allow
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utilitiesto more fully utilize risk-informed tools and processes in the management of
maintenance. These.Teclinical Specifications enhancements will reduce plant risk by allowing..
flexibility in prioritization of maintenance activities, improving resource allocation, and avoiding
unnecessary plant mode changes. The RMTS under development is specifically directed toward,
equipment outages and .vill not change the manner in which plant design parameters are
controlled. - - ,

This gu'ide suppleinent's Nuclecir Energy Institute (NEI) guidance for implementation of thle'
Maintenance'Rule (sec&Scctioh I I of Reference [2]) for stations implementing RMTS.
Additional key references include EPRI's PSA Applications Guide [3] and NRC's Regulatory
Guide 1.174 [4]. Maintenance activities arc performed to ensure the level of equipment'
reliability necessary for safety, and should be carefully managed to achieve'a balance between
the benefits and potential impacts on safety, reliability and availability. The benefits of well
managed maintenance conducted during power operations include increased system and unit.
availability, reduced equipment and system deficiencies'that could impact operations. more
focused attention on safety due to fewer activities competing for specialized resources, and
reduced work scope during outages.'

This report is a key part of the NEI Risk Informed Technical Specifications Task Force
(RITSTF) initiatives. RMTS is designed to be consistent with, and provide enhancement to, the
guidance provided for Maintenance Rule risk management described in Reference [2]. The
guidance contained in this report is applicable to the determination of risk informed completion
times (RICTs), Risk Management Action Times (RMATs) (reference Appendix A for definitions
of these terms) and specification of appropriate compensatory risk management actions (RMAs)
applicable to requirements of the Technical Specifications. In application of this guidance to
maintenance activities on plant SSCs governed by Technical Specifications, both the provisions
of the RMTS and the requirements specified under the provisions of Maintenance Rule section
(a)(4) are applicable. This section summarizes the enhancements that this initiative brings to'
prudent safety management.

It is not the intent of the RITSTF initiatives to modify the manner in which the Maintenance
Rule requirements arc met by various utilities. l-owever, it is the intent of this report to provide
the guidance for integrating Risk Managed Technical Specifications with the Maintenance Rule
process. While the fundamental process to be used for the RMTS is not different from the
Maintenance Rule process, the proposed risk assessment process has an increased quantitative
focus and requires a more formal mechanism for dispositioning maintenance decisions. RMTS
features balance the flexibility in performing maintenance within a structured risk informed
framework so as to adequately control the risk impact of maintenance decisions.

The RMTS process discussed in this report may be used within the current configuration risk
management program that implements the Maintenance Rule (a)(4) requirements. Specifically,
this report describes integration of the present I OCFR50.65(a)(4) evaluation process with
selected supplementary processcs to create an enhanced process that will support the
implementation of flexible CTs within the Technical Specifications. IHowever, there is a
fundamental difference betwecn the two programs. RMTS is specifically applicable to Technical
Specification operability of SSCs while the provisions of Maintenance Rule section (a)(4) are
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concerned with functionality' of a broader scope bf SSCs: Due to this fundamental diffcrcncc, the
provisions of both programs arc applicable and must be performed during applications of RMTS>

The RMTS process is intended to providc'a compreliensive risk informied mechanism fdr
cxpeditious identificatioriof risk significant plant configurations. This will include
implementation of appropriate compensatory risk management actions, while retaining the:
current Technical Specifications action statement kcquirements,-including the action to shut
down the plant when prudent. In practice, this program is consistent with I OCFR50.65(a)(4)
maintenance planning conditions., That is, the program retains the current I OCFR50.65(a)(4)
thresholds for identifying normal and high risk plant configurations. The processes described-
herein depart from the Maintenance Rule requirements by formally requiring high risk plant.
configurations to be treated in a required action for the Risk Managed Technical Specification
not being met. In addition, the revised process ensures timely risk assessments of emergent
(unscheduled) plant configurations to ensure that high-risk conditions associated with multiple
component outages are identified early. This document also includes guidance on the scope and
quality of the risk-informed tools used in performing the configuration risk assessments.
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2
RMTS PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

This Section delineates the requirements for RMTS applications. In this chapter, the conditions
under which the RMTS program is applicable are defined. Then, requirements applicable to the
activities necessary for RMTS implementation are provided. These activities are comprised of
the following:

* Configuration risk management process and application to Technical Specification
requirements.

* Documentation requirements.
* Training requirements.
* PRA technical adequacy requirements.
* Configuration risk management tool requirements.

Information associated with the purpose and details associated with the implementation of the
individual RMTS requirements are provided in Chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 3 provides detailed
guidance on the RMTS programmatic requirements and the conduct of activities necessary to
implement the RMTS program. Chapter 4 provides information associated with the PRA and
configuration risk management models and tools used in the RMTS program.

2.1 Applicability

A RMTS program is designed to apply the risk insights and results obtained from a plant PRA 1.o
identify appropriate technical specifications CTs and appropriate compensatory risk management
actions associated with plant SSCs that are inoperable. Thus, PRAs that support RMTS are
typiczlly plant specific at-power PRAs. Licensees who want to apply RMTS for plant
configurations other than at-power operating modes shall have a PRA and configuration risk
calculation tool that adequately calculates a RICT in these modes for the specific plant
configurations as discussed below. Also, the station configuration risk management (CRM)
program (see definition in Appendix A) shall establish the program-specific requirements for
application of an at-power PRA to non-power operating modes. Technical Specifications
associated with the Cold Shutdown and Refueling modes are not within the scope of this
guidance. Table 2.1 provides the applicability of an at-power PRA for use in the RMTS program
during various operating modes.
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Table 2-1
Applicability of At-Power PRA for RMTS to Plant Operational Modes. Note: mode numbers
are in accordance with Improved Technical Specification definitions.

Applicability of At-Power PRA to RNITS PWR BWR
Direct Application 1, 2, 3, 4* 1, 2

Not Applicable 4*, 5,6 3,4,5
* RMTS is applicable to PWR Mode 4 for cooling via steam generators; RMTS is NOT
applicable to PWR Mode 4 for cooling via shutdown cooling

In order to apply a RMTS program to PWR Mode 3 or Mode 4 plant configurations, the PRA
and CRM models either must be directly applicable OR be capable of providing conservative /
bounding results with commensurate documentation. Stations implementing RMTS may employ
methods previously approved by NRC'to achieve this objective. As'one example, the NRC staff
previously issued a Federal Register Notice (70FR74037, 14 December 2005) that provided a
model safety evaluation (SE) and a nio'significant hazards'consideration (NSHC) determination
relating to changing BWR Technical Specification required action end state requirements.

Thus, a RMTS program defines the scope of equipment used to define plant configurations to
which calculation of a risk informed completion time (RICT) may be applied. These SSCs have
front-stop CT requirements, and can be evaluated via the RMTS-supporting PRA and CRM
program. 'Technical specifications for Safety Limits, Reactivity Control, Power Distribution, and
test exceptions arc excluded from utilizing RICTs.

2.2 RMTS Thresholds;

Risk management thresholds for RMTS program application are established quantitatively by
considering the magnitude of the instantaneous core damnag'6 frequency (CDF), instantaneous;
large early release frequehcy (LERF), incrc'mental core damage'probability (ICDP), and the
incremental large early releasc probability (ILERP)Tfor th 'jlant configuration of interest. The
risk management thresholds~prcsented in Table 2-2 are the basis for RMTS program action
requirements. . ' l,

Table 2-2
RMTS Quantitative Risk Management Thresholds.,

Criterion RMTS Risk Management
Guidance

CDF | LERF

- Consider the required action to
210-3 2!104 not be met and follow the

eventslyear events/year technical specification
requirements
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-ICDP .ILERP .

.* - RICT requirements apply

- Consider the required action to
- not be met and follow the' .

. . , technical specification
. .requirements

. - RMAT requirements apply..,

21O-6 - Assess non-quantifiable factors
- Implement compensatory risk

management actions

<1 -6 <10-7  - Normal work controls
__:

I.., .

.I"

2.3 RMTS Program Requirements
., ... , -

This sectipn provides a concise listing of RMTS programmatic requiremcnts. Detailed discussion
of the configuration risk managemcnt and technical specification requirements applicable to
RMTS arc provided in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides a detailcd discussion of requirements,
associated with the PRA models and CRM tools used in RMTS program implementation.

2.3.1 Configuration Risk Management Process & Application of Technica.
Specifications

: * .* .: j I ; . !:

Existing Technical Specifications for nuclear power stations specify completion times for
compkcting actions when specific plantcquipmcnt is inoperable. Under the RMTS concept,
these CT values are maintained and referred to as "front-stop",CT values. In the RMTS
program, operation beyond the. frot,-,stop CT is allowed provided the risk of continued operation
can bc shown to rcmain within established limits as determined by thc CRM program aid
supported by the PRA.

The slation's CRM program and RMTS process shall be performed in accordancc with station
procedures which include the following process requirements:

1. Risk assessmcnts used in RMTS shall be performed in accordanc with guidance provided in
Sections 2 and 3 of this document and supported by thc implementing plant's PRA and CRIM
program. Risk assessments involve computation of a Risk Management Action Time
(RMAT) and a Risk Informed Completion Time (RICT)

* The RMAT is the time interval at which the risk managemcnt action threshold is
exceeded. It is the time from discovery of a condition requiring cntry into a
Technical Specifications action for a SSC with the provision to utilize a RICT and
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which results in a plant configuration other than the zero-maintenance state until the
10-6 ICDP or I0-' ILERP RMA threshold is reached, whichever is the shorter
duration.

* The RICT is a plant-specific SSC plant configuration CT calculated based on
maintaining plant operation within allowed risk thresholds or limits and applying a
formally approved configuration risk management program and associated
probabilistic risk assessment. The RI(CT is the time interval from discovery of a
condition requiring entry into a technical specifications action with the provision to
utilize a RICT and which results in a plant configuration other than the zero-

106maintenance state until the IO-, ICDP or 10' ILERP threshold is reached, or 30 days,
whichever is shorter. The maximum RICT of 30 days is referred to a's the "back-stop

i CT."

2. Risk Managed Technical Specifications are applied under the following conditions:

2.1. To extend a CT beyond its front-stop CT..'-
2.2. Conditions in which more than one technical specification LCO is not met and the

applicable actions have the provision to utilize a RICT. In this case, the RMTS is
applied to confirm acceptability of the affected front-stop CTs.

2.3. To evaluate configuration changes once a.RICT is being usedbeyond the associated
front-stop CT.

3. For plant configurations in 'which the RMAT either has been exceeded (emergent event) or is
anticipated to be exceeded (either planned condition or cmer rg'ent eVent), appropriate
cornpensatory risk management actions shall beiddritifiecd and implemented.

4. Upon'im'plementation of the provisionsiof the RMTS program for an inoperable SSC within
the program scope, prior to exceeding the RMTS front-stop CT the station'shall perform a
risk calculation to determine the applicable risk management action time (RMAT) and risk
informed completion time (RICT). ' ,

5. When a system is inoperable'and the associated specification has the provision to utilize a
RICT and a second (or any subsequent) technical 'specification SSC with the provision to
utilize a RICT becomes inoperable, prior to. exceeding the shorter of 12 hours or the most
limiting front-stop CT, the station shall perform a risk calculation to verify the acceptability
of the front-stop CTs. If the risk calculation identifies a shorter RICT for this plant
configuration, then the RICT becomes the goVerning' CT requirement.

6. When a system within the scope of the RMTS program is inoperable and in a RICT, and the
functional / operable status of any subsequent SSC within the scope of the plant CRM
program changes (i.e. a functional / operable SSC becomes non-ftinctional / inoperable), the
plant shall perform a'risk calculation to determine a revised risk managemnent action time
(RMAT) and risk inforrhed'completion time (RICT) applicable to the new plant
configuration. This evaluation shall be performed prior to exceeding the most limiting
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'applicable Technicai Specification front-'stop CT (for SSCs governed by Technieal
Specificati6ns) but not later than 12 hours from the plant configuration change. For plant
configuration changes in which a non-functional / inoperable SSC is returned to service, the
plant may perform a risk calculation to determine a revised risk management action time
(FMAT) and risk informed completion time (RICT).

,, . .- . . j

* The revised RICT from the evaluation shall be effective from the time of
iniplementation of the original RICT for the original non-zero maintenance plant
configuiration, and the associated RICT "time-clock" shall not be re-set to zero at the

-time of the modified configuration.

* In.the RMTS framework,.a RICT can be revised, occasionally many times, but the
associated "time clock" cannot be restarted until all LCOs associated with front-stop
CTs that have been exceeded have been met (i.e. are operable) or the applicability for
the LCOs exited.

7. Should the RICT be'reached or the instantaneous plant risk as calculalcd via the plant risk
assessment tool exceed an equivalent CDF of 10-3 per year (or 10-4 per year for LERF) the
plant shall consider the required action to not be met and follow the applicable Technical
Specification requirements including'any associated requirement for plant shutdown
impleicntation. ' :'-

8. RAMAT and RICT dalculations are performed in accordance with the following rules:

* RMAT and RICT risk levels are referenced to Core Damage.Frequency (CDF) and
Large' Early Rclease.Frequency (LERF) associated with the plant "zero-maintenance"
configuration. The "zero-maiptenance" state is.established from the baseline PRA by
assuming all components to be available (i.e. SSC unavailability and test and
-maintenance events are set to zero in the PRA model; train modeling is consistent
.with plant alignments). .. , , ;, ; .

* RMAT and RICT levels are referenced from the time of initial entry into the first
RMTS and can only be reset once all RMTS action statements for SSCs bey6nd their
front-stop CTs have been exited.

* The.RMAT.and RICT calculations may use conservative. or bounding analyses.

C Compensatory risk mailag6mWnt actions may only be credited to the extent they are
i: modeled in the PRA and are proceduralized. c -

* The expected repair time (i;e. return to service time) contained. in the PRA model for
equipment repairs of inoperable SSCs within the scope of the CRM program cannot
*be credited in the calculation of the RICT.

* The impact of fire risks shall be included in RICT calculations;

* Extensions of RMTS to lower operating modes (i.e. operational modes other than I or
* 2) shall be supported via bounding or conservative analyses. The process for
analyzing the risks and key assumptions associated with the plant configurations
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applicable to these operating modes shall be described in the station RMTS program
implementation documentation.

9. The RMTS completion time shall not exceed the back-stop CT limit of 30 days. This RMTS
provision applies separately to each ACTION for which it is entered..

10. In a RMTS program, a RICT exceeding the current front-stop CT may not be applied in cases
where a total loss of function has occurred (e.g., all trains of a required Technical
Specifications system are determined to be incapable of performing its intended function
such as, all trains o6fSafety Injection or all trains of Component Cooling Water).

11. Unless otherwvise permitted by the Technical Specifications, application of RMTS for a
planned entry into a configuration involving a total loss of function is not allowed.

12. PRA Functionality Assessment Guidance

An inoperable component shall normally not be considered functionalhwhen performing the
RICT calculation. The remaining functions of the system, subsysten', or train which are not
affected by the inoperable component(s) may be considered PRA functional when
performing the RICT calculation.

The following provides guidance for conditions when an exception to this general guidance
may be applied.

12.; If a component is declared inoperable du6 to'degraded performance parameters, but the
affected parameter does not and will not impact the success criteria' of the PRA model,
then the component may be considered PRA functional for purposes of the RICT
calculation. For the provisions of this section to apply,' the&foilow'ing must occur:

12.1.1 The degraded condition must be identified and its associated impact to
equipmnent functionality known.

12.1.2 Continued degradation is not expected:. .

12.2 If the-functional impact of the condition causing theinopcrability~is capable of being
assessed by the PRA model, then the remaining unaffeted' ftincfions 'of the component
may be considered PRA functional in the RICT calculation.

12.3 If the condition causing a component to be inoperable is not modeled in the PRA, and
the condition has been evaluated and documented in the RMTS program as having no
risk impact, or as being not credited in the PRA model, then the RICT'may be
calculated assuming availability of the inoperable component and its associated system,
subsystem or train. If there is no documented basis for exclusion, or if the condition
was screened as low probability, then the inoperable component must be. considered not
functional. ;

12.4 If the Technical Specification component is not in the PRA model, then the affected
system, subsystem or train must be considered not functional.
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13. If a component within the scope of the CRM program is inoperableand PRA functionality
* cannot be quantified, then the component shall be considered non-functional for the RICT

calculation. In any case wlverc equipment declared as "inoperable" is being classified as
"functional" for purposes of RICT calculation, the reasoning behind such a consideration
shall be justified in the documentation of the RlCT assessment.,

14. The as-occurred cumulative risk associated with the use of RMTS beyond the front-stop CT
for equipment out of service shall be assessed and compared to the guidelines for small risk
changes in Regulatory Guide 1 .174 [4] and corrective actions applied as appropriate. This
assessment of cumulative risk impact shall be conducted as part of the station periodic PRA
updates on a periodicity not to exceed two refueling cycles

15. Operability determinations should follow regulatory guidance established in Part 9900 of the
N RC Inspection Manual [9]. RMAT and RICT calculations performed for emergent
conditions shall be performed assuming that all equipment not declared inoperable during the

* operability determination process is functional. However, the station should consider `
establishing appropriate RMAs due to the potential for increased risks from common cause
failure of similar equipment.

2.3.2 Documentation -

1. The CRM program process shall be documented in station procedures delineating appropriate
responsibilities and related actions.

2. The process forfconductinj and usingte 'results of the risk assessment in'station decision-
making shall be docurmented.'

3. Procedures should specify the station functional 'rganizations and personnel, including
operations, engineering, and risk assessment (PRA) personnel, responsiblefor each action.
required for RMTS program implementation. :'

4. Procedures-should clearly spccify.thel process for conducting aRICT'assessment and
developing applicable RMAs. ' :

5. Individual RMTS RICT evaluations shall:
* , . . . . . . .. . ! ........ -

5.1. Be documented in an appropribte og.!.
5.2. Document where quantified bounding assessments or other'conservative quantitativ-.

* 'approaches were used. ; . - -
5.:3; In cases where equipment declared asinoperable is being credited as possessing PRA

- . functionality for the purposes ofa RICT calculation, the basis behind this
determination shall be provided in the RICT documentation.

6. Relative to extended CTs beyond the front-stop CT, the following shall be documented:
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6.1. The date/time an LCO(s) is not met and entry into conditions which have provisions
for utilizing a RICT.

6.2. The date/time entry for restoration of compliance with the LCO(s) or the exiting of
the applicability for specifications which have provisions for utilizing a RICT.

6.3. If applicable, an assessment of PRA functionality based on the degree of degradation
for specifications which have provisions for utilizing a RICT.

6.4. The configuration specific risk profile for the duration of extended CTs identifying
inoperable equipment and associated plant alignments.

6.5. For emergent conditions, the extent of condition assessment for redundant
'components.

6.6. The total accumulated ICDP and ILERP accrued during the extended CTs.

7. Periodic Documentation:

7.1-. -As a minimum, the accumulated annual risk above the zero maintenance baseline due
to equipment out of service beyond the front-stop CT shall be documented as part of
the station periodic PRA updates on a periodicity not to exceed two refueling cycles.
This documentation shall also include a description of the process for monitoring
accumulated risk; associated insights and lessons learned.:- '

2.3.3 Training
.-' .. , ' ' . I" .. ; . I. . - 1

I. Those organizations with functional responsibilities for.performing or administering the
CRM program shall have required trainin (e.g. licens operators, work control personnel,
PRA personnel, and station management).

2. Training shall be provided to personnel responsible for performance of RMTS actions. This
training should be commensurate with the respective responsibilities of the personnel in the
following areas: . . ..

2.1. Programmatic requirements of RMTS programr.n

2.2. Fundamentals of PRA including analytieimods employed and the interpretation of
quantitative results. This training should include training on the potential impact of
common cause failures, model assumptions and limitations, and uncertainties. The

7 training also should address the implications of these factors in the use of PRA results in
decision-making applicable to RMTS...

2.3. Plant specific quantitative and qualitative insights obtained from the PRA.
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2.4. Operation ofthe plan't coifi uration risk management to" I and interpretation of results
derived from its application.

2.3.4 PRA TechnicalIAdequacy-
* . .

Stations electing to implement RMTS shall have a PRA model with the following attributes:

I. The PRA model shall incorporate the attributes contained in Section 4 of this report. The
intent of these attributes is to ensure that the PRA provides a reasonable representation of the
plant risks associated with the removal of plant SSCs from service.

2. The PRA shall be reviewed to the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.200 Rev 0 for a Capability
Category 2. Deviations from Regulatory Guide 1.200 relative to the RMTS program shall be
justified and documented.

3. The scope of the PRA model shall include Level I (CDF) plus large early release frequency
(LERF). In addition, RICT and RMAT evaluations shall include contributions from external
events, internal flooding events, and internal fire events. Inclusion of these factors within the
PRAis not explicitly required provided alternate methods (e.g. conservative or bounding
analyses) are used to accomplish this requirement.

4. The PRA shall be capable of-providing quantitative configuration .specific impacts due to
planned or unplanned unavailability of equipment within the scope of the C(RM program fo:
the operational mode existing at the time an existing CT is extended.

5. SAny modeled and quantified dependent human actions used in the calculation of a RICT
shall be applicable to the plant configuration.

6. A'proccss shall exist to-identify hnd consider significanf risk contributors which vary'by
time of year or'tihiiein fudl c'cle Within the RICT calculation '

7. Common cause treatment as applied in the CRM model conforms to the PRA model and
RMTS guidance. i - : . '* ' ' ' '

8. The PRA shall be maintained and updated in accordance with approved station procedures lo
ensure it accurately reflects the as-built, as-operated plant.

8.1 The PRA shall be maintained and updated in accordance with approved station
procedures on a periodic basis not to exceed two refucling cycles.

8.2 A process for evaluation and disposition of proposed facility chan ges'hall be established
for items impacting thePRA model (e.g. design modifications, procedure changes, etc.).
Criteria shall exist in PRA configuration risk management to require PRA model updates
concurrent with implementation of facility changes that significantly impact RICT
calculations.'
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8.3 In the event a PRA modeling error is identified that significantly impacts RICT
calculations, corrective actions shall be identified and implemented as soon as practicable
in accordance with the station corrective action program.

9. PRA quantification softwarc'shall satisfy station' software quality assurance requirements.

10. Where the PRA is to be used to extend Completion Times (CTs) that originate in lower plant
operating modes as described in Section 2. 1, the PRA scope may be extended to include
those applicable modes,'or a technically-based argument for application of the Mode I and 2
model to other plant'operating modes shall be1 provid6d (e.g., provide assurance that risk
associated with other modes addressed in the RMTS is bounded by the Modes 1 and 2 PRA
event sequences).

I 1. PRA modeling (i.e. epistemic) uncertainties shall be considered in application of the PRA
base model results to the RMTS program. This uncertainty assessment is intended to be
performed on the PRA base model prior to implementation of the RMTS program and
provide insights such that applicable coinpensatory risk managementractions may be
developed to limit the potential impact of these uncertainties. This evaluation should include
an LCO specific assessment of key assumptions that address key uncertainties in modeling of
the specific out ofservice SSCs. For LCOs in which 'it is determined that identified'
uncertainties could significantly impact'the 'calculated RICT, sensitivity siudies should'be
performed for their potential impact on the RICT calculations. (Reference EPRI-1009652 [6]
for 6ne method to determine key'uncertainiies) Insights obtuined fr6m these sensitivity
studies should be used to develop appropriate'cornpensat'ory risk mranagement actions. Such
activities may include highlighting risk significant operator actions, confirming availability
and operability of importarit standby equipment and assessing presence of severe or unusual
environmental 'conditions. The intent 6fthest risk'tnanagpcmnt actions is to (in a qualitative
manner) minimizethe impact of the uncertainties. This assessrnent is onily intended to be
perform'ed prior to initial irmblemicniation of the RMTS program and after a substantial
update of the PRA.

2.3.5 Configuration Risk Management Tools. ;,,

The following specific CRM tool attributes are required for RMTS implementation:

I. Initiating events accurately model external conditions and effects of out-of-service
equipment.

2. Model truncation levels are adequate to maintain associated decision-making integrity.

3. Model translation from the PRA to a separate CRM tool is appropriate; and CRM fault trees
are traceable to the PRA. Appropriate benchmarking of the CRM tool against the PRA model
shall be performed to demonstrate consistency.

4. Dependent human actions are modeled and quantified.

5. Configuration of the plant is correctly mapped from real time activities to CRM parameters.
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6. Each CRM applicaiion tool is. verified to adequately reflect the as-built, as-ope'rated plant'"
- *ircluding risk contributors which vary by 'time of year or-time in fuel cycle or otherwise

demonstrated to be conservative or bouriding. ' -

7. Any new key uncertainties contained in the CRM model (that are identified via PRA model
tc CRM tool benchmarking) are identified and evaluated prior to use of the CRM tool for
RMTS applications. ' ' i.

8. CRM application tools and software are accepted and maintained by an appropriate quality
program. CRM application tool quality requirements for RMTS include.:

8.1 Model configuration control. - .

8.2 Software quality assurance.

8.3 Training of responsible personnel. . . , . ' i

8.4 Development and control of procedures. : -
; -I . ** -. . .;* ., *J

8.5 Identification and implementation of corrective actions ..

8.6 Program administration requiremcnts:. , .

9. The CRM tool shall be maintained and updated in accordance with-approved station.
procedures to ensure it accurately reflects the as-built, as-orerated plant.

9.1 The CRM tool shall be maintained and updated in accordance with approved station
procedures on a periodic basis not to exceed two refuelirin ycles.

-. . ...

; 9.2 A process for evaluation and disposition of proposed facility.changes shall be
established for items impacting the.CRM tool (e.g. design modifications, procedure
changes, etc.). Criteria, shall exist to.require CRM updates concurrent with .
implementation of facility changesihat significantly impact RICT calculations.

9.3 In the event a PRA or CRM modeling error is identified that significantly impacts
RICT calculations, corrective actions shall be identified and implemented as soon as
practicable in accordance with the station corrective action progranO.

.~~ . .- .1

~~. :. ' , . ''. . .;,
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3
IMPLEMENTATION GUIDANCE

This Section provides guidance supporting the RMTS programmatic requirements described in
Section 2. This document has been developed to provide the commercial nuclear power industry
guidance on risk management issues associated with implementation of Risk-Managed Technical
Specifications (RMTS) programs at their facilities. Specifically, this guide is designed to
support the implementation of a risk-informed approach to the management of Technical
Specification completion times related to SSC safety functions. The report will generally refer to
a CT in association with a "plant configuration". The term "plant configuration," a fundamental
term applied in this report, is defined in Appendix A and is simply the consolidated state of all
plant equipment functionality, i.e., either functional or non-functional, and associated plant risk-
impacting conditions analyzed in the PRA. This term applies to plant equipment functionality or
loss thereof for any reason, including applications of both preventive and corrective
maintenance. See Appendix A of this guide for a glossary of key terms applicable to RMTS
program development and implementation.

Existing conventional technical specifications for nuclear power plants specify maximum CT
values for specific plant equipment related to the out-of-service time of SSCs that perform plant
safety functions. Under the proposed RMTS concept, these CT values are retained in the
technical specifications as the front-stop CT values. The front-stop CT values may be either
those that have historically been established via conventional deterministic engineering methods
and judgment or those more recently justified via risk-informed methods in accordance with RG
1.177. Implementation of a RMTS program does not preclude subsequent revision of front-stop
CT values in accordance with RG 1.177. Under a RMTS program, operation beyond these front-
stop C Ts is allowable provided the risk of continued operation can be shown to remain within
established risk thresholds.

This report focuses on RMTS implementation to meet the intent of RITSTF Initiative 4B (see
Section 1 for background). A RIvITS program does not change any of the conventional technical
specifications LCOs or associated "action statement" requirements. A RMTS program focuses
on managing plant risk to prudently allow configuration-based flexible LCO CT values greater
than the front-stop CT values and less than or equal to a maximum back-stop CT value. The
RMTS process presented in this report integrates regulatory guidance currently in place for other
risk-informed applications. In particular, in RMTS applications, the overall plant risk is assessed
via processes consistent with the maintenance rule (I OCFR50.65), its attendant Regulatory Guide
(RG 1 .182), and industry implementation guidance NUMARC 93-01.
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3.1 RMTS Program Technical Basis ..; , . I I I '. I �; %- : -- " :

. ; . ! S I . . . ; . - , . .. . . -� -

3.1.1 Risk Management Thresholds for RMTS Programs

Risk management thresholds' for RMTS program application'are established quantitatively by"
considering the magnitude of the instantaneous core damage frequency (CDF), instantaneous -
large early release frequency (LERF), incremental core damage frequency (ICDF), and the'
incremental large early release frequency (ILERF) for the plant configuration of interest. It is
important to note that these incremental frequency valucs arc measured from their respective
"no-maintenance" or "zero-maintenance" baseline frequencies as determined via the PRA (see
definitions of terms in Appendix A).. .

Guidance for evaluating temporary risk increascs by considering configuration-specific risk is
provided in NUMARC 93-01, Revision 3 [2]. The risk management thresholds prcsented in:
Table 3-1 provide the basis for RMTS program implementation. Table 3-1 presents RMTS
quantitative risk management thresholds and RMTS action guidance as vell as a.comparison.of
the respective applicable Maintenance Rule thresholds and action guidance from Reference 3.

Table 3-1 . '
RMTS Quantitative Risk Management Thresholds .. . :

Criterion. Maintenance Rule Risk RMTS Risk Management
Management Guidance .Guidance

CDF LERF .. ;
.: .

- Careful consideration before;. ; - Consider the required action to
o-3, . 210-4 entering the configuration (none, .notbermejtand follow the

events/year events/year for LERF). . .. tec~hqipal specification,
requirements .

ICDP ILERP ' ... : ; .*. -. ..

- Configurationshould not'. -r : .;- RICT requirements apply
normally be entered voluntarily

- Consider the required action to
2105 ,,rotba rnet and follow the-

technical specification
requirements

- Assess non-quantifiable factors - RMAT requirements apply

-6 . ..- Establish compensatorr risk ' - Assess non-quintifiable factors
21 .0management actions I- .-' . V

. , . : . ,, . , Implement compensatory risk
.- 6 . . . Normal work. contmanagement actions

<10-6 <10-7 -Normal work controls ..- Normal work controls
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In a IMTS program the IO-" and 10- thresholds for ICDP and ILERP, respectively, arc rbferred
to as Risk Management Action (RMA) thresholds and the RMAT is the corresponding risk
management action time. The 10i and I o-6 thresholds for ICDP and JLERP, respectively, are
refcried to as Risk Informed Completion Time (RICT) Thresholds. These thresholds are deemed
appropriate for RMTS programs because they relate to integrated plant risk impacts that are
occasional and temporary in nature (versus permanent) and are consistent with Reference [4]
guidance that has been previously endorsed by.the NRC.

3.1.2 *RMTS Risk Management lime Intervals-

The RMTS process for allowing continued plant operation beyond the conventional technical
speci fications front-stop CT values requires performance of risk assessments based on
configuration-specific plant conditions to calculate the Risk Management Action Time'(RMAT)
and FRisk-Informed Compleiion Tirne (RICT) 'The RMAT is the time interval from discovery of'
a condition requiring entry into a Technical Spe'cification with provisions for utilizing a RICT
and which results in a plant configuration other than the 'zero-m'aintenance state until the'l 0-6
ICDF' or 1 ILERP RMA threshold is reached,' whichever is the shorter duration. The RICT i:;
the time interval from discovery of a condition requiring entry into a technical specifications.
action for a SSC which has the provision to utilize a RICT and which results in a plant
configuration other.than, the zero-maintenance state until the I 05 .ICDP or 10-6 ILERP threshold
is reached, or 30 days., whichever is shorter. The maximum RIOT of 30 days is referred to as the
back-stop CT. The back-stop CT limit of 30'days is judged to be a prudently conservative
administrative limiti for configuration risk management, compared to, for exaimple, the
I OCFR50.59. design change criteria limit of 90 days. The 30-day back-stop.CT was established
based on the fact that some conventional Technical Specification front-stop CT limits are as long'
as 30 days, and because many nuciear stations would require up to this time :period to comiplete
some required complex corrective maintenance and testing for system function recovcry. The
RMTS approach evaluates the nuclear safety impacts (i.e. changes in risk levels) of specific plant
configurations (i.e., equipment unavailability) to produce risk-informed equipment out-of-servi.e
times that permit licensees to monitor and manage activities.associated with inoperable
Technical Specification SSCs -while maintaining nuclear safety risk within acceptable limits.

3.2 RMTS Program Implementation

3.2.1 RMTS Process Control and Responsibilities '-

Implementation of the RMTS risk assessment process should be integrated into station-wide
work control processes. The process requires identification of current and anticipated plant'
configurations and the performance of a quantitative risk assessment applicable to those
configurations (i.e., a risk profile).: Appropriate actions to manage the risk impacts shall then bc
determined and implemented if risk thresholds are expected to'be exceeded.

The FvITS program structure includes the following attributes:
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1. Current (conventional) Technical Specifications structure is retained but applicablecsystems
contain contingencies that allow the use of.Risk Managed'Technical Specifications.

2. Operability determinations are performed in accordance with existing regulatory guidance
and requirements (e.g., NRC Inspection Manual Part 9900).

3. Defined risk management thresholds (RMA threshold, RICT threshold) are specified.

4. Defined time interval periods (i.e., front-stop CT, RMAT, RICT, and back-stop CT)
corresponding to applicable Technical Specification and risk management thresholds are
determined.

5. Reference to defined actions in Technical Specifications arc specified.

6. Ultimate risk limits are specified to prevent operation in plant configurations that correspond
to high risk conditions (i.e. I0- CDF or ] LERF per year).

The RMTS is intended to replace the fixed CTs of the current technical specifications with
provisions that allow the-use of specific risk management methods to determine a risk informed
completion time based on specific plant configurations in which one or more plant SSC is
Technical Specification inoperable. An example structure for implementing the proposed RMTS
is illustrated in Table 3-2. -Table 3-2 shows an example structure for one system only, but this
structure could be repeated for other SSCs.

I - ; . . I . . .

I

* . . ..

.,-'. -.

. . .1 .. I . . I

I . a . .

I

I . .. .

- - *** .. I*

I. . . '

I

. . I

. - I I
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Table 3-2 -

Generic Risk-informed CTs with a'Back-stop: Example Format.

ActionsICondition . Required Action Completion Time
_ ~~Condition .. ,, .......

B. Subsystem inoperable. B.1 Restore subsystem to 72 hours
.OPERABLE status.

. OR

.. B.2.1 Determine that the 72 hours
completion time extension
beyond 72 hours is
acceptable in accordance
with established RMTS
thresholds. . .

. AND

: B.2.2 Verify completion time. In accordance with the
extension beyond RMTS Program.
72 hours remains-

1: ! acceptable... ... !

AND . .. . .

B.2.3 Restore subsystem to 30 days or acceptable
OPERABLE status. RICT, whichever is less.

Quantitative risk assessments used to support RMTS evaluations shall be performed with a plant
specific PRA model approved by station management in accordance with approved station
procedures. Fire, seismic and/or flood risks shall also be considered when establishing the
duration of a proposed CT extension (See Section 4, PRA Attributes).

In the conduct of RMTS, procedural guidance is required for conducting and using the results cf
the risk assessment. These procedures should specify the station functional organizations and
personnel, including operations, engineering, and risk management (PRA) personnel, responsible
for each step of the procedures. The procedures should also clearly specify the process for
calculating the applicable RICT, implementing RMAs, conducting, reviewing, and approving
decisions to exceed the front-stop CT and remove equipment from service.

In cases where a RICT assessment cannot be performed (e.g., when the configuration risk cannt
be adequately addressed via the CRM program and PRA), the front-stop requirements of the
applicable Technical Specifications shall be applied.

For stations implementing a RMTS program, the development and maintenance of a "pre-
analyzed" list of plant configurations with associated RICT values is recommended. This list
does not necessarily need to address all SSCs governed by the Technical Specifications, but
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should address reasonable or expected combinations of SSCs that would be removed from
service.

3.2.2 RMTS Implementation Process

A RMTS program defines the scope of equipment used to define plant configurations.
Generally, equipment included within the evaluation of a specific plant configuration is
associated with SSCs that are included within the scope of the Technical Specifications and are
included in a station's CRM program. Therefore, they have front-stop CT requirements, and can
be evaluated via the RMTS-supporting PRA and CRM program. Technical Specifications for
Safety Limits, Reactivity Control, Power Distribution, and test exceptions are excluded from
utilizing RICTs.

Stations implementing a RMTS program are required to perform a RICT assessment whenever
(I) the front-stop CT for an SSC within the scope of the RMTS program is expected to be
exceeded, (2) more than one technical specification LCO is not met and the applicable.actions
have the provision to utilize a RICT (to confirm acceptability of the affected front-stop CTs).or
(3) whenever an SSC within the scope of the RMTS program is beyond its front-stop 'CT and a.
subsequent SSC within the scope of the CRM program is removed from service.

The PRA provides the analysis mechanism to identify SSCs for which RICT calculations can be
applied. Since the PRA considers dependencies, support systems; and, through definition of top
events, cut sets, and recovery actions, it includes those SSCs that could, in combination with
other SSCs, result in risk impacts. Thus, an appropriate technical basis exists for RICT
calculations. The risk informed assessment scope of SSCs included in a plant CRM program
generally includes the following:

1. Those SSCs included in the scope of the plant's Levef 1 and LERF (or Level 2 if available),
internal (and, if available, external) events PRA, and;

2. Those SSCs not explicitly modeled in the PRA but whose functions can be directly
correlated, with appropriate documentation, to those'in I above (e.g., actuation
instrumentation for a PRA modeled function).

Figure 3-1 provides a process flowchart for implementation of the RMTS program. This
flowchart includes the process steps required for conduct of the RICT assessment for concurrent
entry into multiple action statements.
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RMTS PROCESS FLOWCHART

* Figure 3-1
Process Flowchart for RMTS RICT. Assessment and Implementation

- . *..:
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The following 'provides general guidance'for implcihcntation and conduct of a RMTS program.
.

1. Plant operating conditions (modes) for which RMTS may be applied are defined in Section
2.1. ,

2. The determination of an applicable RMAT and RICT shall use quantitative analysis
approaches. Qualitative risk insights may be used to develop appropriate compensatory risk
management actions.

3. The RICT assessment shall assume equipment declared inoperable is also non-functional
unless a condition exists thatvis explicitly modeled in the PRA and the PRA functionality
criteria provided in Section 2.3.1 Item 12 are satisfied. In a RMTS program, a RICT
exceeding the current front-stop CT may not be applied in cases where a loss of function has
occurred (e~g., all trains of a required Technical Specifications system are determined to be
non-functional such as, all trains of Safety Injection or all trains of Component Cooling
Water). Unless otherwise permitted by the Technical Specifications, application of RMTS for
a planned entry into a configuration involving a loss of function is not allowed..

4. RICT assessments may be predetermined (i.e., performed pri6 r to an actual need), or they
may be performed on an as-needed basis.

5. Emergent events or conditions (see definition in Appendix A) could change the conditions of
a previously performed RICT assessment. Consequently a revised'RMIAT'and RICT may be
required. Emergent conditions may include events such as plant configuration or mode
changes, the'rem6val of additional SSCs from service duet6 fAilures, or sificanf changes;
in external conditions (e.g., selected weather conditions oe'offsite power availabifity). The'
following g~uidance, consistent with Reference 2 should bVe applied to 'such situations:

* A RICT assessment shall be performed or reevaluated to address the changed plant
configuration on a reasonable schedule corp mensurate with the safety significance of the
condition. This assessment shall be performed within than the shorter of 12 hours or the
most limiting front-stop CT after a configuration change that affects an RMTS RICT has
occurred.

* Pcrformance,(or re-evaluation) of the RICT assessment shall not interfere with, or delay,
the operator and/or maintenance crew from taking timelyactions to place the plant-in a
stable configuration, restore the equipment to service!or take appropriate compensatory
actions. . - . - !

* If the plant configuration is restored prior to the required re-evaluation risk assessment,
the assessment need not be.performed for purposes of supporting that maintenance
activity.. However, an accounting of the plant configuration's actual incurred cunmulative
risk incurred shall be. made and included in the station's administrative program for
controlling long-term cumulative risk (seeSectjion 3.3.3).

Additionally, the RICT is recalculated when an' affected SSC is restored to an operable
condition (i.e. the plant configuration changes).

6. A Technical Specification action statement with the provision to utilize a RICT shall be
considered not met whenever (1) the RICT is exceeded or (2) the computed configuration
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specific risk associated with being in multiple actions (with at least one having provisions to
utilize a RICT) has an equivalent CDF greater than or equal to I 0' or LERF greater than or
equal to 10 4 per year. In the evein a RI CT is not met, the applicable actions specified by than
Technical Specification Action Statement shall be taken.

3.2.3 RMAT and RICT Calculations'

In a RMTS program, the conventional Technical Specification definition of equipment
"operability" (see Appendix A) appliesjust as it does under existing Technical Specifications.
Thus, equipment "operability" is applied by station operating staffs to evaluate whether SSC
LCOs are met and whether to enter or exit Technical Specifications-actions. The information
contained in NRC Inspection Manual 9900 [9] should be used as guidance in making operability
determinations. .

If a degraded or nonconforming condition existing on a component can be explicitly modeled by
the station's PRA, then a situation specific RICT can be calculated. In these cases the PRA
analysis supporting the RICT calculation must be documented, retrievable, and 'able 'o be
referenced using normal operator documentation mechanisms (e.g., Control Room Logs or other
equivalent methods). In the RICT calculation, equipment PRA functionality may be considered.
The evaluation for the applicability of crediting "PRA functionality" shall be conducted in
accordance with the guidance provided in Item 12 of Section 2.3 .1. This guidance is intended to
address separate optrabilityhand PRA functionality~asscssments which would allow a component
to be Considered both inoperable and PRA functional based on an evaluation of the same
degraded condition. Specific; cxamples are provided for each of the conditions identified in Items
12.1 through 12.3 of Scction 2.3.1.

Item :12.1- Examples (If a component-is declared inoperable due'to degradcd performance
parameters, but the affected pat'ametef d6es not and will not impact the §iiccds's criteria of the
PRA model, then the component may be considered PRA functional for purposes of the RICT
calculation).

'Example 1: A valve fails its in-service'-tcsting stroke time acceptance criteria, but the
response time-of ihc valve is notrelevant to the ability of the valve tb provide its mitigation
function (i.e.' the valve is normally open- and required to be open in the PRA).' The valve
may be considered PRA functional in the RICT calculations.

Example 2: A pump is declared inoperablc due to increasingbearing temperatures. Although
th. temperature of the bearing is not immediately impacting on the pump success criteria
(i.e., pump flow), the basis for declaring it inoperable is the anticipated degradation and loss
of function. Since the condition has been judged to warrant declaring the pump inoperable, it
should not be simultaneously considered PRA functional, for the RICT calculations.

Item 1]2.2 Examples (If the functional impact of the condition causing the inoperability is capable
of being assessed by the PRA model, then the remaining unaffected functions of the componen'.
may be considered PRA functional in the RICTcalculation.)
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Example. 1: A valve is inoperable but secured in the closed position, and can be
addressed in the PRA model by failing functions which require an open valve, but
crediting functions which require a closed valve.

Example 2:; A component is inoperable due to a non-functional seismic support, and can
be addressed in the PRA model by failing the component for seismic initiators but
crediting the component function for other initiators.

Example 3: A component is inoperable due to unavailability of a normal power supply
when'a backup is PRA functional, and can be.addressed in the PRA model by failing the
normal power supply when the backup power supply is appropriately included in the
model. ;

Example 4: A component is inoperable due to invalid qualification for a harsh
environment, but the PRA;provides the capability to discern the scenarios which result in
harsh environments.

Item 12.3 Examples (If the condition causing a component to be inoperable is not modeled in the
PRA,:and the condition has beei evaluated and documented in the RMTS program as-having no
risk impact,'orasbeing not credited in the PRA model, then the RICT may be calculated
assuming availability of the inoperable component and its associated system, subsystem or train.
If there is no documented.basis for exclusion, or if the condition was screened as low probability,
then the inoperablecomponent must be considered not functional.)- .*

* -- ; . . , . :* * .

Example 1: .A pump backup start feature is inoperable and the feature is not credited in.
the PRA model (assumed failed); the RICT calculation majy assume availability of the.
associated pump since the risk of the non-functional backup start feature is part of the
baseline risk. -. . . . , . ,

Example 2: An inter]ock is inoperable and is not modeled in the PRA because it was
identified as highly reliable. In this case the RICT calculation mustassurne the affected
system, subsystem, or train is not functional.

RICT assessments do not allow credit to be taken for probability of repair of the affected
Technical Specific'ations equipment in'a configuration'sp66ific RACT calculation. .

For maintenance ifi which a condition tequiring'a'RICT assessment is applicable, aplant
configuration-specific RICT assessment should be' performed to determine'RMAT and 'RCT' '
values prior to commencing the planned maintenance. '

If the anticipated duration of the maintenance does "ot extend beyond the RMAT, n6rmal
work controls may be used to perform the maintenance in' accordance with Maintenance
Rule (a)(4) requirements. . '

a If the anticipated duraiion of the mainitenance extends beyond the RMAT or an emergent
condition has caused the RMAT to be exceeded, appropriate compensatory risk
management actions shall be defined and implemented as necessary to control plant risk.
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* If the anticipated duration of normal planned maintcnan66'extcnds beyond the RICT, the
configuration should niot be entered.

Note that for preplanned maintenance activities, for which the anticipated duration exceeds the
RMAT, consideration Thould be given for the necd to implement RMAs for the duration of the
activity. '' -

Stations implementing a RMTS program are also required to perform a RICT assessment
whenever action siatemcnts'are concurrently entered for two or more separate and applicable
Technical Specifications. In the context of this requirement, an "applicable" specification is one
in which theapplicable actions contain the provision to uiilize a RICT and are modeled in the
PRA. In such cases, if the calculated RICT is less than any of the constituent individual
equipment front-stop CTs, then the calculated RICT will become effective, thus becoming more
restrictive than the front-stop CTs. Applicable RICT calculations shall be performed within the
most limiting front'stop CT or within 12 hours of entering the configuration, whichiever is
shorter.

Quantification of the RICT shall incorporate the cumulative risk from the time the first of the,
affected actions were entered. Once the RICT is applicable, the.configuration shall be monitored
for additional changes that might affect the RICT and the RICT recalculated if necessary.

In instances in which an emergent event occurs, calculation of an applicable RICT is always
secondary to performance of actions necessary to place the plant in a stable configuration.
Additionally, during-events in which lTechnical Specifications LCOs arc not met but for which
the plant remains in a state in which conditions continue to cliange, the Tecbhical Specifications
CTs shall be goverr ed by the current T'echnrical Specifications front-sfop CTs until a stable
configuration is reached. An explicit example of this situation is provided for clariiy:-consider
the case where the plant DC electrical distribution system is in a condition where the batteries are
discharging and DC bus'voltage is decreasing. In'this condition, the plaint shbuld not consider
extensiohof the Tcchnicil Specifications CT'until such time as the plant is placed in a stable
condition.

If during application of a specified RICT,, the plant transitions to a different.plant;configuration.
that impacts SSCs within the scope of the CRM program (e.g., due to emergent conditions), then
a revised RICT, is required to be calculated, Stations implementing RMTS shall have
configuration risk management tools- (ie., safety monitorsj;risk monitors,;pre-solved
configuration risk databases, etc.), that can be. applied to calculate configuratipnrisk by the on-
shift station staff within relatively short periods of time following identification of the
configuration. In the event emergent.conditions occur while a RICT is in effect, the plant would
(1) take actions appropriate to managing risk in the current condition, and then (2) assess the risk
significance of the condition. The plant would then calculate a revised RMAT and RICT. This
calculation must be accomplished within the front-stop CT of the most limiting action 'applicable
to the new plant configuration;. however, this calculation shall be completed within a maximum
time period of 12 hours.. . .
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In an RMTS program the revised RMAT and RICT are effective from the time of entry into the
condition of the initial RMTS for which a RICT is applied. The associated RICT "time-clock" is
not reset to zero at the time the modified or new copfiguration occurs. Thus, it is possible in a
RMTS framework, that a RICT can be revised several times as SSCs are removed from and
returned to service. Only when the plant satisfactorily exits all applicable Technical
Specifications actions where the associated front-stop CT has been exceeded can the RICT
"time-clock" be re-set to zero. The RICT reevaluation process is required whenever emergent
conditions change the configuration risk profile of the plant. This includes non-Technical
Specifications equipment functions that are in the scope of the CRM program and which are
involved in the emergent conditions. By incorporating a configuration risk management
approach to Technical Specifications, a RMTS program can result in lower cumulative risk over
time for the RMTS-implementing station as compared to a conventional Technical Specifications
safety management process for the same station.

In cases where an emergent condition arises that may place the plant in a condition where it has
exceeded the revised RMAT, the station staff would implement appropriate compensatory
measures or compensatory risk management actions, including, as appropriate, transitioning the
plant to a lower-risk configuration (i.e., restoring equipment to service or lower plant operating
mode). In any case where a plant reaches or is found to have exceeded the specified maximum
configuration specific CDF or LERF limits, or RICT thresholds of Table 2-2 are exceeded, the
plant would be required to consider the required action to not be met and follow the Technical
Specification requirements, including any associated requirement for plant, shutdown
implementation.

3.2.4 Confirmation of Front-stop Completirn Tine

An important feature of RMTS that is not present in conventional technical specifications is the
requirement that whenever multiple SSCs are inoperable and have the provision to utilize a
RICT, the plant configuration is analyzed to verify the individual front-stop CTs remain
acceptable (i.e. the calculated RICT is greater than the front-stop CT of each of the inoperable
SSCs). This provision is intended to ensure configurations that entail inoperability of multiple
SSCs that place the plant in an elevated risk condition are identified and appropriately managed.
This provision goes beyond the requirements of conventional Technical Specifications by (I)
evaluating the impact of the combination of the inoperable Technical Specification SSCs and (2)
evaluating this risk in the context of the plant configuration that includes all SSCs within the
scope of the plant CRM program. Thus, this provision of RMTS provides a significant
enhancement to nuclear safety that is not present in conventional deterministic Technical
Specifications.

3.2.5 Examples Demonstrating Application of RMATand RICTin RMTS
Programs
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There arc' lvo importa'it configuration risk concepts used in the implemcntation of a RlMiT'
program to manage risk: instantancous risk and cumulative risk. Figures 3-2 and 3-3 illustratc'''
these concepts. Figurc 3-2 picsdnts an 6xamplc of instantaneous core damagc frcqticndt (CDF)'
profilc for a caclndarfeVcck. Fig'urc 3-3 prcsents an incremental corc damage probability'(lCDI')
profile for the same'dximple'weck.
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Configuration Risk Management - Incremental CDP Example

Figure 3-2 shows an example where' the first step increase in instantaneous CDF, from the
zero-maintenance state, at time . 20 hours is for a planned maintenance activity, and the second
step increqsc in-instantaneous CDF at time.= 40.hoursis dupeto an emergent unplanned failure
discovered in another system. In this example, the emergent failure function is recovered at time
= 70 hours, and the originally planned maintenance continues until time 120 hours. It is
important to note that before time.=. 20 hours and after time .,120 hours, the instantaneous CDF
is not zero (as it may appear.in this figure due to size resolution), but is equal to the zero-
maintenance CDF-for the plant (.1 0- in this example). The horizontal straight-line upper limit
shown in Figure 3-2 is the Instantaneous CDF risk threshold for RMTS (I 0- events per year).
A similar instantaneous LERF risk threshold for RMTS is. established at. 190 events per year. It
is also important to note that this is an example provided :for conceptual purposes only. In
general, plant-specific zero-maintenance CDFs and planteonfigurations will be lower, which
will result in less risk accumulation over greater periods of time. . ; . .. .

Figure 3-3 shows the same example plant configuration versus time-profile for incremental core
damage probability (ICDP). ICDP does equal zero whenever the zero-maintenance
configuration is in effect, but begins to rise at time= 20 hours when the plant is placed in the
originally planned plant configuration. When'the plant transitions to the second plant
configuration at time = 40 hours (when the emergent condition occurs or is discoyered), the slope
of the ICDP profile increases until the function ofthe emergent failure is recovered at time = 70
hours. At this time, the slope of the ]CDP curve returns to its original value for the original
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system being out of service (i.e. the value at time = 20 hours). This profile continues until the
plant is returned to the zero-maintenance configuration at time = 120 hours. Within the context
of RMTS, plant risk is evaluated with respect to particular planht onfigurations (either planned or
emergent). Thus, at the completion of the evolution for which RMTS is applicable, the ICDP
profile is defined to return to zero (as shown in Figure 3-3 at time = 120 hours). Figure 3-3
shows two horizontal lines, the lower for the RMA threshold value (ICDP = 10.6), and the higher
for the RICT threshold value (ICDP = 10 5). In this example, the station staff would be'required
to implement Risk Management Actions (RMAs) once the configuration risk ICDP profile
increases above 10-6 (at approximately time = 47 hours in this example). The concepts shown in
Figures 3-2 and 3-3 are also applied to large early release probability (LERP) thresholds in
RMTS.

Figur2 3-4 provides a simple example of the -RMTS process for inopcrability of a SSC followed
by an emergent event which modifies the risk profile causing changes in the plant configuration
RMAT and RICT values. At time = 0, the RMTS SSC becomes inoperable for a duration
anticipated to exceed the front-stop CT. In this configuration, a RMAT and RICT are calculated.
As evident in the figure, the RMAT would be exceeded at time = 7 days. if the anticipated
duration of the activity exceeds this time, appropriate compensatory risk management actions
will be develdped and'implemented prior to reaching the RMAT. Since the 10-5 ICDP threshold
is not reached within the 30 day back-stop CT, the applicable RICT is set at 30 days.

At time = 5 days an emergent event occurs which removes a second SSC from service. At this
time, the RMTS program requires recalculation of the RMAT and RICT to apply to the nqw
plant configuration. In this plant configuration the RMAT now occur-s very soon after the
emergent event occurs, thus necessitating development and rapid implementation of additional
compensatory IMAs, Additionally, since the 10-5 ICDP threshold is reached at time = 27 days,
the RI CT is revised to reflect this; The' start'6f the 'time for this configuration to be exited isltaken
from the time at which the origifial'SSCivas dicovered tob& inoperable'and NOT'the time at
wvhiclh the'emergent event 6tcurred: ' ' '

In this condition, the RIMITS provision 'applies separately to'each'ACTION for which it is'
entercd. When the'RMTS provisioniii'cntcr#6d'f6r a refereciding Technical Specification, it is
entered at ACTION A,-eveh 'if the RMTS Provisi~onh are already being apppi'd for another
referencing Technical Specificatioh;'i.c., RMTS is applied as'an extension of the ACTION
statenient of th6'referencing Technical-Specifidati6on' Although a particular ACTION with the
CT extended may be exit&d when the affected SSC is restored to operable status, the
accumulated risk of that configuiration will continue to contribute to the configuration risk for the
associated entry into RMTS until all affect'Cd'ACTIONs'are exited or''within their front-stop CT.
Application of the RMTS separately to each ACTION also means that the 30-day back-stop CT
limit applies' separately to each action.' ' " ' ;

In the example shown in Figure 3-4, at time = 20 days, the second SSC (i.e. the one w'hich
became inoperable due to the emnergent event at time = 5 days) is restored to service (i.e. return;i'
to a Technical Specification operable condition). At this time, the RICT may be recalculated'to
reflec the new plant configuration accounting' or the cumulative risk accrued during the
evolulion from time 0. In this'configuratioh, the 10-5 ]CDP is not reached until the after the 30
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day back-stop CT. The RICT for System I may now be reset to 30 days from theltime the first.
system became inoperable. Also notice that since the cumulative risk at this point is greater than
the ] o6ICD1P threshold, implementation of appropriate compensatory risk management actions,
continue to be required.
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Figure 3-4
Configuration Risk Management - Illustration of Risk Accrual for RICT Calculation

For preventive maintenance conditions which are planned in advance and there is an expectation
that the front-stop CT will be exceeded the RMAT and RICT values should be computed prior to
placing the system ;in an inoperable condition. Furthermorejin the planning of removal of SSCs
from service the station should routinely plan' to target incremental CDF/LERF' values below- the
Maintenance Rule "normal maintenance level" of 10-6 and ] 0-7 respectively. Should preventive
maintenance actives'be anticipated to exceed the RMAT thresholds, appropriate RMAs should
be identified before the condition is entered. Although implementation of these actions is not
specifically required until theRMAT is reached, consideration should be given to earlier
implementation of these actions to minimize cumulative risk. :

* ' DRATi
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3.3 RMTS Assessmenet Methods''

Secdioins 3:3.1 and 3.3.2 provide guidarice rega-rding quantitaiive and qualitative considerations.
respectively. ;

3.3.1 Quantitative Considerations

The assessment process shall be performed via tools and methods that incorporate quantitative
information from the PRA. Acceptable processes for quantitative assessment include direct
assessment of configurations via the PRA model; use of on-line safety/risk monitors, or via a
comprehensive set of prc-analyzed plant configurations. To properly support the assessment, the
PRA :,nust have the attributes specified in Section 2.3.4 unless other-vise justified (also see
Section 4.1, PRA Attributes), and it must reflect the actual plant configuration consistent with
the RIATS program scope. Additionally, the CRM program / tool must have the attributes
specified in Section 2.3.5 unless othenvise justified (also see Section 4.2, CRM Attributes), and
must reflect the actual plant configuration consistent with the RMTS program scope.

3.3.2 Qualitative Methods

RMTS programs are fundamentally based on the ability to calculate a RICT, and therefore, are
inherently based on quantitative risk analysis. These quantitative analyses can include bounding
analyses. Guidance oh bounding analyses for PRA applications is provided, for example, in the
indusiry guidance [5 for implementation of 10 CFR 50.69.

Although the calculation of a RICT is quantitative, qualitative assessments are an important part
of the RMTS process used, where appropriat; to supplement the quantification and develop
appropriate compensatory risk management actions. Qualitative assessments may be applied tc
confirm that the aspects not comprehensively addressed in the quantitative assessment have
negligible effect on the calculated RICT.

3.3.3 Cumulative Risk Tracking

One overall objective of RMTS is to provide plant Configuration control consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.174'over-long periods of implementation. The purpose of this tracking is to
demonstmte the risk accumula cd as a result-of SSC inoperability beyond the front-stop CT is
appropriately managed. To'accomplish this goal, the'impact of RMTS implementation on the
baseline risk metrics should be -periodically assessed and managed as appropriate to ensure there
is no undue increase. Long-term risk should be managed via an administrative process
incorporated within the station RMNTS program, and, unlike the RICT implementation described
in Table 3-2, would not be directly linked to Technical Specifications required actions. One
example of such tracking would be to record all RMTS entries where inoperable SSCs extend
beyond their respective front-stop CT and track the associated risk accumulated risk during those
plant configurations. An alternative, more continuous, example of an acceptable general
administrative cumulative risk management process would be tracking risk via a 52-week rolling
average CDF trend that is updated weekly to account for the actual cumulative risk incurred
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above the zero-maintenance baseline risk. Alternatively, the plant could meet this requirement by
documenting the zero-maintenance baseline risk for the plant along with the changes or "deltas"
from that baseline, or through quantifying the "deltas" from the baseline on an annual (or PRA
update cycle) basis. This administrative process for cumulative risk management should include
a requirement to document specific corrective actions and if necessary, for-ensuring operation
within Regions ii or ll of-Figures 3 and 4 of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.174 [4], if the plant
cumulative risk tracking shows an actual or imminent potential excursion into Region I of either
of these figures due to RMTS-related RICT implementation. The RMTS program implementing
procedure should clearly describe how cumulative risk tracking and associated "triggers" for
self-assessment and corrective action will be implemented within the station-specific RMTS
program. ''' '

Regardless of the method used, the' station must track 'the risk associated' with all entries beyond
the front-stop CT. This information should be evaluated periodically against the guidance of
Regulatory Guide ].174. ' -

I ,, . -

3.3.4 Uncertainty Consideration in a RMTS Program

PRAs applied for RMTS implementation should appropriately consider the issuc'of uncertainty
(see Reference [6] for guidance on treatment of uncertainty in PRAs). This will identify which
key base PRA modeling assumptions are important to ensure the RMTS decision-making process
is robust. RMTS-impleme'nting stations mu'st have PRA8 of a'ddeptabl& qua'lity and capability
yielding 'zero-maintenance CDF and LIBRF results that meet established criteria applicable to
I OCFR50.65(a)(4) applieations.' ;

The RMAT and RICT calculations are by definition changes to CDF (i.e. deita-CDF) in that they
represent changes from baseline risk values based on equipment out-of-service. In this regard,
parameter or aleat6ry uncertainiies'tend to canicel sinclonly. a' change in' CDF from equipment
out-of-service is being'determined. Therefote, 'applietliiio'ofrPRA calculated values for'
configuration risk compared with the PRA quality accetaie6e :guidelines provided herein
provides adequate confidence that RICT calculatiohs'aire'saifs and appropriate for use in'the
RMTS decision-making process.

In an RMTS program the issue of epistemic uncertainty associated with the PRA is addressed by
evaluation of PRA base model uncertainties prior tothe: initial implementation of the RMTS
program. The station will perform an assessment of the impact of PRA modeling'assumptions on
RICT calculations for LCOs. within the program scope'. This evaluation include's'an LCO
specific assessment investigating the impact of key PRA'assumptions on configuration risk. In
support of LCO specific risk assessments, the utility should: I

I. Identify the key sources of uncertainty in the PRA consistent with the expectations of RG
1.200. An example process for identifying key assumptions is found in EPRI- 1009652
[6].

2. For each LCO within the scope of the RMTS prograf,' identify those SSCs or PRA
elements (e.g. operator actions, initiating events, etc.) that appear in the same functional
core damage sequences as the component for which the LCO is to' be determined.
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3. Identify key model uncertainties that may impact the SSCs or PRA elements identified in
step 2.

4. Perform sensitivity s'idies on those uncertainties which could potentially imp t the
result of a RICT calculation. For those sequences in which' uncertainty is found to have'a
pote ntial significant impact on the calculated RICT, identify appropriate compensatory
risk management actions and incorporate these into the station RMTS program
implementation guidance.'.

Although this assessment is not intended to be exhaustive, the general guidance should be that
the impact of the key modeling uncertainties and associated key assumptions is limited when
reasonable alternate modeling assumptions do not result in significant increases to plant risk.
Where the uncertainty impact is identified to result in a significant risk increase, risk .

management actions are identified.to minimize ibis impact. In instances wvhere assumptions arec
judged to be overly optimistic (i.e. non-conservative) for this application, use of alternate
assumptions should be considered. This assessment is only intended to be performed prior to
initial implementation of the RMTS program and after a substantial update of the PRA.

3.3.5 External Events Consideration, . . .. .

Evaluating risks for use in a PMTS. program, plant PRA models should include internal floods,
fires, and other external events that the-PRA would indicate as risk significant and that would
impact maintenance decisions. For stations without external events PRAs incorporated into their
quantitative CRM Tools, or in cases where the existing external event PRA does not adequately
address the situation, the station should apply the following criteria to support maintenance
activities beyond the front-stop CT:.. . .

1 . Provide. technical: . . .'- . . ,','*1. Provide a reasonable technical argument (to be documented prior to the implementation of
the associated R4CT) that the configuration risk of interest is dominatedby internal events,
and that external events, including internal fires, are not-a significant contributor to
configuration risk (i.e., they are insignificant relative to a RICT calculation)..

OR

2. Perform a reasonable~bounding analysis-of the external events, including internal fires,
contribution to configuration risk (to he.documented prior to the implementation of the
associated RICT) and applythis upper bound external events risk contribution along.with'the
internal events risk contribution in-calculating the configuration risk and the associated
RICT. ... - . ..

OR.

3. Fer limited scope RMTS applications, a licensee may use nre-analyzed external events and
internal fire analyses to restrict RMA thresholds and identify and implement compensatory
risk management actions. For the duration of the configuration of interest, these actions
shauld be supported by analyses and provide a reasonable technical argument (to be
documented prior to the implementation of the associated RICT) that external events,
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including internal fires, arc adequately controlled so as to be an insignificant contributor to
the incremental configuration risk. Any RMAs credited in this manner shall be
proceduralized and appropriate training provided. . -,

The "reasonable bounding analyses" identified in Item 2 above must be case-specific and
technically verifiable, and they must be shown to be conservative from the perspective of RICT
determination (i.e., result in conservative RICT values).- Anexample of a bounding analysis'
method for screening fire risk in a RMTS program is presented in Reference [7]. It is the intent
of the RMTS process to consider the total plant risk: Stations with full scopd PRAs will be able
to perform integrated quantitative risk assessments to support their RMTS programs. However,
it is expected that many of the stations intending to utilize anRMTS program will have robust
Level I and LERF PRAs and may need to incorporate additional methods and processes for
incorporating qualitative risk insights associated with fire, seismic and external flooding
assessments. Previously documented and approved checklists may be used to identify
components where external events, including internal fires, overlaps are not significant and to
limit maintenance in areas when the component risks are dominated by external event
contributions'. when external events PRA is ie quantitative CRM Tool to address
external events applicable to RMTS, the PRA and CRM capability requirements must be
commensurate with the guidelines specified in Sections 2.3.4, 2.3.5, 4.1 and 4.2 of this report.

3.3.6 Common Cause Failure Consideration: .

Common cause failures are required to be considered fortall RICT assessments. For all RICT
assessments of plafn'ed configurations, the treatment of common cause failures in the
quantitative CRM Tools may be performed by 'considering only ihe removal of the planned
equipment and not adjusting common causefailure terms. ;

For RICT assessments involving unplanned or emergent conditions, the potential for common
cause failure is considered during the operability determination process. The assessment is moie
accurately described as an "extent of condition" assessment. Licensed operators recognize that
an emergent condition identified on a Technical Specifications component may have the
potential to affect a redundant component or similar comporients.. In addition to a determination
of operability on the affected component, the operator shoutld make'a judgment with regard to
whether the operability of similar or redundant components might be affected. In accordance'
with the operability determination guidance in Part 9900 of the NRC Inspection Manual
(provided in Regulatory.Information Summary 2005-20),thedetermination of operability
should be done promptly, commensurate with the safety significance of the affected component.
If a common condition affects the operability of multiple components (e.g., that more than one
common cause group functional train is affected), action sh6uld be taken via the Technical
Specifications. ''

Based on the information available, the licensed operator is often able to make an immediate
determination that there is reasonable assurance that redundant or similar components are not
affected. Using judgment with regard to the specific condition, the operator may direct that
similar or redundant components be inspected for evidence of the degradation. For conditions-'
where the operator has less information, assistance from other organizations, -such as Station
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Engineering, is typically requested. The organization continues to perform the evalu'ation
promptly, as described 'abov6. The guidance contained in Part 9900 of the Inspection Manual is
used as well as conservative decisioi-making for extent of cohdition evaluations.- The'
components are considered functional in the PRA unless the operability evaluation determines
othenvise. ' - ' -

While quantitative changes to the PRA are not required, the PRA should be used as appropriate
to provide insights for the qualitativetre~atment of potential common-cause failures and RMAs
that may-be applied for-the affected configuration. Such information may be used in prioritizing
the repair, ensuring proper resource application and taking other compensatory measures as
deemed prudent by station management.

3.4 Managing Risk - . ;

Risk Managementvuses quantitative and qualitative risk assessment methods in planut decision-
making to identify, monitor, and manage risk levels. This process involves coordination'wiih
plann ng, sch&dulin'g, monitoring;, maintenance, and operations activities.

The objective of configuration risk management is to'manage the 'planned arid emergent risk
increases from maintenance activities and equipment failures and to maintain them within
acceptable limits. This control is accomplished by using RMAAT values to plan and schedule
maintenance such that the risk increases are identified and appropriately managed. As RMATs
are approached, the station staff should take additional actions beyond routine work controls and
endeavor to maintain adequate margin between the actual risk level and the RMA threshold.
When risk levels exceed the RMAT, organizational controls beyond what are considered normal
shall be initiated with station priorities directed to returning risk levyls to below the CDP /.
ILERP threshold.

,,,3!w.. ,-* ' , .':.'.

A key risk management activity is assessing the risk impact of planned maintenance. In
conjunction with scheduling the sequence, of activities, compensatory risk management actions
may be taken that reduce the temporary risk increase, if determined. to be necessary. -Since many
of the compensatory risk management~actions involve non-quantifiablefactors,.the risk reductien
would not necessarily be quantified, The following sections discuss approaches for the,;
establ ishment of thresholds for the use of compensatory risk management actions.

3.4.1 Risk ManagementAction incorporation in a RMTS Program

Using this framew6rk for risk managernent,'the station staff can calculate RMATs and RICTs.
For planned maintenance, target outage times should be established at low risk levels (See Table
3-1) and should be accompanied by normal work controls. The process to manage risk levels
assesses the. rate of accumulation of risk in specific plant configurations and determines the
acceptability of continued plant operation (beyond the front-stop CT) based on the risk * -
assessment, alternative actions, and the impact of compensatory risk management actions. If the
target outage time exceeds the RMAT, RMAs must be considered and, where deemed.
appropriate by station management and operators, implemented. RMAs are specific activities
implemented by the plant to monitor and control risk. Section 3.4.3 provides some examples of
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RMAs. If the target outage time reaches the RICT, action must be taken to transfer to a. lower-
risk plant configuration, zero-maintenanceconfiguration, or implementthe applicable.Technical.
Specification action statement(s). , ,,

RMAs may be quantified to determine revised RICT values, but this quantification of RMAs is
neither expected nor required, as omission of this RMA quantification results in conservative
RICT values. For evolutions where compensatory action RMAs are'planned in'support of
maintenance (e.g. temporary diesels), it may be beneficial to quantify RMAs, to determine
realistic RICT values' For a'station to be eligible to quantify RMAs and credit them in the RICT
determination, it must be able to determine the 'associated RMA risk impacts on and' from the
following: 'SSC functionality; new configuiations'of existing PRA ba'sic'event cut sets; new
temporary equipment functions; and new or modified human actions" Actions that will be
credited shall be proceduralized with responsible implementing staff trained on application of the
procedures. If the station chooses to quantify RMAs, it must apply a documented and approved
process that meet 'the PRA and CRM program requirements described in this guidance document.

During the time period following the RMATbut before the expiration of the applicable RICT,
plants will normally Progressively implement risk management compensatory actions
commensurate with the projected risk during the plant configuration period. These compensatory
actions are identified and implemented by on-shift station personnel and approved by'statidn
management based on plant conditions. Such compensatory measures may iielir0de but arenot
limited to the following:

* Reduce the duration of risk sensitive activities.

* Remove risksensitive activities from the planned work scope. .

* Reschedule work activities to avoid high risk-sensitive equipment'outages or
maintenance states that result in high risk plant-configurations. *

* Accelerate the restoration of out-of-service equipment.

* Determine and establish the safest plant configuration . ,, ;

Contingency plans can also be used to reduce the effects of the degradation of the. affected
components by utilizing the following-

* Specific operator actions. ';

* Increased awareness of plant configuration 'concerns and thb effects of ertairi activities
and transients on plant stability.. . .,

* Administrative controls. ' ''

* Ensure availability of functionally redundant equipment.

3.4.2 Qualitative Considerations Supporting Action Thresholds

RMTS risk management action thresholds (i.e., plant conditions and associated configuration
risk levels determining when compensatory risk management actions are required) must be
established quantitatively, but they can be supported qualitatively, if necessary. Qualitative
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assessment can be used to support identification and'implementation of risk managciiient
compensafory actions for specific plant and site con'dition'spresent at the time SSCs are out of
service, by considering factors outside the scope of the PRA (e.g., weather conditions,'grid
conditions, etc.), the performance of key safety functions, or remaining mitigation capability.

.r .- . .

. ..

3.4.3 Examples of Risk Management Actions -

Determining actions, individually or in combinations, to control risk for maintenance activities is,
specific to the particular activities, plant configuration, its impact on risk, and the practical
means available to control the risk. Normal work controls would be employed for configurationss
having predicted risk levels below the RMA thrcsho!ds. For these configurations, no additional.
actions to address risk management are necessary.

Risk management actions, up to and including plant shutdown, should be implemented (and may
be recluired by the RMTS action) for plant configurations whose instantaneous and cumulative
risk measures are predicted to approach or exceed RMA thresholds. The benefits of these
actions may or may not be easy to quantify.. These actions are aimed at providing increased risk
awareness of appropriate station personnel, providing more rigorous planning and control of the
particular maintenance activity, and taking steps to.control the duration and magnitude of the
increased risk. Examples of risk mitigation / management actions are as follows:

1. Actions to provide increased risk awareness and control:

* Discuss the planned maintenance activity and the associated plant configuration risk
impact with operations and maintenance shift crews and obtain operator awareness and
approval of planned evolutions. .

* Conduct pre-job briefing of maintenance personnel, emphasizing risk aspects of planned
plant evolutions.

* Request/require that system engineer(s) be present for the maintenance activity, or for
applicable portions of the activity:'. ' ' ' - '

* Obtain station'm anage iiet npproval of the proposed activity. i

* Identify retum-to-sbrvice priorities.

* Identify important remain-in-service priorities.

* Place warning signs or placards in the entry ways to protect other in-service risk
significant equipment. ,

2. Actions to reduce duration of maintenance activity: ' -' '

* Pre-stage required parts and materials accounting for likely contingencies.

* Walk-down the anticipated associated system tagout's) and key' equipment associated'
with the specified maintenance activity(ies) prior to conducting actual system tagout(s)
and performingbthe maintenance.
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* Develop critical activity procedures for risk-significant configurations, including
identification of the associated risk and contingency plans for approaching/exceeding the.
RICT target.

* Conduct training on mockups to familiarize maintenance personnel with the activity prior
to performing the maintenance.

* Perform maintenance around the clock rather than "day-shift only".

* Establish contingency plan to restore key out-of-service equipment rapidly if and when
needed.

3. Actions to minimize the magnitude of risk increase:

* Minimize other work in areas that could affect related initiating events (e.g., reactor
protection system (RPS) equipment areas, switchyard, diesel generator (D/G) rooms,
switchgear rooms) to decrease the frequency of initiating events that are mitigated by the
safety function served by the out-of-service SSC.

* Identify remain-in-service priorities and minimize work in areas that could affect other
redundant systems (e.g., HPCI/RCIC rooms, auxiliary feedwater pump rooms), such that
there is enhanced likelihood of the availability of the safety functions at issue served by
the SSCs in those areas.

* Establish alternate success paths (provided by either safety or non-safety related
equipment) for performing the safety function of the out-of-service SSC.

* Establish other compensatory measures as appropriate.

* Establish a final administrative action threshold (i.e., a cumulative risk threshold) such
that station staffs arc discouraged from routinely and repeatedly entering risk significant
configurations voluntarily.

* Expedite equipment return to service to reduce risk levels.

* Postpone plant activities, if appropriate, to maintain or reduce risk levels.

3.5 Documentation

Stations implementing a RMTS program shall provide documentation of the programmatic
requirements associated with the RMTS and of the individual RICT evaluations. This
documentation shall be of sufficient detail to permit independent evaluation of the assumptions,
analyses, calculations and results associated with the RICT assessments. The specific
documentation requirements are provided in Section 2.3.2.

3.6 Training

Stations implementing a RMTS program shall provide training in the programmatic requirements
associated with the RMTS and of the individual RICT evaluations to personnel responsible for
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determining Technical Specifications operabilit' decisions or conducting RICT assessments. The
spcci fic training requirements are provided in Section 2.3.3.
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4
PRAAND CONFIGURATION RISK MANAGEMENT
TOOL ATTRIBUTES

The application of the RMTS program to specific plant configurations requires the determination
of a FMAT and RICT. This determination requires a quantitative risk estimate. The basis for
these risk estimates is the application of a quantitative configuration risk management (CRM)
tool, which is a derivative of the PRA. PRAs and associated CRM tools must be commensurate
with the risk impact and scope of the application. Furthermore, the PRA aspects of the CRM
tool shall comply with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.200 guidance to the extent appropriate for the
specific application. Two documents, Regulatory Guide 1.200 and this guideline, address the
requirements for PRA scope and capability for this PRA application, the RMTS program. For
RMTS program application, CRIvI tools applied for RICT calculations must meet the same
quality assurance requirements as their respective underlying PRAs approved for risk-informed
applications via Regulatory Guide 1.200. For some operating modes and some initiating events
(initiators) detailed below, bounding CRM methods can be used in addition to or instead of the
CRM tool. This section describes the attributes of the PRA, the CRM tool, and bounding CRM
methods that are necessary to support the RMTS program.

4.1 PRA Attributes

In general, the quantitative risk assessment (plant PRA for RMTS) should be based on the station
Configuration Risk Management Program supported by the PRA calculations. At a minimum,
the PRA applied in support of a RMTS program shall include a Level I PRA with LERF
capalility. The scope of this PRA shall include credible internal events including internal flood
and internal fires. Other external events should be considered in the development of the RMTS
program to the extent these events impact RMTS decisions. It is preferred that these impacts be
modeled such that they are explicitly included in the calculation of a RICT. However, where
prior evaluation or alternative methods (e.g. bounding analyses) can demonstrate that one or
more of the challenges are not significant to the site or the application, quantitative modeling
may be omitted.

The scope of the PRA to be used for RMTS should address Modes I and 2 of reactor operation.
Where the PRA is to be used to extend CTs that originate in lower modes, the PRA scope may be
extended to include those applicable modes, or a technically-based argument for application of
the Mode I and 2 model to other operating modes must be provided (e.g., it must provide
assurance that risk associated with other modes addressed in the RMTS is bounded by the
Modes I and 2 PRA event sequences). The PRA must have an update process clearly defined by
station procedures or instructions.
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The PRA model attributes and technical adequacy requirements for RMTS applications must be
consistent and compatible with established ASME standards requirements, as modified by NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.200 Rev 0. Plant A and B level Findings and Observations arising from the
PRA peer review should be resolved or otherwise dispositioned. It is expected that, in general,
the PRA which supports RMTS shall meet CapabilityCategory 2 requirements and any..
exceptions to meeting those requirements shall be justified. For limited scope applications, the
PRA capability shall be appropriate to the technical specifications system(s) of concern.

4.2 CRM Tool Attributes g

The following specific CRM tool and PRA to CRM translation attributes arc necessary for
RMTS implementation:

I. Initiating events accurately model external condition's and effects of out-of-service
equipment.

2. Model truncation levels are adequate to maintain associated decision-making integrity.

3. Model translation from the PRA to a separate CRM tool-is appropriate; and CRM fault
trees are traceable to the PRA. Appropriate benchmarking of the CRM tool against the
PRA model shall be performed to demonstrate consistency.

4. Dependent human actions are modeled and quantified.

5. Configuration of the plant is correctly mapped frdm real time activities to CRM
parameters:' - ' 2 .,

6. Each CRM application tool is verified to adequately reflect the as-built, as-operated plant
including risk contributors which vary by time of year or time in fuel cycle or otherwise
demonstrated to be conservative or boundifig.. '

7. Any new key uncertainties contained in the CRM:rri6del (that are identified via PRA
model tO'CRM 'tool benchbmarking) are'identified d'rd evaluated prior to use of the CRM
tool for RMTS applications. ' ' ':

* . , . s : * :' - !:.i; .. i . *
8. CRM application tools and software are accepted and maintained by an appropriate

quality program. CRM application tool quality requirements for RMTS include:

8.1 Model configuration control. - -

8.2 Software quality assurance. . I 1 -'

8.3 Training of responsible personnel. ' ' ' '

8.4 Development and control of procedures.,

8.5 Identification and implementation ofcorrective actions.

'8.6 Program administration requirements

9. The CRM tool shall be maintained and .updated in accordance with approved station
procedures to ensure it accurately reflects the as-built, as-operated plant.
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9.1 ' The CRM tool shall be maintained and updated in accordance with approved
station procedurcs on ap0eriodic basis not to exceed two refueling cycles.

9.2 A process for evaluation and disposition of proposed facility changes' shall be
established foi items impacting thetRM tool (e:g. design modifications, procedurc
changes, ctc.). Criteria shall exist io' require CRM updates concurrent with'
implementation of facility changes that significantly impact RICT calculations.

9.3 In the event a PRA or CRM modeling error is identified that.significantly impacts.
RICT calculations, corrective actions shall be identified and implemented as soon as
practicable in accordance with the station corrective action program.

While these CRM attributes may be. implemented in various ways at RMTS-implemcnting power
stations, these attributes should be verifiable via the approved RMTS programs. Guidance and
recommendations for each of these attributes is provided as follows:

I. Initiating events accurately model external conditions and effects of out-of-service
equipment. * . . .

CRM tools should explicitly model external conditions, such as weather impacts, or a process
to adequately'address the impact of these external conditions exists. The impacts of out-of-
service equipment should be properly reflected in CRIM initiating event models as well as
system response models. For example, if a certain component being declared inoperable and
placed in a maintenance status is modeled in the PRA, the entry of that equipment status into
the CRM must accommodate risk quantification to include both initiating event and system
response impact. - ' ;

2. Model truncation levels are adequate to maintain associated decision-making integrity.

Model truncation levels appliedrin the CRM should be such that they have no significant
impact on associated RMTS decisions. In general, this means that the truncation levels are
such that, for a specific RICT calculation, the RICT calculated via thctruncated model would
not vary significantly from that calculated via an associated un-truncated model and that
important model eliments have not bccni rcmov&d fr6rm the ,PRA throug~htruncation.
Reference [8] provides areas nably'rigorous set of criteria f6rmianaging PRA mbod'l
truncation for adequate decision-making support. ,

3. Model translation from the PRA to a separate CRM tool is appropriate; and CRM fault trees
are traceable to the PRA. Appropriate benchmarking of the. CRM tool against the PRA model
shall be performed to demonstrate consistency. ' '

No time-averaging features of the model that could lead to'configuration-specific errors, such
as equipment train asymmetries and treatment of possible alternate configurations,-should be
included in the CRM Tool. Time-averaging features of the basic event data that could lead to
ccnfiguration-specific errors should be excluded in the'CRM Tool database. Conversely,
changes to the model and data should correctly reflect configuration-specific risk. In cases
where the CRM tool is simply-a configuration risk database cataloguing parameters
calculated via the approved PRA, then spot checks of these parameters for conformance with
the approved PRA should be performed in accordance with approved station procedures. In
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cases where the CRM tool actually performs PRA logic model reduction and/or risk
calculations directly, quality assurance checks of the model and quantification results
translation from the underlying approved PRA should be performed at regular intervals and
should show model translation. These technical adequacy checks should show satisfactory
traceability from the CRM to the approved PRA.

4. Dependeni human actions are modeled and quantified.

RICT calculations should appropriately account for, and quantify, the impacts of human
action dependence relative to plant configurations and conditions analyzed.; This is
particularly important in cases where credit for RMAs implemented within the RMTS
program is taken in the RICT calculation. Performance of human recovery actions modeled
in the PRA shall be performed via approved station procedures wvitlh the implementing
personnel trained in their performance for these actions to be credited in the RMTS program.

5. Configuration of the plant is correctly mapped from real time activities to CRM parameters.

a) Any pre-analysis translation tables from plant activities to CRM Tool basic events or
model conditions should be accurate and controlled.

b) An effective written process should be in place to apply the translation tables and/or
generate the CRM Tool inputs corresponding to plant activities.

c) Training of personnel who apply or review the CRM tool should be performed.

6. Each CRM application tool is verified to adequately reflect the as-built, as-operated plant
including risk contributors which vary by time of year or time in fuel cycle.

CRM tools should reflect as-built, as-operated plant conditions. The CRM tools should be
updated in accordance with approved PRA update procedures.

7. Any new key uncertainties contained in the CRM model (that are identified via PRA model
to CRM tool benchmarking) are identified and evaluated prior to use of the CRM tool for
RMTS applications.

Uncertainty should be addressed in RMTS CRM tools by consideration of the translation
from the PRA model to the CRM tool.

8. CRM application tools and software are accepted and maintained by an appropriate quality
program.

CRM application tools and associated software applied for RMTS implementation should
meet the same level of quality assurance as the underlying approved PRA software and
application tools.

9. The CRM tool shall be maintained and updated in accordance with approved station
procedures to ensure it accurately reflects the as-built, as-operated plant

CRM applications tools and associated software are verified to reflect the as-built..as-
operated plant. The CRM tool is maintained and updated in accordance with approved station
procedures on a periodic basis not to exceed two refueling cycles. A process for evaluation
and disposition of proposed facility changes is established for items impacting the CRM tool
with criteria established to require CRM updates concurrent with implementation for facility
changes that potentially can significantly impact RICT calculations. Corrective actions are
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identified and implemcnted as soon as practicable to address any identified modeling errors
that could significantly impact RICT calculations.

It is recommended that RMTS implementation procedures require that confirmatory. checks of
RICT assessments and associated calculations by appropriately-qualified station staff members
be pa:it of the RMTS process. Additionally, station personnel applying CRM tools to perform
and approve RICT assessments must be adequately trained and qualified in accordance with
station Technical Specifications implemcntation procedures and the provisions of this guidance.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Key terms used in this guide are (defined in this appendix. These definitions are intended to be
consistent with existing plant Technical Specifications and associated regulatory and industry
guidance. In any case where a plant's Technical Specifications definitions differ from those
provided herein, the plant Technical Specifications definitions take precedence.

alloct'ed outage time (AOT) - Same as completion time (CT).

back-stop completion time (back-stop CT) - the ultimate LCO completion time or allowed
outage time limit permitted by the RMTS. The back-stop completion time limit for licensee
action takes precedence over any risk-informed completion time calculated to be greater than 3 0
days.

baseline risk - the "no-maintenance" or "zero-maintenance" risk calculated via the plant PRA.
This is different from (i.e.; less than) the average annual risk calculated via the PRA.

completion time (CT) - as defined in the improved standard Technical Specifications (NUREG-
1430 through -1434), the completion time is the amount of time allowed by the Technical
Speci fications for completing an action. Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) specify
minimum requirements for ensuring safe operation of the unit. The actions associated with an
LCO state conditions that typically describe the ways in which the requirements of the LCO can
fail to be met. Specified with each stated condition are action(s) and completion time(s). The
comp letion time is the amount of time allowed for completing an action. It is referenced to the
time of discovery of a situation (e.g., inoperable equipment or variable not within limits) that
requires entering a condition unless otherwise specified in the Technical Specifications.

configuration risk management (CRM) program - the plant program designed to apply the
approved PRA to support prudent risk management over the plant life cycle. This program is
designed to support the planning and execution of plant maintenance, testing, and inspection
activities, as well as other risk-impacting evolutions.

core damage probability (CDP) - the integral of CDF over time; the classical cumulative
probability of core damage (i.e., instantaneous core or fuel damage frequency integrated over a
specified duration), over a given period of time. CDP is unit-less. Weekly risk is calculated fo:-
the 168-hour time period over each calendar week. Configuration risk is calculated for the
anticipated and/or actual duration of a plant configuration. Annual risk is a 52-week rolling
average, calculated week by week.
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cumulative risk - the accumulated risk integrated over time accounting for variations in
instantaneous risk.. , i

emergent event or emergent condition - any event or condition, which is NOT in the planned
work schedule, Which renders station equipment non-functional or extends non-functional
equipment schedluled outage time beyond its planned duration. The term "any event or
condition" includes the impacts of mode changps and external conditions which adversely, impact
the risk associated with the evolution. !

front-stop completion time (front-stop CT) - the completion time or allowed outage time for
plant equipment specified in the conventional plant Technical Specifications.

high-risk coifiguration - a plant configuration yielding a plant instantaneous CDF > I .OOE-03
or LERF > I .OOE-4 per year.....

incremental core danmage frequency (ICDF) the frequency above a hno-maintenance"
baseline CDF (expressed in terms of events per calendar year) that one can expect a reactor fuel
core-damaging event to o9cur'for a nuclear power plant of interest.

. 2 . . - '. ..

incremental core damage probability (ICDP) - the integral of ICDF over time; the classical
cumulativeprobabilityof incremental core damage over.a given period of time. ICDP is unit-
less. Weekly risk is calculated for the 168-hour time poriod over each calendar week.
Configuration risk is calculated for the articipated and/or actual duration of a plant
configuration. Annual risk is a 52-week rolling average, calculated week by week.

incremental large earlye releasefrequency (ILERF) 7-thC frequency above a "no-maintenance'.'.
baseline LERF (expressed in terms of events per cal ndarycar) that onccan expect a largq early
release of radioactivity [3] from a. reactor core-damaging-event to occur for a nuclear power plant
of interest. , i): .

incremental large early relepse probability (ILERP) - the glassical cumulative probability of
incremental large early, release of radioactivity overa given period of time.; ILERP is unit-less.
Weekly. risk is calculated for the 168-hour time periodqover each calendar week. Configuration
risk is calqilated for the anticipated and/or actual duration ,ofa plant configuration. Annual risk
is a 52-week, rolling average, calculated week:by week., *. . ,, i;

instantaneous core damagefrequency (CDF) - the.instantaneous expected core damage.
frequency resulting from continued operation in a specific, plant mode and a given plant ,
configuration (generally presented with units of events/year). This term is very similar to the,
conventional use of the term "core damage frequency".applied in probabilistic risk assessments.
Hlowever, for application to RMTS programs, the focus here is on a single point in time, and not
on longer term averages typically applied.

instantaneous large early release frequency ('LERF) - the instantaneous expected large early
release frequency resulting from continued operation in a specific plant mode and a given plant
configuration (generally presented with units of events/year). This term is very similar to the
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conventional use of the'term "large'rearly release frequency" applied in probabilistic risk
assessments. However, for application to RMTS programs, the focus here is on a single point in
time, and not on longer term averages typically applied.

large early release probabilitj (LERPj; th& classical cumulative Probability of large early
releace of radioactivity (i.e.;instantaiefios large early release frequency integrated over a
specified duration), over a given period of time. LERP is unit-less. Weekly risk is calculated for
the I 68-hour time period over each calendar week. Configuration risk is calculated for the
anticipated and/or actual duration of a plant configuration. Annual risk is a 52-week rolling
average, calculated week by week. .

limiting condition for operation (LCO) - as defined in 10 CFR 50.36 (c)(2), Limiting conditions
for operation are the lowest operable 6apability or performance Ievbls of equipment required for
safe operation of the facility. When a limiting condition for operation of a nuclear reactor is not
met, the licensee shall shut down the reactor or follow any remedial action permitted by the
Technical Specifications until'thie condition can be met: - '. '

operable and operability- as defined in the improved standard Technical Specifications
(NUREG-1430 through -1434) a system, subsystem, train, component or device shall be
operabile orehave 'operibility when it is capable of pdrforrii.ng'.iis specified function(s); and when
all necessary attenda'nt instrumentation, controls, electrical power, coolingand seal water,
lubrication and other auxiliary equipment that are required for the system, subsystem, train,
component, or device to'perfori its function(s) are also Capable of-performing their related
support function(s). \. . . '

operational mode'or mode as defined ii 'the improved 'standard Technical Specifications
(NUREG-1430 through7-1434);'an!6perational mode (i.e., m6de) shall correspond to any one
inclusive combination of core reactivity condition, power level, and average reactor coolant
temperature specified in plant Technical Specifications.

plant configuration'-theconsoli'dated state of all plant SSCs with th-irassociated individual
states of functionality (i.c., citherfunictional ornon-functional) and alignment (including
surveillance inspections and testirig blignmecifts) identifiedi. Consis.ent with the Maintenance
Rule and associated NEI guidance [2j; the concept of "Fplantconifiguration' encompasses the
existence of activities or conditions (including-maintenance) that can materially affect plant risk.

In the context of this guide, there are two majoritypes of plant configurations, planned and
unplanned. A planned configuration is onethat is intentionally and deliberately pre-scheduled
(e.g., in a weekly'maintenance plan). An unolanndd configuration includes an unintentional,
emergent situation (i.e., discovery of failure or significant degradation of an SSC with the
provision to utilize a RICT or a forced, unscheduled extension of previously-planned
maintenance).

PRA-calculated mnean value: the mean value of a probability distribution for a key risk measure,
such as CDP or LERP, calculated via the PRA.
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probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) - a quantitative assessment of the risk associated with plant
operation and maintenance that is measured in terms of frequency of occurrence of risk metrics,
such as core damage or a radioactive material release and its effects on the health of the public
(also referred to as a probabilistic safety assessment, PSA).

PRA functionality - functionality that can be explicitly credited in a RICT calculation of a
Technical Specification inoperable SSC.

recovery - restoration of a function lost as a result of a failed SSC by overcoming or
compensating for its failure.

repair - restoration of a failed SSC by correcting the cause of failure and returning the failed
SSC-to its modeled functionality.

risk-informned completion time (RICT) - a plant-specific SSC plant configuration CT calculated
based on maintaining plant operation within allowed risk thresholds or limits and applying a
formally approved configuration risk management program and associated probabilistic risk
assessment. The RICT is the time interval from discovery of a condition requiring entry into a
Technical Specifications action for a SSC with the provision to utilize a RICT and which results
in a plant configuration other than the zero-maintenance state until the I 0-' CDP or 10-6 ILERP
threshold is reached, or 30 days, whichever-is shorter. The maximum RICT of 30 days is
referred to as the "back-stop CT."

risk-management action time (RMAT) - the time interval at which the risk management action
threshold is exceeded. Statedformally, the RMAT is the time interval from discovery of a
condition requiring entry into a Technical Specifications action for a SSC with the provision to
utilize a RICT and which results in a plant configuration other than the zero-maintenance state
until the I -6 ]CDP or 10-7 ILERP RMA threshold is reached, whichever is the shorter duration.
This guidance requires risk management actions to be taken no later than the calculated RMAT.

risk-inanagement technical specifications (RAfTS) - a plant-specific set of configuration-based
Technical Specifications, based on a formally approved configuration risk management program
and associated probabilistic risk assessment, designed to supplement previous conventional plant
Technical Specifications.

zero-maintenance CDF- the calculated CDF for the zero-maintenance configuration.

zero-maintenance configuration - the plant configuration where no planned or emergent
maintenance is being performed (including any risk-impacting testing or inspection actions) and
PRA components remain functional.

zero-inaintenance LERF- the calculated LERF for the zero-maintenance configuration.
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